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This project explores the anxieties and instabilities that inhere in representations 

of fatherhood in American fiction from 1842 to 1913. I argue that the ideological 

construct of separate spheres fails both as a historical supposition and as a critical 

framework for analyzing literature because it cannot account for the father’s place in the 

home. Bad fathers abound in the nineteenth-century American novel: abusive fathers, 

absent fathers, impotent fathers. Most pointedly, none of these fictional fathers seem able 

to function productively within the home. I suggest that the Victorian “cult of 

motherhood” privileges the mother’s domestic role to such an extent that the father is 

rendered worse than superfluous. But this tension between fatherhood and domesticity 

goes further than the simple binary of separate spheres, for just as the notion of the 

thoroughly domesticated woman did not reflect the everyday reality of life for nineteenth-

century American women, the idea of the father solely as a source of financial support 

did not hew to cultural and legal expectations for nineteenth-century American men. In 

addition to fiction, this dissertation examines writings from sources such as advice 
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manuals, temperance pamphlets, and transcripts from divorce courts in order to 

historically situate the nineteenth-century American father.  

The first chapter looks at nationalism and fatherhood in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s 

The Scarlet Letter and Susan Warner’s The Wide, Wide World, both novels that structure 

their narratives around a process of paternal auditioning that questions the status and 

necessity of fatherhood as a facet of American identity. The next two chapters examine 

two nineteenth-century phenomena that sparked collisions between private and public 

life: the temperance movement, and rise of divorce in America. The final chapter 

examines the fiction of Charles Chesnutt, who reinvigorates Harriet Beecher Stowe’s 

brand of domestic sympathy in order to highlight the continued vulnerability of black 

fathers and black families as a whole, writing at a moment when Thomas Dixon and other 

white supremacist authors were invoking sentimentalized versions of the white American 

family in order to demonize black men, and specifically black fatherhood, as the most 

terrifying threat to America’s unity and stability.  
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 1 

Introduction 

 

 “We haven’t got father, and shall not have him for a long time,” mourns Jo on the 

first page of Louisa May Alcott’s Little Women, and initially, it seems that Mr. March’s 

absence will be a key part of the novel (3). No father means no Christmas presents, the 

tragedy the girls have gathered to discuss in this opening scene; more pressingly, the lack 

of paternal breadwinner means that mother and the two oldest daughters must work 

outside the home, disrupting the domestic idyll they all treasure. The hardship of being 

separated and sent off to work among strangers seems more than these sensitive girls can 

bear. But a letter from their father, who is serving as a chaplain in the Civil War, spurs 

their resolution to embrace their trials by playing their childhood game of Pilgrim’s 

Progress, as their mother puts it, “not in play, but in earnest, and see how far on you can 

get before father comes home” (10). This moment sets up the trajectory of the novel, 

which follows the March girls as they grow and strive to be the kind of self-sacrificing, 

hard-working “little women” that their father calls them in his letter. It also suggests a 

structuring logic for the story, implying that the end point of the daughters’ struggles and 

growth will be their father’s return home. It is surprising, then, that Mr. March’s 

homecoming, which occurs not at the end but midway through the novel, barely causes a 

ripple. He surprises the family on the following Christmas, becomes “invisible in the 

embrace of four pairs of loving arms,” and then proceeds to be invisible for the rest of the 

book (176). Important neither as an individual character nor as a plot device, Mr. March 
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retires to his study and shuts the door, leaving his wife and daughters to capably handle 

the household duties and continue their task of growing up.  

 Alcott’s biographers have pointed to Mr. March’s non-presence as indicative of 

Alcott’s ambivalent feelings toward her eccentric father, Bronson Alcott. But the absent-

then-ineffectual father of Little Women is no aberration in the world of the mid-

nineteenth-century novel, or indeed, the American novel as a whole. In text after text, 

fathers abandon their children, abuse them, fail to muster financial support, or simply sit 

impotently by while things happen around them. Loving, devoted mothers abound across 

novels of all genres, but when viewed through the lens of fiction, nineteenth-century 

American fathers are a shabby lot. The novels I will explore in this dissertation have a 

publication range from the 1850s to the very early twentieth century; they span genres, 

styles, and subject matter. But every one features a father who fails in some way: 

emotionally, financially, legally, affectively, existentially. It is this sense of rupture that 

draws me to amalgamate these disparate stories, to probe more deeply into this problem 

that seems so pointed, yet so diffuse. “Fathers,” like “nature,” or “conflict,” are so 

ubiquitous in literature as in life that they seem an impossibly vague topic to address as a 

whole. But studying the intersection of fatherhood and the American novel yields a 

surprisingly unified set of concerns about domesticity, family, and how ideologies of 

fatherhood both challenge and reify constructs of femininity, masculinity, and their 

supposed respective spheres.  

The nineteenth-century “cult of domesticity” relies on a stark separation between 

the external, practical world of men and money, and the softly feminized world of the 
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home, which quietly exerts its moralizing influence. Social historians – most notably, 

Stephen Frank, Adrienne Burgess, Ralph LaRossa, and Robert L. Griswold – have 

sketched a context for understanding these fictional fathers, identifying a number of 

factors in nineteenth-century America affecting the changing role of men in the family 

and in the workplace. As industrialization and increasing professionalization took men 

away from the home, more of the domestic responsibilities shifted to women’s shoulders. 

Fathers spent less time at home, and placed more weight on their self-identification as 

breadwinners. Lora Romero traces the beginning of this cultural shift to the American 

Revolution, suggesting that as women took on the role of “republican motherhood,” 

preparing their children to be model citizens, the father’s influence within the home 

waned, and increasingly, Romero argues, womanhood was viewed as “the sole repository 

of national virtue” (15). As we will see, the growing field of advice manuals and other 

didactic literature, such as Catherine Beecher’s 1841 Treatise on Domestic Economy, 

coded the home as a feminine space dominated by maternal influence. Frank and 

Griswold further observe that, as the church increasingly lost its hold over American 

citizens, the home gained importance as a site of religious and civic education, and 

mothers were increasingly considered to be the arbiters of that knowledge. Margaret 

Marsh describes mid-nineteenth-century fathers as removed from all affective aspects of 

parenting: “women took responsibility for the home and for the emotional tasks of 

parenthood while men took on the role of firm patriarch or detached observer” (117). 

Michael Kimmel claims that in mid-century, “just as motherhood was advancing, 

fatherhood was in retreat,” and quotes an 1842 article in Parents Magazine as bemoaning 
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the crisis of fatherhood: “ ‘Paternal neglect at the present time is one of the most 

abundant sources of domestic sorrow’” (qtd in Kimmel 58).    

The work of these social historians indicates that nineteenth-century fatherhood 

lacked definition and direction, that it was marginalized and overshadowed by 

burgeoning ideologies of motherhood and domesticity that allowed no space for fathers. 

But these histories nonetheless seem to regard fatherhood itself as a unified concept, a 

stable category under duress from external social and cultural pressures. In contrast, I 

suggest that the novels of this period reveal deeper conflicts with the very idea of 

fatherhood as a category. As I aim to demonstrate in this project, American novels of the 

nineteenth century reflect a deep ambivalence about the concept of fatherhood, critiquing 

its practical and legal functions, and even at times questioning the necessity of fathers.  

The resistance leading up to the United States Supreme Court’s recent decision to 

legalize same-sex marriage reminds us that the rhetoric of “traditional” American family 

values attributes the stability of the family unit to the balance of masculine and feminine 

roles. A 2013 article on “complementarity” in marriage by the Family Research Council 

discussing the “reasons and merits for natural marriage” cites an amicus brief which 

argues that “the ideal environment for raising children is a stable biological mother and 

father…it is reasonable to conclude that a mother and father function as a complementary 

parenting unit and that each tends to contribute something unique and beneficial to child 

development” (Schwarzwalder 3). Moreover, such rhetoric holds that this gender binary 

within the home is crucial for the continued stability of American society, an argument 

that would be very familiar to nineteenth-century readers. An 1864 address to the 
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American Philosophical Society entitled “The Family as an Element of Government” 

makes its argument in similar terms: “Marriage between one man and one woman, with 

fidelity to the marriage vow, is the natural order from which man and woman derive their 

fullest happiness, and society its best welfare” (Price 20). It further espouses the need for 

a complementary balance of power, cautioning that while the father must retain total 

authority over his family, the mother has her own set of duties, and therefore their 

authority must be “conjoint and harmonious…Their dual reign must have the concert of 

unity of counsel and of action; [and] will be tempered by the love of children and their 

love of each other” (Price 32-33). But nineteenth-century novels repeatedly insist that this 

“conjoint” framework is in fact radically unstable, inherently flawed. Within the fictional 

households of the novels I will discuss, fathers and mothers do not share “dual reign”; 

instead, fathers overrule maternal decisions to the detriment of the family, or they 

abdicate authority and fade into the background, or they absent themselves entirely. 

When removed from its capitalistic imperative of financial support and brought into the 

“feminized” domestic, fatherhood proves an untenable category of identity. Moreover, 

while even heterosexual white fatherhood is unsound, the novels I look at show how 

issues of race and sexuality further destabilize and threaten men’s abilities to be 

productive fathers in the home.  

While the uncertainty of men’s role in the domestic space holds true for childless 

husbands as well, it is fatherhood that brings this problem to the foreground. In particular, 

the clash between expectations of father as authoritarian breadwinner and father as 

provider of affective emotional support emerges in these novels. In his analysis of 
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domestic scenes in nineteenth-century catalogues, Stephen Frank notes the paucity of 

fathers interacting with their children one-on-one, “as if nineteenth-century illustrators 

were at an imaginative loss to depict fathers alone with their children but had no 

difficulty engaging husbands in family scenes animated by a mother’s presence” (41). 

Novelists of the nineteenth century also struggle to envision fathers functioning 

productively in the domestic sphere. Moreover, prevailing notions held that only mothers 

could capably care for children, an idea reinforced in such medical literature as the 1894 

manual The Care and Feeding of Children: A Catechism for the Use of Mothers and 

Children’s Nurses, in which, as Ralph LaRossa notes, “not a single reference was made 

to fathers anywhere in the book” (41). Domestic manuals and other writings directed at 

parents give little indication as to how a father might productively function within the 

home. In The American Woman’s Home (1869), one of Catharine Beecher’s many 

domestic advice publications, Beecher sums up the roles of mother and father as follows: 

“The father undergoes toil and self-sacrifice to provide a home, and then the mother 

becomes a self-sacrificing laborer to train its inmates” (18). The division is tidy enough: 

father works outside, mother works inside, and no explanation is given of what happens 

when father returns to that home he has labored to provide, or how he might interact with 

its diminutive “inmates.” Other contemporary voices mourn the lack of paternal 

engagement at home, but offer no remedies. An 1859 publication from the American 

Female Guardian Society entitled Home Whispers to Husbands and Wives addresses a 

lengthy chastisement to its husband-reader, describing his wife sitting up to mend clothes 

long after he has gone to sleep, because “you do not like to see any garment out of order, 
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or children untidy” (19). As this wife works to keep home life orderly, she reflects on her 

husband’s paternal failings: she “wishes you shared more fully in parental 

responsibilities, longs to have you interest yourself more in Eddie’s character…wishes 

you would make less of a plaything of Lizzie…[and] aid in arousing Willie’s dormant 

faculties and subduing his self-will” (19). Yet this text also fails to give any practical 

advice as to how fathers might form more intimate relationships with their children. Its 

only concrete suggestion addresses the wife’s burden and subsequent exhaustion, 

advising the husband to “provide temporary care-takers for the little ones” so that he and 

his wife may travel abroad, promising that when they return, the mother will be 

“refreshed in body and mind…so that she could perform her life work more effectually 

and thoroughly” (14). Despite the mother’s yearnings for a more emotionally involved 

husband, the ideal ultimately suggested by this text seems to be a husband who has the 

financial resources to give his wife respite from the daily chores of domesticity while 

remaining himself entirely divorced from day-to-day home affairs. Even when mothers 

would prefer their husbands to take more active roles, the ideological monolith of the 

maternal hearth seems unshakeable, offering a poorly defined space for the father at 

home. This project argues for nineteenth-century fatherhood as a state intrinsically 

situating men within the domestic sphere, but at the same time a state whose function is 

marked by instability. The problem of men’s positions within the home highlights the 

discord that emerges from men’s movements between public and private spheres, a key 

tension that I will explore throughout the project.  
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 In nineteenth-century American fiction, bad mothers are rare, and absent mothers 

are noticed, commented on, and remembered, by characters in the novels and by readers.1 

When a concerned bystander asks alone-in-the-world Ellen Montgomery, “Ha’n’t you got 

no mother?”, she is voicing the question fielded by all motherless children. (Never mind 

that Ellen is also clearly lacking a father.) But no one queries the March girls about their 

absent father. Moreover, ask even a diligent reader of Little Women about Mr. March, and 

you’ll likely get a quizzical response: “He dies in the war? Or does he come home at the 

very end? Do we see him at all?” Few remember that Mr. March is present for half the 

book. Like so many fathers within the nineteenth-century American domestic paradigm, 

Mr. March is functionally invisible. However, this invisibility both stems from and 

accords him a degree of privilege. Little Women’s Marmee is memorable because she 

struggles -- not only to meet the daily logistical necessities of supporting a family, but 

also to put on a happy face while doing it. She frankly confesses, “I am angry every day 

of my life, Jo; but I have learned not to show it; and I still hope to learn not to feel it” 

(66). The ideology of nineteenth-century motherhood requires an affective framework 

that allows only for positive emotions, a restriction not placed on fatherhood and 

therefore not addressed by Mr. March. Feminist scholarship has rightly devoted a 

significant amount of critical attention to motherhood in order to tease out the various 

ways that this paradigm of self-abnegation infringed on women’s mental, social, and 

bodily autonomies, as it does for Mrs. March. But as criticism has made the turn from 

                                                 
1 For example, Edna Pontellier in Kate Chopin’s The Awakening remains an unlikeable character even for 

many contemporary readers due to her seeming indifference toward her children. Edith Wharton’s Undine 

Spragg in The Custom of the Country is another character often criticized for her lack of maternal care. 
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“women’s studies” to “gender studies,” we have begun to see how bringing a feminist 

gaze to masculinity as well as femininity accords us a richer understanding of gender as a 

whole. My project suggests that directing that same gaze specifically to the category of 

fatherhood in literature complicates assumptions about stable masculinity, about that 

solid, unthreatening presence of Mr. March that turns out to be so unsolid. Even as I 

show the kind of tensions and contradictions that beset fatherhood in these novels, 

however, I emphasize that I am not suggesting some sort of victimization or 

marginalization of fathers writ large. Instead, I posit that studying fatherhood exposes the 

infrastructure of domesticity in a way that enables us to understand more clearly the 

tensions and instabilities affecting all its inhabitants. 

In novel after novel, these authors show that fatherhood itself is predicated on 

unstable categories, concepts like biology, legality, and domesticity that these novels 

consistently challenge. When Hawthorne’s mob presses Hester Prynne to “name” Pearl’s 

father, they underscore the performative quality of fatherhood: fathers do not simply 

exist, but must be named and actively step into their role – and more often than not, these 

fictional fathers fail to do so, or are prevented from doing so. In Fanny Fern’s 1854 Ruth 

Hall, Fern’s barely-disguised autobiography, plucky Ruth takes the newspaper world by 

storm, tearing down her (and Fern’s) naysayers and out-earning her male competitors. 

But all this womanly independence is only necessary because Ruth’s loving husband, the 

father to her two young daughters, dies early in the novel in a stark, tragic scene of love 

and loss. Shortly after his death, Ruth discovers that his poor business decisions have left 

his family destitute. Ruth Hall showcases the disparity between ideals of the father as a 
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vital source of emotional and financial support, and the shortcomings that these fictional 

fathers invariably display. While the March girls may bemoan their new responsibilities 

in the matriarchal household, their patriarch’s departure spurs his wife and daughters to 

new heights of self-discovery and self-sufficiency. In a novel heralded then and now for 

its independent female characters – Ivy Schweitzer describes Jo March as an “intelligent, 

rebellious, idiosyncratic second oldest daughter, who succeeds by pluck and beyond 

expectations in ameliorating the family’s dire financial plight” – Mr. March’s absence 

opens space for his wife and daughters to make their own way, for Jo to ply her writing 

skill as a professional boon, instead of just domestic entertainment (15). Portrayals of 

absent or unexceptional fatherhood afforded Fern, Alcott and many other authors, 

particularly women authors, a useful mechanism to critique ideologies of gender and 

domesticity throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century.  

The fiction of mid-century America consistently questions what it means to be a 

father at a moment when patriarchal models are beginning to break down but “the family 

man” is still encompassed by Victorian masculinity. My project seeks to expose moments 

in American literature when tensions between ideals of masculinity and ideals of 

fatherhood are particularly visible. The nineteenth-century temperance movement is one 

such moment. Anti-alcohol rhetoric deploys images of drunken fathers who threaten their 

stable domestic spaces both by failing to muster sufficient financial support, and by 

physically brutalizing their wives and children within, simultaneously reinforcing the 

idea that fathers do not belong in the home while insisting on their importance. They thus 

express the uncertainty about paternal domesticity that emerges from an ideology that 
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offers no clear avenue for men to function productively at home and emphasizing the 

tension that arises from men’s movements between public and private. Another social 

phenomenon that offers stark insight into fatherhood’s relationship to the public and 

private is divorce, which first emerged in American fiction in the 1850s, and exploded 

into public awareness in the last decades of the century. Divorce and child custody 

proceedings invited explicit conversation about men’s roles in domesticity and child-

rearing. I close by looking at how racialized discourse around African American 

masculinity in the nineteenth century threatened and corroded black fathers’ ability to be 

protective, stable parents at home. 

Examining fatherhood in its disparate settings – ranging from the domestic, to the 

street and workplace, to the more conceptual space of the civic arena – raises important 

questions about the role of fathers in nineteenth-century American society. How does 

fatherhood engage with issues of national identity?  How do ideologies of fatherhood 

affect racial narratives in postbellum America? Do narratives of questioned and vexed 

paternity pose a threat to patriarchal structures, both for individual families and for 

communities? This project takes a primarily historical approach to answering these 

questions. I use social histories and primary historical sources such as parenting manuals, 

temperance pamphlets, transcripts of temperance meetings, divorce trial transcripts and 

other archival materials to ground my analysis of these fictional texts in their 

contemporary social climates. My argument emphasizes that the “separate spheres” 

ideology is not only inadequate for understanding how nineteenth-century women 

operated in public and private, but it also erases the historical presence of men from the 
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domestic sphere. Because the tradition of literary scholarship focused on the separate 

spheres model relied on historical analysis, I believe that it is necessary to use the same 

framework to examine what such scholarship failed to account for and arrive at a more 

nuanced understanding of portrayals of domestic life in nineteenth-century American 

fiction.  

The goal of this dissertation, however, is not to make sweeping historical claims 

about fatherhood in the nineteenth century – conclusions that fall outside the scope and 

disciplinary approach of this project – but rather to identify and analyze particular 

thematic trends that I have observed in the period’s literature. Therefore, I use the 

historical framework primarily to buoy my examination of these fictional texts; my 

investigation into historical material is circumscribed by the particular texts I have chosen 

to work with, rather than taking up broader questions about fatherhood in larger contexts. 

Studies like Cindy Weinstein’s Family, Kinship, and Sympathy in Nineteenth-Century 

American Literature provide a model for historicist literary analysis driven by the novels 

themselves, using careful close-readings and plot analysis as the central methodology, 

rather than a broader historical analysis that uses fictional texts to punctuate its argument, 

a model employed by cultural historians as well as literary critics like  David Leverenz. 

Because one goal of this project is to examine fatherhood in the context of competing 

generic impulses, challenging the assumption that sentimental and realistic fiction uphold 

divergent ideologies of family structures, it requires close attention to the formal aspects 

of these works.   
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This project spans six decades, encompassing texts from 1850-1913, a deliberate 

methodological choice that nonetheless poses some logistical difficulties, particularly for 

the second and third chapters. Attitudes towards temperance and divorce certainly did not 

remain static throughout the century, which is why I ground my analysis of each text in 

its specific historical context, avoiding generalizing across time periods and geographical 

locations. But I believe that the rewards of examining texts over a broader time period 

outweigh the potential pitfalls. Many of the authors I examine here are specifically 

responding to one another: the lineage from Nathaniel Hawthorne to William Dean 

Howells and Henry James is well-documented (see, for example, Richard Brodhead’s 

1986 study The School of Hawthorne); Susan Warner is a major influence on the 

sentimental tradition for the rest of the century; Charles Chesnutt and Thomas Dixon are 

both responding to mid-century traditions of racialized discourse, as well as to each other. 

My choice to begin the project with fiction of the American Renaissance indicates the 

weight that I hope this project carries: most critics agree that 1850 heralded a turning 

point for American literature and its traditions. Moreover, historian Claudia Nelson 

marks 1850 as the year delineating “the full flowering of the development of the 

Victorian doctrine of separate spheres” (3).  

 In her study of fatherhood in the periodicals of Victorian England, Nelson 

observes that “studies of [Victorian sons, husbands, and fathers] almost invariably place 

them against an all-male and antifamily backdrop of school and workplace,” and 

contends that “[t]oday’s scholars need to examine men’s domestic invisibility, its 

manifestations and its ramifications” (2). Nelson presents her 1995 study as a preliminary 
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exploration into this arena, yet the intervening years have yielded little further inquiry 

into the field in either the British or the U.S. context. As early as 1982, Mary P. Ryan 

observed that the scholarship emerging out of interest in nineteenth-century domesticity 

had a “myopic” focus on women and women’s relationships. She writes, “It is all too 

easy to slip into the assumption that the family is solely a ‘woman’s sphere’ when, in 

fact, it is built upon a heterosexual bond between husband and wife. Even if the 

nineteenth-century home was infused with feminine values or dominated by the 

psychological influence of the mother, its fundamental structure was woven of 

heterosexual and heterosocial relationships” (8). In the last few decades, scholars have 

striven to complicate readings of gender relations in the nineteenth century, evidenced by 

projects like the 1998 “No More Separate Spheres!” issue of American Literature, which 

aimed to “examine and contest the formulation of American literature as either ‘separate’ 

or as simply dualistic” (Davidson 443). The issue included criticism that has now become 

fundamental to current readings of domestic and sentimental literature, such as Amy 

Kaplan’s “Manifest Domesticity” and Lauren Berlant’s “Poor Eliza.” The influential 

issue became a feminist studies reader, whose preface explains that moving past the 

separate spheres model helps us explode a definition of “woman” that is “historically 

circumscribed and narrowly defined” (Davidson and Hatcher, 8). The essays in the 

collection show that the separate spheres model, and hence the criticism that takes it at 

face value, fixates on keeping women within the domestic, and the domestic entrenched 

in the private, rather than acknowledging the various ways that women moved through 

the public sphere and that the household interacted with the marketplace. In particular, 
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scholarship that relies on the separate spheres framework privileges the experiences of 

white middle-class women, ignoring the various factors of “race, sexuality, class, nation, 

empire, affect, region, and occupation” (9).  

Published the previous year, Lora Romero’s Home Fronts: Domesticity and Its 

Critics in the Antebellum United States also complicated readings of the domestic sphere, 

arguing that the “separate spheres” logic as used in criticism has primarily served to 

diminish the cultural work of American women writers. Romero instead argues that 

sentimental authors wielded domesticity as a form of resistance to patriarchal control. 

Scholars building on this work have continued to challenge binary constructions of the 

domestic and the public. Kristin Hoganson’s 2007 study, Consumers’ Imperium: The 

Global Production of American Domesticity challenges the prevailing belief that the 

nineteenth-century American home was a refuge from the outside world, disconnected 

from politics and international influences; instead, she sees American domestic 

households as “contact zones,” where international connections sprang up due to the 

ways in which white middle- and upper-class women engaged with international culture 

through  household decoration, clothing fashions, food, and other domestic choices (8).  

 The primary function of this important work has been to expand our 

understanding of the influence that the domestic sphere – and by extension, the women 

who were associated with it – exerted on larger questions of nationalism and imperialism, 

and to challenge assumptions about women’s agency in the public sphere. Little 

consideration has been given to the other side of the binary – the role and place of men 

within the domestic space. Expanding upon previous criticism, I suggest that the separate 
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spheres model fails in yet another way: not only does it promulgate a historically 

inaccurate image of the restricted role of women in the public realm, but it largely ignores 

the complex ways in which men interact with the domestic sphere.  

 I recognize that it is a little controversial to suggest that one benefit of expanding 

the separate spheres ideology is the opportunity to examine men’s roles more carefully. 

Cathy N. Davidson’s insightful preface to the American Literature issue discusses 

feminist critics’ fears that abandoning the separate spheres model means abandoning 

feminist concerns. She points out that criticism focused around ideas like the cult of 

domesticity enabled scholars to delve more deeply into questions of women’s power and 

agency, but expresses the hope that women and women’s writings have by now become 

sufficiently entrenched in canonical criticism to obviate the need for such a specific 

framework of study. Even seventeen years later, I am not sure that Davidson’s hope has 

been wholly fulfilled; however, I believe that despite its thematic focus on men, my 

project will expand the conversation about gender and hegemonic power dynamics in the 

nineteenth century. Examining fatherhood in its various contexts yields greater insight 

into the tension and overlap between domestic and external settings that existed for both 

men and women and thereby complicates our perception of gender and place in 

nineteenth-century fiction.  

The conversation my project proposes to enter is a diffuse one, with some critical 

gaps. This project aims to bring together several areas of inquiry, including work done on 

domesticity, race politics and masculinity. A handful of critics have examined fatherhood 

in American literature, but attention has been both patchy and general—a surprising 
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oversight, considering the strong critical interest that motherhood has garnered in the last 

few decades.2  As indicated above, most of the available scholarship on American 

fatherhood in the nineteenth century comes from social historians. While these social 

histories offer useful overviews of social trends, they naturally do not engage much with 

the language and rhetoric of fatherhood, occasionally quoting personal correspondence or 

advice columns regarding fathers, but providing little literary analysis of their textual 

evidence. Moreover, scholarly interest in American fatherhood seems to have peaked in 

the 1990s, when the separate spheres ideology still dominated much of the discourse. 

Although a handful of more recent studies, including Shawn Johansen’s Family Men: 

Middle Class Fatherhood in Early Industrializing America, have worked to dispel the 

impression that Victorian fathers had minimal interaction with domestic life, the 

prevailing scholarly viewpoint still hews to that perspective. Robert Griswold’s 

influential book sums up fatherhood and domesticity as follows, drawing on a 1975 work 

on American women’s relationships: 

The simultaneous emergence of industrialization and domesticity in the 

nineteenth century gave rise to a distinctive world of “female love and ritual.” 

This world’s roots lay in the breakup of the corporate household economy and the 

consequent rise of more rigid gender-role differentiation….Brought together by 

frequent pregnancies and childbirth, nurturing lifelong friendships with 

impassioned letters and frequent visits, bonding together in reform and church 

                                                 
2 In a 2008 article, Josep M. Armengol-Carrera points out the same critical lack, “Despite the remarkable 

critical attention to motherhood – and despite the late-twentieth century interest in patriarchy – there is 

surprisingly no comparable in-depth analysis of  [American] fatherhood,” and calls for a renewed interest 

in fatherhood in American fiction (224). However, Armengol-Carrera’s argument centers around the claim 

that “fathers have often been absent from American literature,” whereas I would argue that even in their 

absences, the fathers in the texts he mentions play important roles. For example, he cites The Scarlet Letter 

as “focus[ing] on the harsh life of a single mother and her daughter, who is neglected by her father,” 

whereas I argue that far from neglecting Pearl, multiple men in the novel step in to fulfill different aspects 

of the paternal role (211).  
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associations, women created a world in which men, fathers included, “made but a 

shadowy appearance” (17). 

 

David Leverenz, the only scholar who has written a full-length study of 

fatherhood in American literature, cites these critics’ conclusions as a starting place for 

his examination of the relationship between fatherhood and American corporate culture 

in his 2003 study Paternalism Incorporated: Fables of American Fatherhood 1865-1940. 

He therefore takes as a given that nineteenth-century men had lost their importance 

within the home and turns to examining how men sought to enact their usurped fatherly 

role in other contexts (most saliently, the corporate workplace). Leverenz’s analysis takes 

corporate culture as its primary focus, engaging with fatherhood as it manifests (as 

“paternalism”) within that context. I do not dismiss Leverenz’s claim that increasing 

professionalization constitutes the single greatest factor affecting nineteenth-century 

fathers, a claim supported by most of the social historians I cite above. Griswold begins 

his study by asserting that “breadwinning has remained the great unifying element in 

fathers’ lives. Its obligations bind men across the boundaries of color and class, and shape 

their sense of self, manhood, and gender. Supported by law, affirmed by history, 

sanctioned by every element in society, male breadwinning has been synonymous with 

maturity, respectability, and masculinity” (2).  

Like Leverenz, I am interested in fatherhood as it manifests in various contexts 

outside the home, but I do not want to dismiss the domestic space as a significant site for 

nineteenth-century fathers. Scholars such as Claudia Nelson have also noted the critical 

tendency to erase nineteenth-century men from domestic spaces. The introduction to 
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Stephen Frank’s 1998 study Life with Father: Parenthood and Masculinity in the 

Nineteenth-Century American North notes that critics have perhaps taken the idea of 

“separate spheres” too literally, resulting in a false perception of men as entirely absent 

from the domestic sphere, and he takes pains throughout his book to analyze the role of 

men as co-parents and domestic partners – the type of analysis that is lacking in most 

literary criticism of fatherhood (2). However, Frank does not acknowledge the tension 

and instability generated by men’s interactions in the domestic that pervades the novels I 

discuss. 

Much of the earlier literary criticism examining fatherhood takes a psychoanalytic 

approach. Frederick Crews’s 1966 study of Hawthorne, The Sins of the Fathers: 

Hawthorne’s Psychological Themes, was instrumental in moving critics away from the 

previous trend of viewing Hawthorne’s fiction as Christian didacticism, and instead 

focusing readers’ attention on the dark ambivalence present in his works. However, I 

believe that a more productive examination of fatherhood in Hawthorne and in American 

fiction more broadly will take a historical and comparative approach, rather than 

considering only one author and attributing his work to a sublimation of oedipal desires. 

A broader psychoanalytic study, Lynda Zwinger’s 1991 Daughters, Fathers, and the 

Novel: The Sentimental Romance of Heterosexuality examines a figure whom she terms 

“the daughter of sentiment,” the woman in sentimental fiction who is “defined by and in 

relation to her fictional father, and, by extension, her literary fathers as well—the 

definitions and relations encoded in patriarchal readings of her” (5). As this quotation 

suggests, Zwinger’s focus throughout her probing study is more on daughters than on 
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fathers. Moreover, Zwinger’s analysis upholds the gendered hierarchy of sentimentality 

as solely feminine, as she begins by telling us that “[a]lthough it has its beginnings in 

drama’s ‘man of feeling,’ sentimentality in the novel is largely a woman’s affair” (5).  

 Two collections of essays on fatherhood have been released in the last decade: 

Naming the Father: Legacies, Genealogies, and Explorations of Fatherhood in Modern 

and Contemporary Literature, edited by Eva Paulino Bueno, Terry Caesar, and William 

Hummel, and Gender and Fatherhood in the Nineteenth Century, edited by Trev Lynn 

Broughton and Helen Rogers. Both are transnational, the first drawing on authors as 

diverse as Henry James, Rebecca West and John Cheever. It is an ambitious but 

unfocused collection, including both personal essays and more traditional literary 

criticism, the latter mainly relying on Lacanian theory. Because of its more narrow 

temporal focus, Gender and Fatherhood in the Nineteenth Century retains a tighter hold 

over its subject. Published in 2007, its essays take a largely historical approach to 

fatherhood, providing a useful model for productively examining the role of fathers in the 

Victorian era. However, only one of its twelve essays engages with American literature, 

an imbalance that highlights the void in American literary criticism. 

  Scholarship on sentimentality and realism has greatly influenced my thinking on 

representations of fatherhood in nineteenth-century fiction. Works by Cindy Weinstein, 

Jane Tompkins, Nina Baym, Claudia Tate, Nancy Glazener, Jennifer Fleissner, and many 

more have expanded my understanding of genre in the nineteenth century, a subject I 

return to at the end of this introduction. Several texts address the specific issue of men 

and sentimentality. A collection edited by Mary Chapman and Glenn Hendler, 
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Sentimental Men: Masculinity and the Politics of Affect in American Culture (1999), 

points out that throughout all the debates on sentimentality’s political force, whether 

considered as an imperialistic patriarchal project or an empowering form of women’s 

expression, few have challenged the assumption of sentimentality as “a fundamentally 

feminine affective structure” (7). Their study insists that an understanding of nineteenth-

century American sentimental culture requires engagement with the “American man of 

sentiment” (7). Julie Ellison’s 1999 book Cato’s Tears and the Making of Anglo-

American Emotion points out that work on sentimental literature has framed it as a 

uniquely American concern; Ellison instead looks to the English Restoration as the 

foundation for the literature of sensibility, arguing that it “responds to the reorganization 

of masculine experience in an expansionist parliamentary culture,” and taking that 

framework as a starting point for understanding the figure of the man of sentiment (9). In 

her 2002 study Sympathy in American Literature: American Sentiments from Jefferson to 

the Jameses, Kristin Hoganson explores the function of sympathy in a broad study that 

includes Louisa May Alcott, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Nathaniel Hawthorne, William Dean 

Howells, and Henry James, among others. Hoganson’s study offers a useful model for 

considering works across disparate genres and time settings, tracing the evolution of 

sympathy as a “social panacea” to a disciplinary tool (xiv). 

 In Chapter One, I explore how fatherhood becomes an organizing principle for 

two landmark novels of the nineteenth century: Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The Scarlet Letter 

and Susan Warner’s The Wide, Wide World, both of which are literally structured around 

a quest for finding and understanding fatherhood, I explore how fatherhood becomes an 
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organizing principle for these landmark novels of the nineteenth century. For both 

Hawthorne and Warner to be so deeply concerned with finding substitutes for an absentee 

father, exploring models of fatherhood that deviate from nuclear, biological paternity, and 

to have done so in such similar ways suggests a deeper crisis in the American ideology of 

fatherhood in the mid-nineteenth century. The necessity for an adoptive father 

presupposes the failure of the biological sires, creating the need for various paternal 

models which challenge the supremacy of biological paternity. Both novels subvert the 

popular trope of the “unknown father,” and instead suggest the impossibility of 

identifying a single known father, leading to questions about the necessity and relevance 

of fathers at large.  

 While the first chapter considers representations of fatherhood operating outside 

the biological, nuclear family model, the second and third chapters focus on the fraught 

relationship between nuclear fatherhood and domesticity, both taking up situations where 

the public and private converge over the question of “fit” fathers. Chapter Two examines 

the relationship between fatherhood and the temperance movement, a crusade featuring 

significant intersections in the legal, social, and literary spheres. In temperance rhetoric, 

the private and public are always in too-close proximity: barrooms begin to resemble the 

domestic space, as in the popular image of the little girl sent to collect her inebriated 

father, and scenes of violence and inebriation threaten to infringe upon the nuclear family 

home. Temperance writings also underscore the tension between competing ideologies of 

fatherhood, as fathers are presented both as potential saviors and as those most in need of 

saving. This chapter looks at collections of temperance writings in pamphlet and gift 
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book form, along with two full-length temperance novels: T.S. Arthur’s runaway 

bestseller Ten Nights in a Bar-room and What I Saw There (1854), and Walt Whitman’s 

1842 novel Franklin Evans; or The Inebriate. In their condemnations of alcohol, both 

novels also express acute anxiety about men’s unstable positions within the domestic 

sphere. The chapter concludes with a reading of Mark Twain’s The Adventures of 

Huckleberry Finn (1882), arguing that Twain satirizes temperance rhetoric as a way to 

highlight the more sinister problems of paternal irresponsibility and inadequacy, resulting 

in a brutality that is totally removed from the domestic. That alcohol posed a threat to 

domesticity is not disputed, either in nineteenth-century fiction or in current criticism. 

Yet Karen Sanchez-Eppler has convincingly argued that temperance rhetoric itself served 

to destabilize the patriarchal family. In identifying the contradictory messages that 

temperance fiction sends about the patriarchy, Sanchez-Eppler gets to the heart of the 

vexed relationship between paternalism and temperance, paving the way for further 

exploration of how individual fathers function within systematized ideologies of the 

nineteenth-century family.  

 Like alcohol, divorce was seen as a potent threat to the stability of the nuclear 

family. The third chapter focuses on novels that feature divorce not only as a key plot 

point, but as a main topic of reflection, devoting space within the text to questioning the 

impact of divorce on individual families as well as their larger societies. Divorce invited 

the public at large to judge mothers and fathers, often in the service of determining who 

could be a more “fit” parent. This chapter examines fictional narratives of divorce 

alongside contemporary accounts of divorce trials in order to show how the legal 
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framework of divorce highlighted the unstable nature of nineteenth-century fatherhood. 

The novels I look at span several decades, beginning with E.D.E.N. Southworth’s The 

Deserted Wife (1850), one of the first American novels to address the topic of divorce. 

Southworth’s sensationalist treatment of a man who abandons his family and threatens 

divorce emphasizes the dangerous potential for divorce law to become yet another way 

for men to exert control over their wives and families. But not until three decades later 

did other authors begin to mount sustained fictional discussions of divorce, and by that 

point the focus had shifted to the potential for men to lose their children, and thus their 

status as fathers, as a result of divorce. Three major authors of the American realist 

movement wrote divorce novels, a powerful demonstration of the significant impact 

divorce was exerting on the American consciousness by the end of the century. William 

Dean Howells’s A Modern Instance (1882), Henry James’s What Maisie Knew (1897), 

and Edith Wharton’s The Custom of the Country (1913), along with Margaret Deland’s 

1894 novel Philip and His Wife, all explore the ramifications of divorce—specifically, 

the question of child custody. These novels of divorce simultaneously reject and uphold 

the biological connection of fathers to their children, and pose the question of how 

fatherhood can exist outside the traditional nuclear family setting. Divorce throws into 

question the status of men as competent caretakers for their children while reinforcing 

their inability to sever themselves from the domestic space, even as they separate from 

their wives.  

The final chapter explores what is arguably the most fraught aspect of fatherhood 

and masculinity: racial identity. Stereotypes of black men as oversexed and bestial, 
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threatening to enervate and emasculate their white counterparts, dominated late 

nineteenth- and early twentieth-century discourse surrounding masculinity and racial 

identity. The question of paternity lingers around the edges of all such discourse: the 

rhetoric of white supremacy warns against the inherent potential of miscegenation 

contained in this threatening black sexuality, while slave narratives and other writings by 

African-Americans tell of the far more commonplace violence of slaveholders begetting 

their own slaves. Much of the nineteenth-century fiction that engages explicitly with 

questions of biological paternity does so through racialized discourse; the “tragic 

mulatto” trope in sentimental fiction is one obvious example of the type of plots and 

resolutions that discussion about paternity produced. This chapter explores how Charles 

Chesnutt’s deployment of Stoweian sympathy in representing fatherhood and domesticity 

in The House Behind the Cedars (1900) and The Marrow of Tradition (1901) allows him 

to articulate a form of black masculinity that resists the ideologies promulgated by white 

supremacists like author Thomas Dixon. 

The opening chapter comparing Hawthorne and Warner serves to foreground the 

interplay between canonical and popular fiction that has dominated much critical 

discussion of late nineteenth-century American fiction. As part of the “mob of scribbling 

women,” Warner exemplifies the type of “sentimental” writing so derided by Hawthorne 

and his ilk (even though, as Jane Tompkins has pointed out, Hawthorne was competing 

for a similar readership). Like Hawthorne’s related anxiety about fatherhood, this self-

proclaimed writerly division only intensifies towards the end of the century, as William 

Dean Howells and the realists sought to establish themselves as a distinct group. 
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Although many of the texts I examine are often categorized as either “sentimental” or 

“realist” fiction, I do not consider them bound by genre per se – that is, I did not choose 

them because they fit into one generic category or another. But throughout this project, I 

have chosen to pair texts generally viewed as “sentimental” with those less obviously so. 

The term “sentimental,” however, is a fuzzy one: Susan Warner’s version of 

“sentimental” is very different from Maria Cummins’s, which diverges still more from 

Harriet Beecher Stowe’s. Thomas Dixon’s iteration of sentimentality is another beast 

entirely. The fiction addressing the workings of day-to-day domestic life initially came 

from the domestic novelists of the mid-nineteenth century, who were largely female and 

generally grouped in with the “sentimental” novelists as a whole. By the last decades of 

the century, the realist movement had reinvigorated interest in the everyday, producing 

fiction dealing with the quotidian details of domestic life. Throughout this dissertation, I 

address questions of how sentimentality and sympathy are deployed in discussions of 

fatherhood, both in texts generally considered “sentimental,” and those categorized 

otherwise. One interesting consequence of that division is that “sentimental” literature 

often seems to be considered as a monolithic entity, as stylistically and thematically 

diverse as it can be, whereas non-sentimental fiction has no clean label. As a self-

consciously defined literary movement, the American realists of the late nineteenth-

century are in some ways more unified, yet their texts are not devoid of sentimentality, 

nor do they promulgate a single vision of the father or the domestic space, any more than 

sentimental novelists do. Thus while the novels I look at may differ stylistically (though 

not, perhaps, as markedly as canon would have us believe), they share a core imperative: 
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to explore, represent, and often challenge notions of the day-to-day lives of nineteenth-

century families, with all the concomitant political implications. 

 The entrenched Douglas-Tompkins debate on sympathy in American fiction, 

which has been enriched and complicated by Laura Wexler, Cindy Weinstein, Kristin 

Boudreau, and many others, means the role of sympathy can never be far from our minds 

when looking at these texts. The nineteenth-century novel that most explicitly deploys 

sympathy as a weapon of change is Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin, which 

Stowe specifically shaped to elicit sympathy from mothers. I suggest that the next 

question that needs to emerge from reading Stowe and other nineteenth-century novels is: 

what role do fathers have in sympathy? Are they, like mothers, production sites of 

sympathy with the potential to effect change through readers’ identification? Do they 

require sympathy from readers? When we read a temperance tract featuring a dissipated 

father who spends the family’s money on alcohol, do we sympathize with him, or his 

neglected wife and children? Especially in a time when alcoholism was not understood as 

the disease it is today, where would the sympathy of nineteenth-century readers have 

landed? Reading accounts of divorce trials, when legal strictures required blame to be 

assigned to one party or another, makes clear that nineteenth-century divorce fiction was 

grappling with questions of how to generate sympathy for fathers when their removal 

from the domestic space exposed their lack of clear identity markers. And in the final 

chapter, sympathy comes full circle as I show how Charles Chesnutt builds on Stowe’s 

deployment of the sentimentalized American family in order to claim space in the 

American consciousness for black fathers, even as he reveals the inadequacy of 
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sympathetic feelings as the only motivator for political change. This project shows that in 

those claims for sympathy, in those moments where fathers fail, or disappear, or plead for 

their legal, biological, or emotional claims to fatherhood, nineteenth-century American 

novels offer conceptual spaces for authors and readers to develop possibilities for new 

constructs of family, masculinity, and domesticity.  
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Chapter One 

Bastards and Orphans: Fatherhood and Absence 

 

 “I have no Heavenly Father,” announces Hawthorne’s Pearl to her chagrined 

mother, and indeed, the absence of any acknowledged father for Pearl, heavenly or 

corporeal, drives the narrative of The Scarlet Letter (88). Elsewhere she asserts that she 

was “plucked by her mother off the bush of wild roses”; in another moment the narrative 

describes her as “made afresh, out of new elements”; and towards the novel’s close, Pearl 

declares that “my father is the Prince of the Air!” (124, 163, 216). Pearl’s vacillations 

about her creation and specifically her paternity echo through the text of The Scarlet 

Letter. The structure of the novel relies on Hawthorne’s continual introduction of 

potential fathers for Pearl, auditioning and discarding various paternal models.  Both 

Dimmesdale and Chillingworth hold some claim to Pearl’s paternity, but Hawthorne 

presents numerous other paternal possibilities: some concrete, like Governor Bellingham 

and Reverend Wilson, and others, like Hester’s own father and the figure of “Master 

Prynne,” more abstract. The ever-increasing multiplicity of potential father figures 

destabilizes the search for a single, individual father. By the end of the novel, every 

paternal model – the biological father, the adoptive father, religious paternalism, state-

mandated guardianship, and communal paternity – has failed Pearl.  

 Published the same year as The Scarlet Letter, Susan Warner’s The Wide, Wide 

World begins with a description of an unfit father. In the opening conversation, Mrs. 

Montgomery explains to her young daughter Ellen that Captain Montgomery has lost an 
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important lawsuit and with it his income. The reader soon realizes that Montgomery is 

not only unable to financially support his family, but he is also incapable of offering any 

emotional sustenance. He plans a move abroad for himself and his sick wife, but insists 

that their daughter Ellen must be sent to relatives, and for the first six chapters of the 

novel, Warner takes pains to contrast the mother’s and daughter’s “violent” grief with the 

father’s insouciance over the impending parting. Even before she leaves her family, Ellen 

Montgomery is clearly fatherless.  In a more literal version of the familial audition 

process enacted in Hawthorne, Ellen is then sent away to a succession of substitute 

households, journeying through her aunt’s matriarchal homestead, a household with an 

overbearing uncle who insists she call him “father,” and finally a family with a father 

figure who doubles not only as spiritual advisor but also, eventually, as husband.  Ellen 

never encounters a substitute mother figure; the women are cold or sisterly at best. Even 

after Ellen learns of her mother’s death, Mrs. Montgomery nonetheless remains a stable 

emotional presence whom Ellen appeals to first through letters, then through prayers, able 

to predict her reactions and advice. But her father holds no such claim over Ellen’s mind; 

instead, he is simply an obstacle, the sole reason that Ellen has been separated from her 

beloved mother and sent alone on a difficult journey. No explanation is offered, to Ellen 

or to readers, about Captain Montgomery’s decision to send Ellen away. Even if he has 

lost his lawsuit and lacks the funds to keep the family home, and even if Ellen’s mother 

must be taken out of the country in hopes of improving her health, why can’t Ellen 

simply accompany her parents abroad? Why must she be sent away to an aunt who has no 

interest in keeping her? In an otherwise abundantly detailed novel, Warner chooses not to 
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answer these questions, and in doing so presents Ellen’s orphanhood as a deliberately 

irrational event, a traumatic break not only with her parents, but with the concept of 

loving and logical fatherhood.  

What does it mean that, in the year 1850, these two disparate authors viewed 

fatherhood as such a problem that they felt compelled to write novels structured around 

the possibilities of alternative models? Some biographical details of both authors map 

neatly onto this question: T. Walter Herbert, Leland Person, Nina Baym, and David 

Leverenz have written extensively about Hawthorne’s uncertainties about relating to his 

three young children, especially his strong-willed daughter Una, and his concerns over 

having lost his job and become reliant on his writing to support his family. Susan Warner 

also took up the pen to write The Wide, Wide World for financial reasons; specifically, 

her father had lost his job, and been forced to downsize the family home and rely on his 

daughters for financial support. But it is facile to equate these individual paternal 

problems with the profound anxieties that these texts display about American fatherhood. 

I suggest that the similarities between these two novels point to a problem in mid-century 

ideologies of fatherhood and family that exists beyond these individual authors, and that 

manifests not on the margins of these novels, as the lack of critical interest might suggest, 

but in their centers.  

That these similarities have been largely overlooked is partly due to the way 

sentimental novels have been pigeonholed. Much important work has been done on the 

ways that nineteenth-century sentimental ideologies propped up patriarchal, conservative 

structures of power. Laura Wexler has shown how sentimentalized ideals of the 
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American home functioned as an imperialist tool to systematically abuse, indoctrinate, 

and disenfranchise American Indians. Karen Sanchez-Eppler’s analysis of “loving 

domestic scenes” in temperance fiction concludes that such sentimental domesticity 

ultimately “works to enforce a bourgeois patriarchal order” (62). Critics like Carol 

Singley would place The Wide, Wide World in this category as well, claiming that while 

Ellen does ultimately gain some agency in her relationships, Warner’s novel nonetheless 

“reli[es] on a patriarchal model…with men as heads of household and women and 

children spiritually equal but socially unequal” (100). Jane Tompkins writes, “[The Wide, 

Wide World’s] ideology of duty, humility, and submission to circumstance, and its 

insistence on the imperative of self-sacrifice, are infuriating to some readers…The 

novel’s ethic of submission violates everything the feminist movement has taught women 

about the need for self-assertion” (585).  

But like Joanne Dobson, who sees in the subtext of The Wide, Wide World  

“strong, repressed anger at enforced feminine powerlessness,” I see more than just 

submission in Warner’s novel (227). Specifically, I see anger regarding the power that 

fathers wield over daughters, resistance not only to a patriarchal model, but to the 

patriarch himself. Moreover, I suggest that Warner shares with Hawthorne anxieties 

about how fatherhood is determined, performed, and maintained, anxieties that manifest 

in concrete concerns about the biological and legal aspects of fatherhood, as well as a 

more abstracted ambivalence about the role and function of fathers as a whole in mid-

nineteenth-century America. In these novels of young girls abandoned or 

unacknowledged by their fathers, Hawthorne and Warner position fatherhood itself as an 
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obstacle to the domestic stability that is so crucial to mid-century ideologies of family 

and nationhood. In this chapter, I read these narratives as the coming-of-age stories of 

young girls, journeys activated in both instances by the instability of the paternal figure. 

This fatherly absence is of key structural importance to both novels: as I will show, both 

texts employ a process of paternal auditioning that enables their plots to move forward. I 

then explore the ways that uncertainties about fatherhood emerge thematically, as 

Hawthorne and Warner examine paternal figures both in terms of their failed legal, moral 

and religious responsibilities, as well as the way these fraught father-daughter 

relationships come to represent an emergent notion of nationhood. 

Revisiting the Scribbling Women: Genre and Gender  

 Hawthorne’s now-infamous remark that “America is now wholly given over to a 

d___d mob of scribbling women” reveals his insecurity about competing in a literary 

marketplace that increasingly favored domestic fiction, most of which was written by 

women. In this chapter, I show that The Scarlet Letter’s emphasis on family ties, its 

exploration of kinship bonds formed through non-biological means, forge an uneasy 

alliance with the very genre Hawthorne mocked, that body of antebellum sentimental 

fiction that, as Cindy Weinstein has shown, exhibits a “profound awareness of the 

relative fragility of the biological family” (4). Like Warner’s Ellen, Hawthorne’s Pearl 

spends the novel secure in the love of her mother, but bereft of fatherly affection or 

practical support, which must be garnered from other sources or simply done without. 

Even with these thematic parallels, many would nonetheless argue that Hawthorne and 

Warner’s texts are otherwise dissimilar. It is perhaps telling about the way we categorize 
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nineteenth-century novels that despite the prominence that fatherhood holds in these two 

texts, their similarities have never been critically examined. 3 Yet the plot structure of 

these two novels is crucially alike: it is not simply that Pearl and Ellen both lack a 

functional father, but that this void drives and shapes the structure of both texts. The 

scaffold scenes that have long been acknowledged to undergird the narrative of The 

Scarlet Letter4 are not only moments of dramatic public revelation, but moments of 

paternal identification that punctuate Pearl’s journey through childhood and adolescence. 

Ellen’s growth within The Wide, Wide World is structured more conventionally as a 

physical journey, but hers too begins with the absence of a father, beginning when he 

quite literally abandons her to the care of strangers, and where each stop along the way 

tests his potential replacement. By structuring the action of their novels around this 

paternal auditioning pattern, Hawthorne and Warner elide the process of discovering 

paternity with the process of writing.  

 In the past several decades, The Scarlet Letter and The Wide, Wide World have 

become important touchstones for discussions about genre and the mid-nineteenth-

century American novel. Jane Tompkins’s influential book Sensational Designs, which 

rediscovered The Wide, Wide World for twentieth-century readers, ushering it into the 

critical and pedagogical canon, uses Hawthorne as a case study for understanding the 

                                                 
3 Jana L. Argersinger and Claudia Nelson have both observed the multiplying father figures in The Wide, 

Wide World, and Cindy Weinstein discusses the phenomenon of proliferating family members more 

broadly in her study of sentimental fiction. Bethany Reid has made the same observation about The Scarlet 

Letter, but no one has yet explored this similarity between these two novels.  
4 See, among others, Hyatt Waggoner, Hawthorne: A Critical Study, G. Thomas Tanselle, “A Note on the 

Structure of The Scarlet Letter,” Sanford Pinsker, “The Scaffold as Hinge: A Note on the Structure of The 

Scarlet Letter,” and Michael Clark, “Another Look at the Scaffold Scenes in Hawthorne’s The Scarlet 

Letter.” 
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power hierarchy of authorship in the nineteenth century. Tompkins argues that 

Hawthorne gained his reputation not solely through the quality of his work, but through 

the network of prominent men whom he was acquainted with, and further suggests that 

contemporary readers did not view Hawthorne’s work as unique or even substantially 

different from that of the women writers he derided (17). In her study Woman’s Fiction, 

which was similarly influential in bringing Warner’s and other forgotten women’s texts 

under a critical lens, Nina Baym argues for the need to reconsider established literary 

categories, yet offers the caveat that in researching sentimental fiction, she had not “hit 

upon even one novel that [she] would propose to set alongside The Scarlet Letter” (14). 

For a handful of reasons – his easily-quotable remark, the domestic settings of some of 

his fiction, and the enduring gravity of his authorial presence – Hawthorne has become 

the default author to pit against his female colleagues, the embodiment of the American 

literary canon that for so many years excluded authors like Warner.  

But though Hawthorne himself may not have been especially interested in 

women’s issues – Baym’s argument for The Scarlet Letter as a deliberately feminist text 

has yet to gain significant traction, and she acknowledges “To suggest a feminist 

Hawthorne in the face of all this criticism is foolhardy” – The Scarlet Letter nonetheless 

engages with problems of women’s independence and agency in ways similar to The 

Wide, Wide World (“Revisiting Hawthorne’s Feminism,” 115). Both novels feature 

women making their way in the world without traditional forms of support, existing in 

liminal spaces outside the domestic sphere. Ellen and Hester/Pearl (whose experiences at 

times overlap) all experience an intense sense of loneliness and isolation yet are never 
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actually allowed to be alone, saddled with the constant specter of male scrutiny. These 

novels invest themselves in the experience of women—specifically, the experience of 

daughters abandoned or unacknowledged by their fathers. More than any structural or 

thematic choices, it is this sense of rupture in the ideal of the nuclear family, of daughters 

left unmoored due to paternal neglect, that yokes these authors together.  

Writing a Bildungsroman about a little girl aligns Hawthorne with popular 

narratives of domesticity, even though Ellen Montgomery and Pearl Prynne initially seem 

to be dissimilar characters: Ellen the meek Protestant mouse, Pearl the fiery “elf-child.” 

Yet Jane Tompkins’s observation that the most compelling thing about Ellen is that 

everyone is always concerned about her also holds true for Pearl (Afterword, 597). From 

the moment Hester steps onto the scaffold clutching Pearl to her breast, daughter Prynne 

is in the public eye. In his study of discipline in stories of orphan girls, Joe Sanders 

explores how “a critical venue for [the] discourse of affective discipline moved from 

sentimental novels featuring influential mothers to novels that draw little girls to the 

center of the disciplinary arrangement” (15).  These two young girls, one illegitimate, one 

abandoned, both lacking the ideological corrective of an authoritative father, are instead 

placed in the center of public notice, open to correctives by any who claim the authority. 

The goal, we as readers understand, is for Pearl and Ellen to grow up by any means 

necessary. Pearl must be stopped from dancing around brooks and learn to compose 

herself; Ellen must be prevented from indulging her whims of self-possession and learn 

to submit.   
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While few have read The Scarlet Letter and The Wide, Wide World in conjunction 

as coming-of-age stories, scholars have tended to treat these two novels in terms of the 

feminine presence at their centers, rather than a masculine absence. But even though 

these stories focus on little girls, the force that shapes their growth is the abandonment by 

their father figures. The activating principle of Pearl’s and Ellen’s coming-of-age is that 

absence or instability of the paternal. But efforts to impose conventional patriarchal order 

on these little girls’ lives in the form of religious instruction—catechism for Pearl, 

theological discussions for Ellen—fail. In neither of these texts is God-the-father 

sufficient as sole father, even in the earnestly Protestant world of Ellen Montgomery, and 

less still in Pearl’s elfin, nature-worshipping viewpoint.  

Auditioning Fathers  

  The preface to The Scarlet Letter, “The Custom-House,” is a text dominated and 

shaped by paternal uncertainty. Its narrator prefigures the difficulty of recognizing a 

single father/creator, instead introducing several possible paternal figures, including 

himself.5 He refers to himself, the overseer of the custom-house, as “paternal and 

protective” towards his employees (17). Yet the narrator is decades younger than the men 

he oversees, rendering him an unstable father figure, technically holding the necessary 

authority, but lacking the social recognition of age. Immediately after introducing himself 

as the “paternal” overseer, the narrator proceeds to describe an elderly man whom he 

labels as the “father of the Custom-House—the patriarch” (18). The narrator appears to 

                                                 
5 Michael Gilmore argues for the presence of two Hawthornes in the text of “The Custom-House”: 

Hawthorne the “idler” and Hawthorne the “shrewd professional” (Gilmore 81). I suggest that this process 

of self-doubling reemerges in the bifurcated father figures.  
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find no contradiction in their positions, yet his repeated use of “paternal” to describe 

himself and “patriarchal” to describe the old man reveals an underlying tension. Unlike 

the overseer, the old man possesses the necessary age for the role, but lacks any other 

paternal characteristics. He is described as animalistic, possessing “no troublesome 

sensibilities” (19). Of his twenty children, “most” are dead, “at every age of childhood or 

maturity,” proving him incapable of fulfilling the most fundamental requirement of 

fatherhood (19). Both potential fathers prove themselves inadequate: one through his age, 

one through his actions. The paternal role is thus attenuated, split between two unfit 

candidates – a pattern that will recapitulate in the narrative of The Scarlet Letter. The 

ambivalence that pervades “The Custom-House” throws the status of fathers into 

question, setting the stage for the action of The Scarlet Letter, where the claim to Pearl’s 

paternity is revisited and negotiated throughout.  

 For the townspeople who open The Scarlet Letter, that “throng of bearded men, 

in sad-colored garments, and gray, steeple-crowned hats, intermixed with women,” 

Pearl’s father is a community mystery, a “riddle” that the “magistrates have laid their 

heads together in vain” to solve (45, 58). The reader, like the magistrates, might expect 

this question to have one singular answer. As Chillingworth arrives on the scene and 

interrogates the villagers about the nature of Hester’s sin, his thrice-repeated declaration 

that the child’s father “will be known!” suggests an obsessive quest for the truth that the 

reader will be participating in. But Chillingworth’s very presence in the village, his 

masquerade as not-Prynne, complicates the notion of discovering a single father for Pearl. 

His identity known only to Hester, Chillingworth simultaneously occupies the roles of 
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Master Prynne, who shares a name with Pearl and is married to her mother, and 

Chillingworth, the detached physician who steps in to offer medical care for the 

distressed infant. He is at once Pearl’s stepfather and Pearl’s unrelated benefactor, 

summing up both possibilities in his statement to Hester, “were it my child – yea, mine 

own, as well as thine!—I could do no better for it” (67). Chillingworth’s presence in the 

village and the novel constantly destabilizes the search for Pearl’s “true” father.  

The riddle that the townspeople and Chillingworth seek to solve is unfurled for 

the reader early on; upon Dimmesdale’s first appearance in the novel, we are told of the 

anxious and guilty state of the “poor culprit” (64). But Dimmesdale’s status as “paternal” 

guide to the community at large ironically prevents him from claiming his individual 

paternal responsibilities to his daughter. Instead, like Chillingworth, he occupies a dual 

role, known to the reader and Hester as Pearl’s biological father, and to the community as 

her spiritual guide. As with the surveyor and patriarch, neither man is fit to fill the 

paternal position alone. Yet both men are required by the community to mediate the 

aftermath of Pearl’s birth. Chillingworth’s medical prowess is called upon to soothe the 

infant, while Dimmesdale’s speech to Hester is needed to “[bring] the listeners into one 

accord of sympathy” (61). Unlike the fathers of the custom-house, Dimmesdale and 

Chillingworth manage to combine their capabilities.  

 In the absence of a single father figure for Pearl, the townspeople undertake to 

create a communal paternity, a family model that appears in the text even before Hester 

steps out onto the scaffold. The beginning of the second chapter describes a whipping-

post where an “undutiful child, whom his parents had given over to the civil authority, 
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was to be corrected” (46). This brief description foregrounds the shift of authority from 

the private, parental sphere to the communal discipline of the town.6 However, the 

narrative emphasizes that such parents are nonetheless responsible for the punishment, 

since they “give” their children over to communal judgment. Hester is allowed no such 

moment of willing transfer. Her child emerges from her womb into the prison: “[The 

baby] winked and turned aside its little face from the too vivid light of day; because its 

existence, heretofore, had brought it acquainted only with the gray twilight of a dungeon, 

or other darksome apartment of the prison” (49). Pearl is received quite literally into the 

public domain. The setting of her birth is symbolic of her legal status: as an adulteress,  

Hester has no legal claim over Pearl, and as a “bastard,” Pearl would legally belong to a 

public court. Simply by the nature of her birth, Pearl becomes that “undutiful child.”  

The pastor of the town, Mr. Wilson, lectures Dimmesdale and Chillingworth that 

“every good Christian man hath a title to show a father’s kindness towards the poor 

deserted babe” (103); his injunction suggests, as Bethany Reid has noted, “a vaguely 

menacing multiplicity of fathers” (Reid 247). Indeed, though to the reader they are the 

most obvious candidates for the position, Dimmesdale and Chillingworth are not the only 

men in the novel who take on some paternal responsibility towards Pearl. Mr. Wilson and 

Governor Bellingham visit Hester to determine whether she is a fit mother, an action 

which represents a melding of instructional models. In nineteenth-century American 

                                                 
6 Edmund Morgan’s The Puritan Family expands on the state’s authority over children, explaining that the 

laws of New England allowed the punishment of death for “rebellious sons and for any child who should 

smite and curse his parents … but rather than apply this extreme penalty, the courts directed another law 

against parents whose affections blinded them to their children’s faults. When children were allowed to 

become ‘rude, stubborn, and unruly,’ the state might take them from their parents” (38). This, presumably, 

is the fate that Pearl escapes in chapter eight.  
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domestic manuals and children’s literature, Richard Brodhead finds a system he terms 

“disciplinary intimacy,” in which authority figures “make their authority as it were 

dissolve into their merely personal presences” (71). Brodhead further argues that 

“Hawthorne’s whole project in The Scarlet Letter could be thought of as an attempt to 

weigh the methods and powers of a newer against an older disciplinary order, by 

juxtaposing a world of corporal correction (embodied in the Puritans’ punishment of 

Hester) and a world of correction-by-interiority (embodied in Chillingworth and 

Dimmesdale)” (78). The governors present themselves not as a monolithic authority, but 

as emotionally invested family members – Mr. Wilson considers himself “a grandfatherly 

sort of personage, and usually a vast favorite with children” yet their sympathetic 

overtures have a specific motive (99). If they were to succeed in becoming “fathers” to 

Pearl, it would be not by joining her family, but by removing her from it. Although their 

examination of Pearl, quizzing her on her catechism and spiritual knowledge, is 

kindhearted in comparison to the whipping of the boy in the town square – which, 

according to Brodhead’s theory, would belong to the “older mode of discipline Foucault 

describes in which the wrongs of the transgressor (and the power of the authority to 

correct such wrongs) are visited on his body in a publicly visible form” – it nonetheless 

carries with it the threat of public correction (Brodhead 69). The most likely result of the 

governors’ intervention is Pearl’s removal from her private home, renewing the public 

denunciation that Hester and Pearl were subjected to on the scaffold. The governors’ 

actions thus represent a melding of public and private paternity.  
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Pearl, “unaccustomed to the touch or familiarity of any but her mother,” rejects 

the men’s overtures (98). Ostracized from their community, Pearl and Hester have 

formed a discrete family that will not open itself to interlopers. The scarlet letter, 

originally intended to signify Hester’s dismissal of marital bonds, is ironically transmuted 

into a signal of utmost maternity, and later in the novel, Pearl refuses to recognize Hester 

as her mother without the letter on her breast. The mark works against those who gave it 

power; the stain of social transgression repels the governors’ attempt at a socially-

constructed family. Despite their political and social power, their authority cannot create 

a father for Pearl. David Leverenz’s definition of paternalism observes that the term 

“inheres in any social structure that features inequality. [Paternalism] includes attitudes of 

benevolence as well as charitable or philanthropic acts” (Paternalism 3). The governors’ 

actions might be construed as charitable, even democratic, but the rejection by both 

mother and daughter underscores the hubris and inadequacy of state-mandated 

fatherhood. Hester’s refusal to allow any of these purported candidates to assume some 

share of fatherly responsibility for Pearl initially seems like it might put an end to the 

paternal audition process, especially after Dimmesdale cites Hester’s capability, God’s 

will, and the “awful sacredness” of the mother-daughter relationship in order to argue that 

Hester should be allowed to remain in guardianship of Pearl (101). But the immediate 

reappearance of Chillingworth in the dialogue, as he suggests that they “analyze [the] 

child’s nature, and, from its make and mold…give a shrewd guess at the father,” drives 

the paternity search—and thus the narrative—forward. The quest for Pearl’s father 
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continues to act as the underlying structure to the novel, and potential candidates for the 

position continue to emerge.   

 In The Wide, Wide World, the search for Ellen Montgomery’s replacement father 

begins early; Ellen encounters alternative to her iron-willed patriarch before she even 

leaves home. When Ellen’s mother proves too ill for the second shopping trip, she 

reluctantly allows Ellen to go alone, though she fears for her well-being in the crowds of 

shoppers. Here, as throughout the novel, Ellen’s daily life appears as a series of trials she 

must withstand. But she ventures to the store alone, and there meets her first of many 

substitute father figures: an older gentleman who intercedes on her behalf when a sullen 

clerk mocks the child and refuses to help her price fabrics. (That same clerk later 

reappears as a much more hostile and overtly sexual threat.) The unnamed man not only 

provides her with gentle yet authoritative guidance in selecting fabrics and items of 

clothing, but he also sends her home with an abundance of gifts: a bonnet, figs, and 

grapes. In doing so, he strikes a precarious balance between fathering Ellen and courting 

her. When Ellen brings him home to meet her mother, those two roles are explicitly 

verbalized. The man first declares, “if I had had no kindness in my composition to feel 

for the child, my honour as a gentleman would have made me interfere for the lady,” a 

statement which positions himself and Ellen as gentleman and lady, with all the 

concomitant implications (50). But when he gently reproaches Mrs. Montgomery for 

having sent Ellen out on her own, “a little one alone in a crowd,” he seems to realign 

himself as paternal protector, and Mrs. Montgomery responds in kind, answering “If you 

are a father, sir, you know better than I can tell you, how grateful I am for your kind 
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interference” (51). Her rejoinder puts the stranger directly in the role not only of father, 

but of Ellen’s individual father, the partner to Ellen’s mother in caring for her daughter, 

in pointed contrast to her actual father. The man, however, never confirms that he is or 

has been a father, leaving him occupying that ambivalent space between father and 

admirer—a position that Warner will continue to explore over the course of the novel.  

 Once Ellen leaves her home, the parade of potential fathers accelerates. Traveling 

with an uncaring family on the steamer, ostracized Ellen meets another older gentleman, 

who comforts her as she weeps for her mother and sermonizes about finding the “love of 

[her] Heavenly Father in this trial” (70). But her new friend seems to recognize that Ellen 

needs an earthly father more at that moment and curtails the theological conversation, 

saying “do not cry any more—you have shed too many tears this morning already. We 

will not talk about this any more now” (75). He then replaces the promise of spiritual 

redemption with a more prosaic physical comfort, nestling Ellen against his chest so she 

can sleep. Although Ellen much later learns that this man is a member of the Marshman 

family whom she befriends, he, like the man she meets in the store, remains nameless 

during their time together. The anonymity of these men, whom Ellen can refer to only in 

generalities like “the old gentleman” and “my friend,” reinforces both the universality of 

these surrogate father figures, and Ellen’s inability to claim them as her own.  

Structuring Paternal Authority  

 That the father figure acts as a structural buttress to Warner’s novel highlights his 

importance: even as Ellen leaves her father and embarks on an independent journey, 

fatherhood still looms large over the text, signaling the inescapability of pervasive 
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patriarchal authority. We might read the multiplying fathers as simply an established plot 

trope, since Cindy Weinstein has identified a proliferation of parental candidates as a 

characteristic of the mid-century sentimental novel. Maria Cummins’s 1854 bestselling 

novel The Lamplighter, for example, features an orphan girl who claims several adoptive 

families over the course of the novel before her long-lost biological father reappears. 7 As 

Weinstein shows, The Lamplighter and other antebellum sentimental novels capture the 

uncertainty of familial relationships in a moment when adoption law and other forms of 

legal guardianship were just beginning to emerge. But despite the fact that many critics 

equate the plots of the The Wide, Wide World and The Lamplighter, there is a key 

difference: Ellen Montgomery is not an orphan. When the novel begins, she lives in an 

idyllic home with her parents, sharing with her mother an intimate, loving relationship 

that is wholly focused on creating an ideal home. Their practical needs are met by 

servants, enabling them to focus all their energy on their domestic rituals: making tea, 

reading from the Bible, and sewing together. The very first line of the novel, however, 

hints at the imminent disruption of that domestic bliss: Ellen inquires, “Mamma, what 

was that I heard papa saying to you this morning about his lawsuit?” (9). When Mrs. 

Montgomery tells her daughter that they must be separated, she presents it as a unilateral 

decision by Captain Montgomery: “Your father says he is too poor to stay here any 

longer,” a situation that places mother and daughter firmly at odds with their patriarch. 

  As the two struggle to come to terms with their separation, they garner no 

assistance from Captain Montgomery. His blatant refusal to acknowledge the impending 

                                                 
7 Hawthorne reportedly had Cummins in mind when venting his ire against sentimental women writers. 
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trauma divorces him from the sentimental logic of Warner’s story, which privileges 

empathetic emotional reactions above all else. But Montgomery also fails to provide 

more concrete forms of support. He gives Mrs. Montgomery a “sum barely sufficient for 

[Ellen’s] mere clothing,” forcing his wife to sell her own mother’s heirloom ring in order 

to pay for Ellen’s travel necessities (29). He cannot even act as safeguard on Ellen’s 

initial journey, claiming that it is “impossible” for him to personally take the child to his 

sister’s home, sending her instead in a stagecoach with strangers, to be greeted by a 

woman who is a stranger to both Ellen and her mother. Even naïve Ellen recognizes how 

unusual it is that for the duration of his marriage, Mr. Montgomery has never visited his 

sister and thus never introduced her to his wife or child (21). Warner makes very clear 

that the life-changing journey that rips Ellen from her mother’s side and sends her out 

alone into that wide word is spurred not by chance or need, but by the arbitrary will of 

her unsympathetic father.  

 By setting her novel’s plot in motion through the actions of an insufficiently 

paternal man, Warner places the father in a position of structural importance; it is his 

inadequacies that drive the narrative forward. Mr. Montgomery’s refusal to help his 

daughter and wife prepare for the upcoming journey holds the plot together for the first 

six chapters, as Ellen and her mother must find ways around the impediments he puts in 

their path. He is the enemy to their domestic peace, and even as Ellen yearns to go to her 

mother, she chooses not to leave her bedroom “till papa is gone” (16). When Ellen’s 

mother realizes she is too ill to embark on a second shopping trip, Ellen suggests that 

perhaps her father could buy the needed supplies. But Ellen’s mother rejects that idea, 
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first stating that he is “too busy,” a further character blot on Captain Montgomery, since 

the reader knows his habit of spending days in bed, then stating that “he knows nothing at 

all about shopping for me; he would be sure to bring me exactly what I do not want” (56, 

43). In a narrative that focuses extensively on the need for young women to submit to the 

wills of others –Joanne Dobson summarizes the novel as “a culturally extreme vision of a 

young girl's obligation to renounce self-determination completely and follow with 

passivity the dictates of the authority figures who surround her,” –Warner makes clear 

that not all authority is worthy of allegiance (227). Specifically, paternal authority 

wrought only by biology, but unsupported by action lacks the sympathy of both family 

and readers.  

 Despite his obvious shortcomings, Ellen does not actively resist her father; on the 

contrary, she “entertained not the slightest hope of being able by any means to alter her 

father’s will. She regarded the dreaded evil as an inevitable thing” (20). Ellen’s resigned 

acceptance of her fate, which she understands to be entirely subject to “her father’s will,” 

is important not because it brings her closer to the ideal of Protestant submission – if 

anything, it questions the importance of submitting to an authority who will soon vanish 

and leave no moral impression on Ellen. Rather, Ellen’s uncomplaining acquiescence 

performs a key structural function that enables the plot to move forward. Nina Baym has 

laid out the “overplot” that unites much of nineteenth-century women’s fiction, wherein a 

heroine “develops the capacity to survive and surmount her troubles” (Woman’s Fiction, 

35). Of two types of heroine, Baym identifies the most common as a “poor and friendless 

child. Most frequently an orphan, she sometimes only thinks herself to be one, or has by 
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necessity been separated from her parents for an indefinite time” (35). However, as we 

have seen, although Ellen nominally falls into this category, the circumstances of Ellen’s 

separation from her parents are so poorly defined and so arbitrarily imposed that Ellen’s 

orphanhood feels decidedly artificial.  

 Jane Tompkins differentiates The Wide, Wide World from The Scarlet Letter 

because of what she sees as the former’s moral certainty, arguing that “[t]exts like…The 

Scarlet Letter have been domesticated for us by a critical tradition that sees moral and 

epistemological ambiguity as the benchmark of literary merit. Warner’s text, on the other 

hand, intends no such ambiguities. Its moral assertions, like them or not, are crystal clear” 

(“Afterword,” 586). But where fathers are concerned, The Wide, Wide World leaves its 

readers with no crystalline moral imperatives. Ellen, who excels at twisting herself into 

remorseful quandaries over moral failings like peeking at the contents of a Christmas 

grab-bag, or being reluctant to share her candies with a rude companion, appears to feel 

no guilt at all about her emotionless reaction to her father’s death. Upon learning that her 

father’s ship never reached port, Ellen grieves not at all, reflecting that she “rather felt 

that she was an orphan that that she had lost her father. She had never learned to love 

him, he had never given her much cause” (381). But what sounds like a simple causality 

– her father did not act in a loving manner, therefore she did not love him – is at odds 

with the prevailing logic of the narrative, in which Ellen feels compelled to make herself 

love all those who have some parental authority over her, including cold Aunt Fortune, 

bumbling Mr. Van Brunt (later “uncle” Van Brunt), and domineering Uncle Lindsay 

(later “father” Lindsay). The narrative’s cool dismissal of Captain Montgomery from 
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both the plot and from Ellen’s conscience, freeing readers and Ellen from the obligation 

of caring about him, suggests a disposability to fatherhood that exists nowhere else in this 

novel that so prizes connections between people. 

John Seelye reads Ellen’s indifferent attitude towards her father as an indication 

of the feminized nature of affection in the novel, arguing that Warner is warning men 

“that daughters will only mourn fathers who use love, and, further, only those who use 

love as a mother would” (36). Seelye views John, Mr. Humphreys, and Mr. Lindsay as 

doling out appropriately feminine modes of affection and therefore earning Ellen’s 

permission to exert authority over her. But none of these men, despite the labels Ellen 

bestows on the latter two, actually succeeds in inhabiting the role of Ellen’s father in the 

way that Ellen’s mother maintains her affective supremacy over Ellen through death and 

beyond. Even posthumously, Mrs. Montgomery retains unified control over Ellen’s 

emotional, spiritual, and practical upbringing: Ellen consults her memory of her mother 

to determine how to behave in various situations, and draws her understanding of God’s 

love from her mother’s example. Moreover, all of Ellen’s day-to-day activities are 

facilitated by the objects her mother provided: her writing utensils, toiletries, and 

clothing. Even after John Humphreys begins to dictate Ellen’s choice of reading materials 

and guide her theological studies, the primacy of the Bible her mother gave her remains 

above all other books.  

By contrast, even the most capable of Ellen’s father figures can only exert 

authority over a few areas of her life, resulting in a diffusion of paternal duties and roles 

across various men. Mr. Van Brunt provides her with practical, domestic assistance, 
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driving nails into her wall to serve as clothes-hooks, fetching her mail, and even cooking 

her breakfast. Mr. Humphreys, despite his position as a clergyman, rarely offers 

theological guidance; instead, his primary role as Ellen’s “father” is to affirm her love for 

her “brother” and “sister,” John and Alice, and to offer himself as someone she may take 

care of, especially after Ellen takes over Alice’s position in the household after Alice’s 

death. Finally, Mr. Lindsay showers Ellen with the kind of physical and emotional 

affection that she craves, but proves too authoritarian and too indifferent to spiritual 

matters for him to gain her respect, despite seemingly gaining her love. The very fact that 

Ellen can and does call several men “father” undermines the premise of a singular father, 

whereas Ellen never considers calling another woman “mother.” Ellen’s ability to bestow 

the title of father onto various men affirms her agency in choosing her own family 

members. Cindy Weinstein shows that “in the world of the sentimental novel, the act of 

saying such things makes them so,” and argues that the sentimental genre shows a 

“commitment to the ideology of chosen relations” (146).  

But the performative power of naming is not limited to the sentimental genre; it 

inheres in Hawthorne’s construction of fatherhood as well. Since Pearl’s father can be 

recognized neither by biology nor by legality, her paternal figure requires a mode of 

creation that circumvents such methods. Chillingworth himself identifies the need for the 

father to be named, recognized through performative speech. When Hester faces the 

public from her scaffolding, a series of voices implore her to “speak.” Dimmesdale first 

proclaims: “I charge thee to speak out the name of thy fellow-sinner and fellow-sufferer”; 

then Mr. Wilson repeats: “Speak out the name”; and finally “another voice…proceeding 
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from the crowd” urges: “Speak! Speak and give your child a father!” (61-62). Though the 

voice is never identified, Hester’s reaction “to the voice she too surely recognized” 

reveals it to be Chillingworth (62). Chillingworth’s injunction changes the conditions of 

the demand: while Dimmesdale and Wilson are exhorting Hester to identify a specific 

name, Chillingworth is merely asking that she “speak,” and in doing so create a father for 

her child. The performative speech act will recognize a father where one had not 

previously existed, as opposed to naming a previously-established individual. Pearl later 

reinforces Hester’s sole authority in creating Pearl’s father when Hester asks Pearl, 

“whence didst thou come?” and Pearl responds, “‘Tell me! Tell me! … It is thou that 

must tell me’ ” (88, italics mine). Standing on the scaffold with Hester and Pearl, 

Dimmesdale sees Chillingworth approach, and entreats them to reveal the identity of the 

man for whom he has a “nameless horror” (139). When Hester silently refuses, 

Dimmesdale turns to Pearl. By trying to convince Pearl to reveal Chillingworth’s identity, 

he reinvigorates Chillingworth’s injunction to baby Pearl – that only Pearl can name 

Chillingworth as her father. But Pearl, by now capable of speech, refuses, not out of 

loyalty to Chillingworth – for she is in fact equally ignorant of his identity – but out of 

spite for Dimmesdale, who has denied her request for a publicly-recognized family: 

“Thou wouldst not promise to take my hand, and mother’s hand, to-morrow 

noontide!”(139). When he urges Pearl to tell “Quickly! –and as low as thou canst 

whisper,” Dimmesdale cannot be expecting a lengthy explanation. Most likely, he seeks 

only a name to resolve that “horror,” and if Pearl indeed knew Chillingworth’s true name 

and identity, Dimmesdale’s paternal burden might be partly mitigated. The authority for 
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who may name and therefore create Pearl’s father is constantly passed between 

characters, as unstable as the father figure himself. 

Fatherhood and the Law 

While Chillingworth and Dimmesdale occupy themselves with the abstract 

question of naming Pearl’s father, the community is interested in a more concrete 

dilemma: who should have legal custody of Pearl? In order to determine whether Hester 

is a fit mother, Reverend Wilson and Governor Bellingham visit Hester and Pearl at 

home. Wilson takes it upon himself to assess Pearl’s religious knowledge, questioning 

her, “Art thou a Christian child – ha? Dost know thy catechism?”, and continuing with 

his examination after Governor Bellingham urges him to probe further. The purported 

reason for the interrogation is to “see whether she has had such nurture as befits a child of 

her age”— that is, to determine Hester has been fulfilling her duties (98). But in Puritan 

Massachusetts, instructing children in their catechism fell under the legal responsibilities 

of a father, one of the few absolute paternal requirements beyond financial support.8 By 

arranging and assuring Pearl’s scriptural education, Governor Bellingham and Mr. 

Wilson put themselves forward as potential legal fathers for the child. And even though 

their very presence carries the threat of separating Pearl and Hester, by ensuring that 

Pearl has a satisfactory religious upbringing, Wilson and Bellingham supply Hester with 

the necessary requirements to keep her daughter with her. Chillingworth, too, uses his 

professional skills to assist in securing Hester’s legal right to her daughter. When Hester 

                                                 
8 See Edmund Morgan’s The Puritan Family, p. 54, and Stephen Frank, Life with Father, p. 11, for a fuller 

discussion of the legal responsibilities of Puritan fathers.  
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and Pearl are sequestered in the prison, Pearl falls ill, “writh[ing] in convulsions of pain” 

after nursing from Hester’s breast. The narrator attributes this misery to metaphorical 

causes: “drawing its sustenance from the maternal bosom, [the child] seemed to have 

drank in with it all the turmoil, the anguish, the despair that pervaded its mother’s 

system” (64). But the fact that Pearl is unable to comfortably nurse represents a more 

concrete threat than just emotional trauma. The milk that plagues Pearl’s fragile body 

offers not only nutritive sustenance, but also a legal reprieve. In seventeenth-century 

Massachusetts, children born out of wedlock to a single mother were usually taken away 

and apprenticed to a master, but were generally allowed to stay with their mothers until 

they weaned.9 If Hester were unable to feed her child, Pearl would have certainly been 

removed from her care. By administering medication that soothes Pearl’s digestion, 

therefore, Chillingworth provides Hester with the legal means to retain her child as long 

as she nurses. 

 In performing their professional duties towards Pearl, Chillingworth, Wilson, and 

Bellingham all take on paternal responsibilities that ultimately allow Pearl to remain with 

her mother, acting at once as external correctives and as father figures that function 

within the framework of the nuclear family. This oscillation between imposing outside 

discipline and bolstering the nuclear family structure captures the political dimensions of 

changing family law between Hester’s time and Hawthorne’s. Although pre-Revolution, 

bastardry laws in America “ensured that the bastard and its mother bore the brunt of 

punishment and social ostracism,” legal historian Michael Grossberg describes a marked 

                                                 
9 See Mary Ann Mason for further explanation of the rights and protocols of single Puritan mothers. 
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shift in the nineteenth century toward maintaining the integrity of the family unit over 

establishing individual paternal rights (220). In particular, it became much more difficult 

to “bastardize” the child of a married woman, even with compelling evidence that another 

man had fathered the child (220). This tension between the desire for public discipline 

and the supremacy of the nuclear family structure – even one possessing an entirely 

absent father – inheres throughout the plot of The Scarlet Letter, encapsulating the 

shifting terrain of family law in the United States. 

Lacking the retrospective glance of the historical novel, The Wide, Wide World 

engages even more directly with mid-century questions of custody and adoption. Though 

Ellen’s stays with various family members feel arbitrary to the little girl, the narrative 

makes it clear that Ellen’s various guardians are keenly considering the question of who 

may legally possess Ellen. Unlike Cummins’s Gerty, who is cast out on the street by one 

abusive guardian, Ellen’s caretakers all seem to want to keep her, even the generally 

unsympathetic Aunt Fortune (pointedly called Miss Fortune).  When the Humphreys 

family invites Ellen to move into their home in an explicit bid for her to replace their 

recently-deceased daughter, Aunt Fortune is livid, exclaiming “did they think she was 

going to let Ellen go in that way? she [Fortune] had the first and only right to her; and 

Ellen had no more business to go and give herself away then one of her oxen” (458). 

Here a form of payment is required to persuade Aunt Fortune to forfeit her “right”: Mr. 

Van Brunt (now her husband) offers to pay for the household help that will be needed to 

replace Ellen, and Ellen is thus able to become part of the Humphreys family. But a long-

hidden letter from Ellen’s mother disrupts this congenial adoption: on her deathbed, three 
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years prior, Ellen’s mother informs her that she has relatives in Scotland who want to 

take her in. The revelation utterly discomfits Ellen, as she reflects, “I have promised 

Alice…I have promised Mr. Humphreys…I can’t be adopted twice!” (490). Cindy 

Weinstein observes that while Ellen’s dismissal of her blood relatives seems to upend 

hierarchies of family, “Ellen’s absolute submission to one of these paradigms of family 

remains unquestioned. Ellen, for example, doesn’t want to undo the exclusive nature of 

her adoptive bonds, she just wants to ensure that she is bonded to the right family” (148). 

Weinstein further places this quest for a singular adoptive family in a nationalistic 

context, noting that “The novel situates Ellen’s search for a family based on choice in the 

context of the many characters who have left the country in which they were born for 

America, the country that they choose” (149). As I have argued above, I read Ellen’s 

search as not for a family, but for a father, and as we will see, in both The Wide, Wide 

World and The Scarlet Letter, fatherhood and nationhood becomes intertwined.  

American Daughters 

A third possibility exists for the candidate of Pearl’s father, muddying the 

Dimmesdale/Chillingworth split: the chimerical Master Prynne. Since none of the 

community members knows Chillingworth’s true identity, the figure of Prynne lingers in 

the public conversation. He is communally recognized as a “learned man,” a term that 

could encompass both Dimmesdale’s theological knowledge and Chillingworth’s medical 

proficiency (57). The figure of Master Prynne encompasses the possibility of legitimate 

paternity – if not for Pearl, then for Hester’s future children – but the community knows a 

scant three “facts” about this illusory figure, all of them geographical: he is “English by 
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birth,” he had “long dwelt in Amsterdam,” and now is “most likely… at the bottom of the 

sea” (56, 56, 57). The potential for sanctioned paternity therefore languishes between 

continents, having left Europe but never approaching American soil. Pearl’s ideal father, 

the one who would legitimate her birth and complete the nuclear family, claims no 

national identity at all. 

By the last chapters of The Wide, Wide World, John Humphreys and his father are 

in outright competition with Scottish Mr. Lindsay for the right to claim Ellen as daughter, 

a clash that has patriotic implications for Ellen as well as emotional ones. Ellen’s Scottish 

relatives want exclusive claim to her, which means she must forsake not only all other 

putative family, but her Americanness as well. Carol J. Singley sees Ellen’s desire to 

return to the Humphreys family as evidence that Ellen ultimately “rejects European 

claims and instead uses adoptive kinship to forge an American identity that is sororal or 

fraternal rather than strictly hierarchical” (100). Ellen undeniably links her struggle to 

resist immersion into the Lindsay family with the fight for American independence, 

telling the man she will soon be calling father, “if I had been in the American army 

[during the Revolution] I would have fought you with all my heart, uncle Lindsay” (506). 

For both Hawthorne and Warner’s protagonists, the problem of establishing paternity 

becomes entangled with the problem of constructing American identity. Hawthorne’s 

choice to set The Scarlet Letter pre-Revolution positions England as a looming menace, a 

persistently paternal threat made manifest by Hester’s reminiscences on her own father. 

Twenty-first-century readers may not automatically add Hester’s father to the list of 

players in this adulterous drama, but Puritans would have considered him an injured party 
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on the level of Chillingworth/Prynne. In one Massachusetts court case in the late 1600s, 

the putative father of an illegitimate child was forced to pay reparations not only to the 

woman’s husband, but also to her father to compensate for having “seduced” his daughter 

(Mason 22). Like Roger Prynne, Hester’s father is identified primarily by the country he 

inhabits. As Hester suffers on the scaffold, she reminisces about England: “she saw again 

her native village, in Old England, and her paternal home.” She immediately follows this 

nationalistic image with one of her father: “She saw her father’s face, with its bald brow, 

and reverend white beard, that flowed over the old-fashioned Elizabethan ruff” (SL 53). 

For Hester, her “paternal home” contains not only her father, but also the potential for her 

own idyllic family. She reflects on “that village of rural England, where happy infancy 

and stainless maidenhood seemed yet to be in her mother’s keeping” (72). But for Pearl, 

no such illusions are possible, since she has neither father nor potential for innocence in a 

father country. Pearl is an American child and an American problem. 

Hester’s inability to access “stainless maidenhood” is transferred to her daughter, 

who has not “fallen” like her mother, but simply never had the potential for such idyllic 

English innocence. Even as a small child, Pearl is described as a “scarlet little figure,” a 

“scarlet vision,” a miniature woman always tinged with her mother’s actions. It is hard to 

imagine a son of Hester’s painted with such a brush. Especially in light of Russ 

Castronovo’s description of the “father-son metaphor that saturated the politics, icons, 

and institutions of the antebellum period,” it is significant that Hawthorne and Warner 

both make their explorations of identity and fatherhood through daughters, who must 

work around language that does not seem to yield a place for them within the realm of 
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establishing American identity (6). The question of gendered Americanness is one that 

Warner had attempted to answer, in her other major publication, an 1850 essay 

responding to a magazine contest that asked the question: “How May an American 

Woman Best Show Her Patriotism?” Warner’s essay, which received first place and the 

$50 prize, answers that “well born, true, legitimate patriotism, is the offspring alone of an 

enlightened head and a mind trained to large and high sympathies” (221). But her 

fictional American woman does not find it so easy to inhabit patriotism merely through 

sympathy. Ellen’s “enlightened head” only seems to leave her vulnerable to her Scottish 

uncle’s authoritarian practices. Having made her bold declaration about fighting him in 

the American Revolution, Ellen is then checked by her uncle’s scornful rejoinder, “you 

don’t look as if you would do battle with a good-sized mosquito,” to which she can only 

respond, meekly, “but I mean if I had been a man” (506). Ellen sees only men as capable 

of fomenting the kind of rebellion she desires—in this case, choosing the family members 

she prefers—whereas Pearl sees no alternative to her mother’s brand of rebellion, 

informing her mother that she expects her own letter to appear on her breast when she is 

“a woman grown” (168).  

 Unlike The Wide, Wide World, Hawthorne’s novel is not singularly focused on its 

fatherless daughter; the temptation and sin of Hester and Dimmesdale is the reader’s 

more obvious focus. But while The Scarlet Letter is no domestic children’s parable, its 

tale of temptation and sin is nonetheless bound up in the consequences of that affair: the 

loss of day-to-day domesticity. When Chillingworth arrives in America and discovers 

Hester in her public humiliation on the scaffold, he perceives it not as a loss of his 
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individual wife, but a loss of their familial household: “he beheld the woman, in whom he 

hoped to find embodied the warmth and cheerfulness of home, set up as a type of sin” 

(108). Any conservative pundit in Hawthorne’s time or ours could expound on the threat 

of infidelity and sexual exploration to domestic stability; however, Hawthorne’s 

rendering of this “sin’s” aftermath is specifically father-focused. In one of the first 

cultural histories of child-rearing in nineteenth-century America, published in 1969, 

Bernard Wishy remarks that Pearl “carries the burdens of illegitimacy and the price of not 

knowing a father…She is potentially wild female energy because no man in the 

household gives law and sexual balance or contrast and thus keeps her from misjudging 

or ruining her life” (8). Wishy’s paternalistic assessment of Pearl, which assumes the 

necessity of a male-female balance in “the household,” overlooks the fact that another 

household exists in The Scarlet Letter: the Chillingworth-Dimmesdale abode, where the 

two men lodge together so that Chillingworth may better tend to Dimmesdale’s physical 

ailments, as a husband might care for a wife. T. Walter Herbert proposes that 

“Chillingworth and Dimmesdale embody the masculine and feminine components of an 

autophobic middle-class sexuality” (“Pornographic Manhood,” 116). Though neither is 

willing to claim their title, these are Pearl’s stepfather and biological father. Detached 

from their paternal roles, the two candidates most likely to claim responsibility for Pearl 

have instead forged a new type of domesticity outside the nuclear family model, one that 

is complementary but necessarily non-procreative, a masculinity entirely divorced from 

fatherhood. 
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The question, then, that these novels inexorably ask is not what makes a sufficient 

father, but whether a father is even necessary. Ellen’s journeys through the wide world 

are characterized not only by her encounters with potential fathers, but her choices to 

renounce those fathers and move on to the next, all the while maintaining her mother’s 

sacrosanct place in her life. And Pearl’s childish declaration that she “had not been made 

at all, but had been plucked by her mother off the bush of wild roses” suggests the need 

for Hester, but no other partner, in her daughter’s creation. Indeed, when Hester first 

appears alone before the townspeople, the A on her breast is described as possessing “so 

much fertility,” as if Hester and her sexuality are capable of reproducing without any 

other aid (50). In these novels structured around quests for fatherhood, fathers initially 

seem to promise so much: support, order, nationhood, religious certainty. But they 

ultimately deliver so little as to render their existence worse than irrelevant. 

Fatherless Endings 

 In the last chapters of Maria Cummins’s novel The Lamplighter, her protagonist 

Gerty, who has spent the novel moving from one adoptive family to the next, receives an 

unexpected letter from one of the many men who has acted as benefactor towards her – 

this one had helped assist Gerty to shore during a shipwreck. He confesses that he is in 

fact her father, whom she has never met and believed to be dead, and asks permission to 

see her. Gerty’s answering letter begins:  

 MY DEAR, DEAR FATHER,—If I may dare to believe that you are so, and if 

not that, my best of friends—how shall I write to you, and what shall I say, since 

all your words are a mystery? Father! blessed word. Oh, that my noble friend 
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were indeed my father! Yet tell me, tell me, how can this be? Alas! I feel a sad 

presentiment that the bright dream is all an illusion, an error (420). 

The dream proves no illusion: her father arrives, and Gerty throws herself into his arms, 

“and, her whole frame trembling with the vehemence of long-suppressed agitation, burst 

into a torrent of passionate tears, interrupted only by frequent sobs, so deep and so 

exhausting that her father, with his arms folded around her, and clasping her so closely to 

his heart that she feels its irregular beating, endeavours to still the tempest of her grief, 

whispering softly, as to an infant, ‘Hush!’” (486). The daughter who has been seeking 

solace and affection throughout the novel has finally found peace in her father’s arms, 

where he comforts her like an infant, as though no time has passed. No such absolute 

denouement is available to Hawthorne and Warner’s seeking daughters. Whereas in the 

final chapter of The Lamplighter Gerty marries her longstanding love and moves into a 

home close to her father’s10, Pearl and Ellen are denied such definitive resolutions.  

 The conclusion of The Scarlet Letter finds previously-sireless Pearl with a surfeit 

of absent fathers. Both Dimmesdale and Chillingworth have acknowledged her – 

Dimmesdale verbally, Chillingworth through his will – and both are dead. The 

establishment of dual paternity heralds the end both of the narrative and of Pearl’s known 

life. Hester and Pearl disappear from the village after Chillingworth’s death, and though 

Hester returns some years later to live out her life in her solitary cottage, Pearl’s fate 

                                                 
10 Cindy Weinstein reads this sequence of events as exemplifying the tension between biological family 

ties and chosen, affective family contracts, arguing that “Gerty’s long-lost father’s rights seem to be more 

important than all of the fathers Gerty has chosen throughout the course of the narrative. Quite simply, 

Gerty must learn the identity of her real father before she can marry Willie Sullivan and thus start her own 

family…The Lamplighter, then, simultaneously advances an argument in favor of blood not contract even 

as it seems to give contract not blood the last word” (48).  
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remains a mystery. The narrator questions, “But where was little Pearl? If still alive, she 

must now have been in the flush and bloom of early womanhood. None knew—nor ever 

learned, with the fulness of perfect certainty—whether the elf-child had gone thus 

untimely to a maiden grave, or whether her wild, rich nature had been softened and 

subdued, and made capable of a woman’s gentle happiness” (238). Although there is 

much speculation in the community about Pearl’s situation and whereabouts, both the 

villagers and the readers are denied the satisfaction of a single, known answer about 

Pearl’s adulthood, just as they all have been denied her reunion with a single, known 

father. In creating the multipersoned specter of Pearl’s father, Hawthorne has fashioned a 

character who is not only not known, but not knowable. Pearl’s fate seems equally 

shadowy: even the surveyor who makes inquiries a century later can only state a belief, 

not a certainty, that Pearl grew up and married (238). All that is clear is that Pearl’s 

newfound legitimacy could not keep her in New England – indeed, Bethany Reid 

concludes that Pearl “is no longer part of the American democratic project” (262). The 

letters Hester receives, which the community speculates must be from Pearl, feature 

“armorial seals upon them, though of bearings unknown to English heraldry” (229).  If 

Pearl is alive and writing to Hester, it is from neither of her paternal countries, 

Chillingworth’s England or Dimmesdale’s America.  

 Warner gives Ellen an ending only slightly less ambiguous. Ellen spends the last 

chapters of the novel in Scotland, straining against the authoritarian dictates of her uncle-

father, who has forbidden her to write to John. In the closing pages, John discovers 

Ellen’s whereabouts and seeks her out in Scotland; upon seeing him, Ellen “threw herself 
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into his arms in an agony of joy…The tide of joy ran too strong, and too much welled 

from the open sources of love and memory to keep any bounds” (559-560). Ten pages 

from the end of the novel, the reader expects this reunion, so similar to Gerty’s in 

appearance, to be Ellen’s concluding posture. But John abruptly tells her that he must 

leave the next day and she must stay with her relatives in Scotland, offering only the 

tepid promise, “if I live you will see me again” (561). The action of the novel ends before 

that promised reunion; the last lines sum up for readers that Ellen remained with her 

Scottish relatives for “three or four more years,” and then “to her unspeakable joy, she 

went back to spend her life with the friends and guardians she best loved” (569). An 

unpublished final chapter, recovered late in the twentieth century by a Warner 

biographer, reveals that Ellen and John married and returned to America, but Warner 

chose not to include that conclusion in the original publication11, and so her 1850 readers 

did not have the satisfaction of seeing Ellen at home at last.   

  These equivocal conclusions, in which heroines finish neither tragically nor 

triumphantly, highlight the ambivalence that Hawthorne and Warner share. These novels’ 

quests for fatherhood could never have ended the way Gerty’s did, because their authors’ 

idea of “father” never encompassed a single signifier. The novels end with characters and 

readers still uncertain about the definition and worth of a father. In refusing to ultimately 

identify a single father for these daughters, and in doing so resisting an unequivocally 

                                                 
11 The “Note on the Text” in the 1987 Feminist Press edition of The Wide, Wide World, edited by Jane 

Tompkins, explains that Warner sent the final manuscript to her publishers without the last chapter, and 

Putnam suggested making the omission permanent since the novel was already longer than anticipated. The 

chapter was published for the first time as an appendix to Mabel Baker’s 1978 biography of Warner, and 

then included as part of the text of the Feminist Press edition. 
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conventional ending for their heroines, Hawthorne and Warner trouble the very category 

of fatherhood, and in so doing, reveal a distinct mid-nineteenth-century concern about the 

instability of masculinity and patriarchy in an emerging national context.  
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Chapter Two 

 Drunk and Disorderly: Fatherhood and Temperance 

 

In 1863, the Massachusetts Temperance Convention gathered for its annual 

meeting.  As was its custom, the president opened with a flowery address reflecting on 

the dangers of alcohol consumption and urging immediate change. As he spins his 

cautionary tale, he muses about “the town where my father lived” – a place he describes 

as previously dominated by alcoholism, but whose residents have seen the error of their 

ways and reformed (6). His phrasing is significant: the first of many rhetorical gestures 

invoking fatherhood, it simultaneously condemns the fathers of the previous generation 

and recognizes their capacity for reform, suggesting the power of fatherhood within the 

movement. He then moves to addressing the members of the convention as fathers 

themselves, warning of potential temptation and destruction to “our young men…our 

noble, heroic, and gallant sons” (7). His remarks reveal the fluidity of men’s roles within 

the movement – both sons and fathers, they contain the potential for both ruin and 

redemption.  

Cultural histories of the temperance movement – in both critical scholarship and 

popular media – have focused on the large role that women played, highlighting figures 

such as the infamous Carrie Nation, and organizations like the Women’s Christian 

Temperance Union (WCTU). While previous scholars, such as Harry Levine, had painted 

the temperance movement in broader strokes, characterizing it as “an expression and 

development of a larger 19th-century obsession with individual control,” Barbara Epstein 
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and others zeroed in on the public platform it afforded women to address issues that went 

beyond alcohol addiction (Levine 4).  Epstein’s 1981 book The Politics of Domesticity: 

Women, Evangelism, and Temperance in Nineteenth-Century America argues that the 

temperance movement enabled women to criticize men without casting their arguments 

in specifically feminist language, drawing attention to the vulnerability of women and 

children. Carol Mattingly’s more recent study of temperance women expands on 

Epstein’s work, pointing out that, due to the ultimate failure of Prohibition, the 

temperance movement has been dismissed as a powerful political movement for women. 

But she emphasizes that the movement had larger aims than banning alcohol, stating 

“[b]ecause temperance became accepted as within the province of women’s work, and 

because it could so readily be associated with many forms of injustices toward women, 

temperance offered women a popular cultural medium for discussing and exploring 

women’s issues” (124). Such rich study of women’s temperance work has overshadowed 

the fact that, particularly in the early stages of the movement, many temperance activists 

were men. The above-mentioned Massachusetts Temperance Convention excluded 

women from its membership, as did most early temperance organizations, such as the 

American Temperance Society. Later, the widely-popular Washingtonians allowed 

women to attend their meetings, but only men were permitted to give speeches from the 

podium or contribute from the audience.12 Furthermore, the single most popular 

temperance writer of that or any time, whose bestselling works were adapted for stage 

and eventually screen, was a man: Timothy Shay Arthur. (As we will see, even Walt 

                                                 
12 See Hendler and Tyrell for more information about membership in temperance societies. 
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Whitman briefly jumped into the temperance game, though for monetary rather than 

moral gain.) It is misguided for us to view the temperance movement and its literature as 

a binary: man vs. woman, hedonism vs. sobriety. Yet gendered tensions are inherent in 

temperance rhetoric. Though nineteenth-century men were undeniably active in the fight 

against alcohol, temperance literature rarely portrays them as such. Instead, temperance 

writing, particularly its fiction, teems with descriptions of dissipated men: unworthy sons, 

reckless bachelors, and – most of all – negligent fathers, fathers whose drinking 

endangers and often kills their wives and children.  

Temperance fiction is a visible site of anxiety about men’s domestic roles: while 

its explicit appeal is always for a reformed, protective father in the home, its renderings 

of family life depict absent and self-destructive fathers who fail to support their families. 

Moreover, these fathers taint their homes by bringing the public into their private refuges. 

I begin this chapter by exploring how various mid-century temperance stories, tracts, and 

poems simultaneously reinforce the idea that fathers do not belong in the home while 

insisting on their importance. They thus express the uncertainty about paternal 

domesticity that emerges from an ideology that offers no clear avenue for men to function 

productively at home. T.S. Arthur further expands on this problem in his novel Ten 

Nights in a Bar-room and What I Saw There, which shows the tragic ramifications of a 

father’s choice to allow the tavern and its drinking culture to invade his domestic space. I 

then look at two texts that participate in but also parody temperance rhetoric: Walt 

Whitman’s Franklin Evans and Mark Twain’s The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. 

Whitman highlights the notion of displaced and inadequate fathers in order to underscore 
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the ideas of homosocial and otherwise nonreproductive sexual desire in the public sphere 

that lurk underneath the morals of temperance.  While temperance rhetoric seems set in 

opposition to this interest in non-procreative, non-domestic sexuality, Whitman reveals 

that this is exactly what the genre supports when its mistrust of paternal domesticity 

repeatedly leads fathers outside the domestic sphere of heterosexual procreative space. 

Twain further emphasizes the inability of temperance rhetoric to generate stable domestic 

fatherhood, explicitly mocking the sentimentality of temperance pledges even as he 

appeals to his readers’ sympathy in showing the emotional ramifications for Huck of a 

failed and absent father.   

The Fatherless: Mid-Century Temperance Rhetoric 

Images of drunken fathers abandoning their families—through negligence or 

death —were so prevalent that by mid-century, absent fathers conjured an immediate 

association with alcohol. An 1854 gift book edited by Arthur, The Temperance Gift, 

includes an anonymous poem entitled “The Fatherless.” It entreats its readers to “speak 

softly,” cautioning them to remember the “weight of loneliness” that “these little ones” 

must bear (14).  Even though the poem makes no mention of alcohol, unlike every other 

selection in the volume, and offers no hints as to why these families lack fathers, its 

evocative portrait of abandoned children clearly serves as its own clarion call to the 

temperance cause. Arthur must have known that his readers, well-accustomed to the 

tropes of temperance rhetoric, would understand the implied correlation between 

alcoholism and absent fathers.   
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Mid-century temperance writings consistently employ fatherhood as a rhetorical 

trope. The Fountain and the Bottle: Comprising Thrilling Examples of the Opposite 

Effects of Temperance and Intemperance is an 1850 text typical of temperance volumes: 

a collection of anonymously authored stories demonstrating the horrors that befall 

drunkards, and the joys that await temperate men. Its editor is identified only as “A Son 

of Temperance,” who states that his motive is to “furnish a standard reading book for the 

temperance fireside, and the family circle” (v). Its preface gleefully heralds the success of 

the temperance movement in restoring fathers to their rightful place as family providers:  

In all parts of our land where, but a few months since, we might have found the 

haggard and wan face, and withered form of a heart-broken wife, toiling 

incessantly in a wretched hovel to earn a scanty morsel of bread for her starving 

children, we may now discover the glad hearts and cheerful faces of that wife and 

those little ones, gathered round a pleasant fireside, no longer dreading the return 

of the father in anticipation of abuse and outrage, but fondly clinging to him as 

their protector, and gratefully blessing his reformation as productive to all, of 

health and contentment, peace and plenty (v).  

 

The inclusive phrase “all parts of our land” positions the father as crucial to maintaining 

not only familial, but national unity, suggesting a monolithic paternal figure who unites 

home and nation. But reading across the landscape of temperance fiction reveals a 

prevalent distrust of that figure, a question mark around his ability to move so smoothly 

from the public to the private. By focusing on fatherhood as a key thematic point, anti-

alcohol writings elide the rhetoric of temperance with that of domesticity. But while 

temperance writings promulgate a unified message about alcohol – a stance so black-and-

white that it renders most works of the genre dull and formulaic – their agenda regarding 

domesticity is more complex. In the description above, the image of the idyllic fireside 
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functions as a beacon of hope, beckoning wayward fathers and husbands home from the 

barrooms—but that stable domestic scene does not exist in a void; its patriarch’s excesses 

put it always at risk of collapse. In the introduction to a collection of essays on 

temperance and alcoholism in American literature, David S. Reynolds and Debra 

Rosenthal state this problem in economic terms, positioning domesticity and alcohol in 

direct opposition because “tavern culture lured intemperate husbands away from 

domesticity and emptied their pockets of the money their wives needed to run a home” 

(Reynolds and Rosenthal 6). But while alcohol overuse undeniably caused economic 

hardship in countless nineteenth-century households, the discordance between 

domesticity and drinking stems from more than just financial concerns. This internal 

problem in ideology is made manifest by the fact that temperance authors constantly 

struggle to imagine men productively occupying the home; they instead write and rewrite 

scenarios wherein husbands and fathers fail to meet the needs of their families.   

Temperance rhetoric displays a persistent fear of men’s and women’s roles 

overlapping. The introduction to an 1874 tract, The Women’s War on Whisky, includes 

this anecdote: “My father had forgotten everything but drink…Our mother, with her own 

hands, provided for all. She earned and cooked our food, cut and made our clothes, in 

brief, was father, mother, general provider, cook, housekeeper, and nurse” (v). This fear 

inheres throughout temperance rhetoric: that in failing to uphold their duties as husbands 

and fathers, intemperate men forced women to take on masculine roles. Therefore, the 

pervasive trope of masculine reform keeps women not only safe, but in their place, a 

stance that would appear to reinforce a conservative ideology of family life. Yet even as 
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temperance writing sought to reinstate men and women to their appropriate roles in the 

family, cautioning against such slippage, the temperance movement itself offered women 

a platform to promulgate their ideas in public. In that sense, the historical reality of anti-

alcohol reform in the nineteenth century challenges the very idea of separate spheres, but 

its literature troubles that divide on another front by constantly questioning the role of 

husbands and fathers in domestic life.  

The figure of the reformed, protective paterfamilias is an appealing one; yet in 

temperance writings at large, that father never rises up to meet that call for reform. The 

idea of women exerting their curative influence upon their men is fundamental to the 

temperance movement as a whole, but in so much temperance fiction, these reformed 

men never emerge; the tales are populated instead by sodden sons, brothers, and most of 

all, fathers. That “gratefully bless[ed]” father never appears outside the preface, while 

that “heart-broken wife” pops up in nearly every story.  

Temperance narratives lean heavily on the figure of the destructive father, as The 

Fountain and the Bottle demonstrates. The tale “Emma Alton” begins on Emma’s 

wedding day, as she stands at the “door of her father’s cottage” awaiting her bridegroom, 

Reuben (48). That father is never mentioned again, even as the drunken debauchery of 

Emma’s new husband forces his family into penury, resulting in their child’s death. 

Viewing the corpse of his child sparks Reuben to take a temperance pledge, but he has 

already broken it by the time the child is buried. The close of the story finds Reuben in 

prison for a murder committed in the midst of a drunken frenzy, and Emma, now “a 

heart-broken, wretched being,” dying of anguish (60). “The Emigrant’s Wife” tells the 
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story of a woman who ran away to marry a man her family disapproved of; when her 

brother finally locates her, she is living in a squalid cottage with her children, who quake 

under the constant abuse of their drunken father. Only after her husband’s death does the 

wife agree to return home with her children to her family; having assured their safety, she 

dies. “The Drunkard’s Death” begins with a deathbed scene—not of the drunkard, but of 

his wife. He has “reeled from the tavern to her bedside, in time to see her die” (303). Left 

to take care of his three children, he returns to his dissolute ways, spending at the tavern 

whatever money his children can bring in. Upon realizing that he has caused the death of 

one son, the imprisonment of another, and the fatal illness of his daughter, the man 

drowns himself.  

The title of the collection, which promises examples of both temperance and 

intemperance, tales of salubrious water and sinful wine (the reader must pass her own 

judgment on their “thrilling” content), might imply that this abundance of dreadful 

fathers is counterbalanced by excellent ones. But fathers worthy of praise appear only in 

brief moments in the collection, such as in the piece, “The Spoiled Child,” which features 

a young boy whose father has died, leaving his mother to raise him. She indulges her 

child’s every whim, including a zest for alcohol. The narrative holds up his dead father as 

an example of the discipline that the child lacks, emphasizing that “while Mr. Ross lived, 

his son had not been permitted to taste the contents [of the wine decanter]” (69). Yet the 

solid paternal presence is chimerical – despite the description of his strict discipline, the 

deceased Mr. Ross can exert no more beneficial impact on his child than can the inebriate 

Reuben on his.  
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In her essay on themes of incest in temperance fiction, Karen Sanchez-Eppler 

observes: “Dedicated to maintaining conventional familial order, temperance fiction is 

conservative; nevertheless, in these tales disciplinary intimacy cannot simply uphold 

patriarchal rule since it is the wife, and even more the child, who must bring the erring 

man under discipline” (65). Yet even more frequently, no one succeeds in reforming the 

inebriate: he simply fails, as a man and father. Far from maintaining familial order, 

temperance fiction reveals the imminent potential for familial dissolution—with far-

reaching consequences. A brief and pointed story, “The Drunkard and his Five Sons,” 

from the 1835 Temperance Reader: Designed for the Use of Schools, demonstrates the 

impact of an amoral father on subsequent generations.13 The tale opens by describing the 

unhappy domestic scene that results from a father’s drinking: “Mercurios was both a 

husband and a father; but his abode was not the abode of peace. Often it seemed that the 

demon of discord had there taken up her abode, and let loose all her furies” (73).  As in 

the preface to The Fountain and the Bottle, this author also invokes the image of the 

familial fireside, this time underscoring the father’s responsibility for its welfare: “while 

as yet the unhappy family had not separated from the paternal fire-side, it was uncommon 

for any one to enter that dwelling and not witness broils, contentions, and tears” (73). The 

phrasing of “paternal fireside” prefigures an unusual aspect of this text: the peculiar 

absence of the mother. Although she exists, she seems to have no impact at all on her 

                                                 
13 In addition to its stories, essays, and poems, the reader includes at the start several letters to the publisher 

from chairmen of various temperance societies endorsing the use of the reader in schools. John Tappan, 

chairman of the executive committee of the American Temperance Society, writes “If introduced generally 

into our schools, and its facts impressed upon the minds of the youth of our land, it will do much to 

preserve them from the most destructive of all the vices to which they are exposed” (Yale, n.pag.)  
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children, their welfare, or the household as a whole. In dramatic fashion, the story 

recounts the results of the father’s heinous influence on his children, as each son reaches 

lower depths than the last. The third son’s story highlights the impotence of women to 

enact change. He marries an “amiable woman,” and has two sons of his own, but he is 

doomed to replicate and exacerbate his father’s failings: “his house, like his father’s, was 

the abode of drunkenness and cruelty. His wife was at length obliged to leave him” (74). 

For a “temperance widow,” this action is surprising, since typically the narrative function 

of a wife is to highlight her husband’s cruelty through her suffering. But we quickly learn 

that while the wife may have saved herself, she could not protect her children: “of his 

little boys, one lies in the grave, slain by a father’s hand, in a manner so cruel and 

revolting as to chill with horror the blood of all who hear the tale of the sanguinary deed” 

(74, emphasis in text). In closing, the story makes a prolonged point of explaining its 

moral: “the above is a simple narrative of facts…it presents, in a strikingly instructive 

light, the influence of parental example and of parental neglect” (74). But the reader 

understands that this is not a story of parental neglect, but of paternal neglect and 

abuse—a force so powerful that it negates any other influence in a child’s life.  

The rhetoric of temperance writings is comically overblown to twenty-first-

century readers (and, as Whitman’s and Twain’s parodies would suggest, to some 

contemporary readers as well). In a brief work entitled “A Short Tale of a Terrible 

Worm,” readers are cautioned that anyone bitten by that worm—“THE WORM OF THE 

STILL”—would immediately succumb to its poisonous effects: “In a little time after a 

person has been bitten, his eyes become red and fiery, his tongue swells to an immoderate 
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size, and obstructs his utterance, and insanity of the most dreadful character soon 

follows….If the patient has a family, his weeping wife and helpless children are 

frequently the objects of his fury” (Yale 135). But the hyperbole of this language, its 

rendering of alcohol as a viper that attacks a helpless victim, obscures the social reality of 

its caution: then, as now, men who drank to excess often became violent, and their wife 

and children were the most likely victims of their anger. But women in the mid-

nineteenth-century had far fewer resources or avenues of escape at their disposal. The 

temperance movement represents one way that women attempted to effect change in a 

society that left them frequently at a stark disadvantage, immensely vulnerable to their 

husbands’ choices and weaknesses. Temperance fiction, however, also points to the ways 

that these efforts failed, highlighting the need for larger social reform that did not pin all 

patriarchal inequities onto demon rum. 

 In “The Drunkard and His Five Sons,” women are simply absent; they have no 

effect on the narrative. Elsewhere in temperance fiction, however, women take an active 

role in reform, sacrificing everything for their men—and still fail to enact meaningful 

change, as in the tale “Doctor Gray and his Daughter,” included in The Fountain and the 

Bottle. The story verges on bizarre: Doctor Gray, a noted physician, disappears, taking 

his three sons with him and leaving his wife and daughter behind. His daughter, 

Henrietta, is forced to find work in order to support her ailing mother; upon her mother’s 

death, Henrietta leaves her fiancé in order to find her missing father and brothers. She 

locates them in a town out West, where her father is now the town drunkard and the boys 

live as vagabonds. She takes on the task of feeding, clothing, and educating her brothers, 
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though her father refuses to see her and continues drinking until his death. Only on his 

deathbed does his “proud and stubborn heart” yield, and he “expressed his gratitude by 

mute signs” (99). Released from the burden of her father, Henrietta finds employment for 

her brothers and returns home, where her fiancé has never given up hope of her return. 

This story resists not only logical understanding (why did Doctor Gray disappear? Why 

did he take his sons with him? And why is he so angry when Henrietta finds them and 

takes responsibility for caring for them?), but more importantly, sentimental responses. 

The father’s deathbed repentance, expressed through “mute signs,” hardly provides the 

kind of satisfying emotional catharsis that it seems would be necessary to incite change in 

its readers.  Henrietta, like so many of the mothers and daughters in these stories, lacks 

the ability to foment meaningful reforms in her father’s life; she can only attempt to 

mitigate the damage he has caused, and her reward for doing so is to return to the life she 

had in the first place.  

This pattern of unrepentant fathers and ineffectual women invites several 

questions about the motives and aims of temperance fiction. Are these authors simply 

relying on the persuasive power of sentimentality to forge change through these 

cautionary tales? If so, why not engage more deeply with the affective potential of 

sentimental rhetoric? Or does this plethora of unfit fathers reflect a deeper concern about 

fatherhood that goes beyond the concrete issues of alcoholism and temperance?  

These stories emphasize not only the impotence and vulnerability of women, but 

discomfiture with the power of the father. The repeated descriptions of fathers and 

husbands who fail despite the best efforts of their helpmeets do not make it particularly 
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appealing for women to act as reformers, nor for men to reform; instead, they set up 

situations where men flee the domestic and never return, erasing the father from the home 

and removing the problem of his presence. Some temperance writers do warn about the 

dangers of men feeling unwelcome at home: Arthur’s “A Story for Wives” instructs 

wives to be pleasant, since when they are “peevish, fretful, and fault-finding,” their 

husbands will stray to taverns (30)14, and the protagonist of Whitman’s Franklin Evans at 

one point attributes his continued insobriety to his unsupportive family. Yet the moments 

in these texts still imbue women with the ability to shape the domestic environment and 

their husbands’ place within it, relegating men to the fringes of the domestic. In 

temperance rhetoric, the private and public are always at risk of collision, as scenes of 

domestic life play out in the barroom, and the tavern poses an ever-present threat to the 

stability of the nuclear home. The taverns that Arthur cautions against are dangerous not 

because they cause men to leave their homes, but because they bear complicated 

similarities to the domestic, acting as a substitute home and allowing the boundaries 

between private and public to become blurred. 

“You Were a Decent Man Once”: Arthur’s Ten Nights in a Bar-room 

Arthur’s bestselling novel Ten Nights in a Bar-room tells the story of a small 

town brought to ruin by a tavern, The Sickle and Sheaf, opening in its midst. Over the 

course of several years, an unnamed traveler visits the town for a total of ten nights, 

witnessing and recording the degeneration of the town and its inhabitants. Although 

many of the town’s denizens are brought into the story, the narrative centers around the 

                                                 
14 In The Temperance Gift, ed. T.S. Arthur. New York: Leavitt & Allen, 1854.  
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man who owns the tavern, Simon Slade, and his family. As the traveler enters The Sickle 

and Sheaf for the first time, he makes particular note of its interior decor, describing the 

“neatly-furnished sitting-room,” the ceiling “white as the driven snow,” and the 

“handsomely carpeted floor” (1-2). The traveler explains that the “stage-house” where he 

had stopped for dinner was too dirty for him to consider eating there, so Slade assures 

him that his wife will cook him a dinner “fit for an alderman” (2). The overall 

atmosphere more closely resembles an intimate home than a place of commerce, an 

impression that is heightened when Slade’s children wander into the sitting-room and 

greet the traveler. But although the narrator appreciates the homey atmosphere, 

commenting “ ‘All as nice as a new pin…Haven’t seen anything so inviting as this,’ ” he 

also seems troubled by the overlap between the tavern and the Slades’ home (2). Indeed, 

there seem to be no physical boundaries between the two; the bar is directly adjacent to 

the sitting-room, with an open door between them, and the traveler can watch the 

happenings therein as he sits. While Slade proudly describes his turn from miller to 

tavern-keeper, the narrator interrupts him to question whether his children “will be as safe 

from temptation here as in their former home?”, a phrase that both emphasizes the 

tavern’s alternate function as a home, and implies a rupturing of the domestic space (11, 

italics mine).  

As the story progresses, the narrator tracks the moral impact of the tavern by its 

physical appearance. On his first return to the tavern, he considers that he may have been 

over-cautious, reflecting: “‘My fears have outrun the actual progress of things,’ said I to 

myself… as I mused alone in the still neatly arranged sitting-room” (42). Here, it appears 
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that the domesticating force of the home has superseded the potential depravity of the 

tavern. But the traveler quickly realizes that the inhabitants are not immune to temptation, 

and eventually, the marks of moral degeneracy become visible on the building itself. On a 

subsequent visit, the narrator observes that the tavern “had grown larger by additions of 

wings and rooms; but it had also grown coarser in growing larger” (133). He further 

elaborates on “vulgar” changes to the tavern’s paint, mirrors, gilding, and pictures. In the 

sitting-room, he notices “little change of objects, but much in their condition…The room 

had a close, greasy odor, and looked as if it had not been thoroughly swept or dusted for a 

week” (133-4). The traveler’s lodgings have undergone a similar change: bed-linens that 

were previously “white as snow” are now “dusty and dingy” (133).  The Sickle and Sheaf 

has become visibly tawdrier, encroaching on its adjacent domestic spaces. The Slade 

children are in danger not only because of their proximity to the tavern, but because they 

lack a clearly-defined domestic arena. Instead, they live in a liminal space, neither wholly 

home nor public, whose very structure is vulnerable to change.  

Arthur’s representation of the multifunctional tavern is historically precise. As Ian 

Tyrell points out, taverns in all but the largest towns were legally required to offer 

lodgings for guests (as well as for their horses). This fact offered taverns some degree of 

protection from early temperance activists, who focused most of their energies instead on 

“dram-shops,” which, as Tyrell observes, could not be said to serve any “socially useful 

purpose” (43). Taverns therefore had incentive to maintain their domestic trappings, and 

in the eighteenth century, taverns were fairly respectable places, their owners generally 

prominent community leaders, likely to hold important city posts. But as the movement 
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progressed, temperance activists increasingly turned their attention toward the tavern as a 

site of dissipation; by the 1820s, tavern-keepers’ standings had declined and they were 

much less likely to hold community positions (Tyrell 43). Despite the homelike settings 

of many taverns, temperance rhetoric relied on a very clear division between the safe 

space of the family home, and the public arena, rife with strangers and temptations. 

Hyperbolic descriptions of taverns abound in anti-alcohol literature; Norman Clark 

describes the exaggerated carnality represented in mid-century temperance rhetoric: 

“images of sodden drunks, of hideously fat men sucking stale cigars, of toilets fouled 

with vomit and urine in the haze of alcoholic narcosis of the blind idiocy of drunken 

violence” (2). Thus the more homelike a tavern’s setting, the more it threatened the 

stability of temperance rhetoric, which depended on such a stark separation between the 

domestic and the dissipated public. 

T.S. Arthur’s novel highlights the true fears of temperance activists: not that the 

tavern was such a foul place, but that it was not. The homey atmosphere of The Sickle 

and Sheaf, which leads the barkeep to be confident in his own family’s safety within, 

propagates its ultimate tragedy. One of the best-known scenes of Ten Nights in a Bar-

room features a little girl who enters the tavern to coax her inebriated father home, an 

errand she performs almost every night.  On this evening, she arrives in the midst of a 

bar-fight and is struck by flying glass, eventually dying from her injury. This incident 

signals the beginning of the decline of the tavern and its surroundings. At the beginning 

of the novel, Simon Slade takes obvious satisfaction in his children and his status as 

father; introducing his children, there is “a sparkle of pride in the father's eyes, and a 
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certain tenderness in the tones of his voice,” and he confesses that “parents are apt to be a 

little partial and over fond” (3). By its close, the proud father is dead at the hand of his 

drunken son, who the father had sworn would never succumb to alcohol. At the heart of 

this temperance parable is an injunction against greedy fathers who attempt to combine 

matters of business with their family life. In establishing a space that fulfills the function 

of both home and saloon, Slade causes family interactions to be brought into the public 

arena, endangering domesticity as a whole and the very lives of the children it fosters. 

Intemperate Masculinity: Whitman’s Franklin Evans 

By 1854, when Arthur published Ten Nights, anxieties about fatherhood and the 

place of men at home were pervasive in temperance fiction. But an earlier temperance 

novel highlighting the uneasy position of men in the domestic sphere comes from a 

surprising source. Walt Whitman’s solitary temperance novel, Franklin Evans; or The 

Inebriate, occupies an unsteady foothold within the larger context of temperance 

activism. Published in 1842, twelve years before Ten Nights, it is one of the earliest 

American temperance novels, and was extremely popular.  Whereas authors like T.S. 

Arthur, however, were committed, passionate advocates of the movement, using fiction 

as a mouthpiece for temperance and other social change, Whitman exhibited little interest 

in the temperance cause before or after Franklin Evans’s publication. Whitman himself, 

though only a moderate drinker, certainly did not abstain entirely; later remarks indicate 

that his brief foray into anti-alcohol fiction was motivated by money, not zeal: “Their 

offer of cash payment was so tempting – I was so hard up at the time – that I set to work 

at once ardently on it (with the help of a bottle of port or what not). In three days of 
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constant work I finished the book” (qtd in Holloway introduction, xi). The result is a 

rambling, patchy narrative that Whitman later scorned and critics have largely dismissed. 

Yet the very nature of Franklin Evans’s creation – its commission, hasty composition, 

and lack of originality – renders it worthy of study as an example of how Whitman 

entered into one of the most mainstream discourses of his era in order to perform a much 

more complex exploration of the intersections between race, sexuality, and domesticity. 

Clearly very familiar with the tropes and formulas of temperance rhetoric, Whitman 

combines them into a novel that meets the demands of his audience, but that nonetheless 

troubles the very themes it deploys.  

An orphan, Franklin Evans leaves his aunt and uncle at eighteen to embark on a 

new life in New York City. Upon his arrival, his first chore is to find lodging, a task that 

takes several pages of the narrative. As he peruses newspaper advertisements for 

boarding-houses, he is “somewhat surprised to find that every one had … the very ‘best 

accommodations’ with ‘pleasant rooms’ and ‘all the comforts of a home,’” an experience 

that highlights the collision of public and private, as domesticity is marketed as a public 

commodity (48). At the first establishment, he is greeted by a “vinegar-faced spinster” 

and a landlady “as solemn and as sour as the spinster”; upon learning that their boarding-

house requires a strict curfew, attendance at morning prayers, and clean shirts at the 

dinner-table, Evans moves on (49). Another house caters only to male boarders, and 

Evans prefers “quarters where the society was enlivened with ladies” (50). The next three 

houses do not meet his standards of cleanliness, an absolute requirement: “this item of 

cleanliness was one which I could not forgo, from the effects of my country life. I had 
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been used to see, amid much poverty, the utmost freedom from anything like dirt, dust, or 

household impurity” (51). The landladies, too, come under this hygienic scrutiny: at one 

establishment, he finds “too little cleanliness in both [landlady and house]” (50). He 

finally discovers a place where both proprietor and surroundings meet his requirements: 

“the landlady seemed an intelligent, rather well-bred woman, and the appearance of the 

furniture and floors quite cleanly” (50). In choosing his lodgings, Evans navigates 

between spaces that too closely resemble a home – where he must adhere to certain rules, 

and women dictate his movements – and those whose appearances stray too far from that 

domestic paradigm. He also rejects any houses that advertise “no children,” since he 

“love[s] the lively prattle of children” (49). His ideal lodging brings elements of the 

public, such as socializing with women outside the dyadic husband-wife paradigm, into a 

space with all the trappings of the idealized domestic home: children, a well-bred 

housewife, and pristine furnishings.   

In Evans’s recounting of his fall into intemperance and ultimate redemption, these 

faux-homes bear a large portion of the blame for his hedonism. At the close of the story, 

he cautions his audience against such domestic imitations, claiming:  

Boarding-houses are no more patronized by me….The comforts of a home are to 

be had in very few of these places; and I have often thought that the cheerless 

method of their accommodations drives many a young man to the bar-room, or to 

some other place of public resort, whence the road to habits of intoxication is but 

too easy…I would advise every young man to marry as soon as possible, and have 

a home of his own (242). 
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The temperance trope appears complete: the young man has strayed from the stability of 

the domestic, has attempted to gain its comforts without its restrictions, and has paid the 

price. But while Whitman’s narrator seems content with this facile conclusion, the 

narrative itself resists such a formulaic interpretation. The events of the novel undermine 

its stated moral. Over the course of the novel, Franklin Evans twice marries and 

establishes a home of his own, yet these domestic activities not only fail to inspire his 

temperance pledge, but actively hamper it.  

Whitman reveals the consequences of the temperance genre’s mistrust of fathers, 

which leads it to the repeated dislocation of fathers outside the domestic sphere, and 

therefore outside heterosexual procreative space. My argument further suggests that 

Whitman exploits the temperance rhetoric of the white male body in order to explore 

modes of male sexuality not centered around reproduction or located in the domestic 

space.15 Just as Whitman seems an odd addition to the register of temperance authors, he 

is an equally unlikely proponent of the type of sexual purity that often went hand-in-hand 

with anti-alcohol rhetoric. Indeed, Michael Moon has observed that Whitman 

“appropriate(s) the chief discourses of (male) embodiment of his time” – anti-onanism 

and temperance – to expose the repression of male sexual pleasure (14). Despite Evans’s 

closing call to young men to “marry as soon as possible,” Whitman’s narrative in fact 

actively resists both marriage and fatherhood.  

                                                 
15 Gretchen Murphy’s reading of Franklin Evans argues that the focus on white, male middle-class bodies 

in temperance rhetoric reveals anxieties about the status of middle-class white men in capitalist America: 

“To admit one’s need for a temperance society degrades by the mere implication that a white male might 

not own himself, and that he might not be capable of independently owning and directing his bodily 

property” (102).  
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Evans’s first marriage follows a familiar trajectory for the temperance narrative: 

his wife is “modest, delicate, and sweet,” and at first, their blissful marriage gives Evans 

no cause to drink. However, that “home of his own” that Evans refers to so wistfully 

actually serves to trigger his insobriety. Wooed by “visions of independence and a home 

of my own and the station of a man of property,” Evans takes out bank loans to buy a 

house, but finds himself unable to keep up with his payments, loses the property, and 

subsequently seeks comfort in the bottle (105). His perpetual inebriation horrifies his 

wife so much that she dies, “unable to bear up longer under the accumulating weight of 

shame and misery” (109). Not only has the domestic household failed to support a happy 

and temperate marriage, but in butting up against the capitalistic realities of purchasing a 

home, the domestic ideal destroys Evans’ ability to support his wife. Since a sweet, 

“pure” wife cannot manage to impose her morals onto Evans, and he is unable to create a 

stable physical household, Evans’s closing call for young men to settle down rings false.  

Whitman’s exploration of the shortcomings of the nuclear family sphere reflects 

an early incarnation of themes that would develop further in his later work. Reading 

Whitman’s wartime writings, Peter Coviello finds Whitman “laboring to restore carnality, 

in its world-making force, to family and especially to parenthood” (75). Franklin Evans, 

then, seems to be a precursor to the kind of inclusive, erotic family ideology that Coviello 

identifies in Whitman’s later work, wherein Whitman “live[s] out what we could call the 

logic of the and: father and mother and friend and lover and uncle and comrade” (77). 

Coviello examines Whitman’s expansion of sexuality not only beyond the domestic 

sphere, but also beyond the paradigm of heterosexual, romantic love. He argues that “[b]y 
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refusing to draw a perimeter around sex, to make it the province of one exclusive set of 

attachments, Whitman contests, unobtrusively but powerfully, the turning of sex into a 

mode of relations, among others. What emerges instead is an insistence on sex as the 

foundational drive that undergirds all relationality, in all its expressions” (78). My 

reading of Franklin Evans suggests that even in this seemingly conventional temperance 

novel, Whitman was already working against the notion that male sexual expression can 

only be sanctioned in the domestic, marital bed. Michael Warner reads in Franklin Evans 

a subtext not only of extramarital sexuality, but of homoeroticism. In Whitman’s 

description of a group of young men in a theater, Warner observes “it’s hard not to hear 

some reference to the emergent same-sex subculture of New York” (281).  

As in other temperance fiction, the tavern presents a tempting alternative to the 

home, but this novel makes more explicit the tavern’s promise and threat of unrestricted 

sexuality. In Franklin Evans, alcohol always carries with it the undercurrent of sex. As 

Debra Rosenthal has observed, even Evans’s very perception of marriage is acquired 

through “imbibing” (Race Mixture 62). Evans’ first foray into a barroom introduces him 

to liquor and showgirls simultaneously: “Those beautiful women – warbling melodies 

sweeter than ever I had heard before, and the effect of the liquor upon my brain, seemed 

to lave me in happiness, as it were, from head to foot!” (57). Here, wine and women 

combine to produce one impression of sensuality, encapsulated in the suggestive verb 

“lave.” Elsewhere, a crowd of drunken men “ejaculat[e]” the cry of “Lift up!” as they 

clink their glasses together, and Evans finds himself “excited” by a stage actress as he 

drinks (159, 65). These sexually charged descriptions transform the act of drinking into 
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an assertion of male vitality, and perhaps even suggest that drinking is merely a cloak for 

unsanctioned sexual desire. Michael Warner wryly points out that “[Evans’s] dissipation 

comes as much from sopranos as from gin” (278). As Evans’s drinking increases, he 

ruefully confesses that the “innocent tenderness” he shared with his wife has been 

sacrificed to his “beastly and gross appetite” (108), a description that invites sexual 

imagery. His physical interactions with Mary are described in terms that hover between 

drunken stupors and violent sexuality: “I remember well, with what agony she has often 

leaned over my prostrate form, and the hot tears that fell upon my bloated face” (108). 

The term “bloated” constantly appears in temperance rhetoric to describe the physical 

effects of drinking on the body, often with a sexual undertone; here, Mary’s position atop 

her “prostrate” husband and the physical “agony” she experiences are suggestive of an 

unpleasant sexual encounter. The sexual desires that in the barroom seemed “delicious”, 

“happy”, and “sweet”—words that not only carry the connotation of pleasure, but of 

innocence – are rendered bestial and repulsive when transferred to the home and 

projected onto Evans’s wife (57). His sexual appetite clearly cannot be accommodated 

within this domestic arrangement; Mary’s death, while nominally a source of sorrow to 

Evans, allows him to embrace the sexual urges that he experienced in the tavern. 

Although Evans quickly remarries, his new union merely shifts his focus from one type 

of public, semi-forbidden sexual attraction to another. Rather than engaging with 

working-class showgirls, Evans now channels his desires into a relationship with an even 

greater power imbalance: a marriage between himself and a slave. Evans’s second wife 

brings into sharp relief the intersections between race and domesticity in this temperance 
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narrative, wherein a black woman’s body is forced into a liminal space between public 

and private.  

Describing his attraction to the slave, Margaret, as “a kind of strange infatuation,” 

Evans attributes it to his alcohol consumption, claiming “the unhappy victim of 

intemperance cannot tell when he commits even the most egregious violation of right, so 

muddied are his perceptions, and so darkened are all his powers of penetration” (178-9). 

Evans uses the excuse of perpetual inebriety to explain his attraction to Margaret, but his 

language of “power” and “penetration” suggests the sexual intensity of his desires. Debra 

Rosenthal reads Evans’s marriage to Margaret as the nadir of Evans’s downward spiral, 

arguing that Whitman “conflates drunkenness and miscegenation to promote abstinence 

from the linked immoral vices of alcohol and interracial sex” (53). But this argument 

assumes that Whitman treats the prospect of miscegenation with the same level of disgust 

and disapproval as he does insobriety, and overlooks the fact that the depiction of 

Margaret is extremely sympathetic. After their marriage, Evans grows disgusted with 

Margaret, while she behaves like an ideal wife: “Whatever aversion I felt toward the 

woman, however, I could not but be conscious of her evident affection to me, as it was 

exhibited from day to day. She saw and was pained with my conduct. She tried a 

thousand fond ways to gain back the love I had once shown for her” (182).  If Whitman’s 

intention is to argue wholeheartedly against miscegenation, then why make Margaret 

such a sympathetic character? When Evans begins courting another woman, he admits to 

having no particular interest in her, “[b]ut I felt no small disposition to feign that 

sentiment, if it were merely to mortify my ill-assorted wife” (184). While Whitman 
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certainly does not champion the interracial marriage – this is by no means a progressive 

argument – the narration’s shifts between sympathy and condemnation for Margaret 

nonetheless requires a more careful look. The relationship between Evans and Margaret 

further highlights the discordance between domesticity and sexual desire. 

At first glance, Margaret does not appear black; Evans describes her as possessing 

“a complexion just sufficiently removed from clear white, to make the spectator doubtful 

whether he is gazing on a brunette, or one who has indeed some hue of African blood in 

her veins” (174). This phrasing positions Margaret on the verge of whiteness; even an 

extended “gaze” sows only doubt, not certainty, of her race. Only after their marriage 

does Evans begin to regard her as black. When he spitefully tells her that he admires 

another woman because she is “wonderfully fair, not dark and swarthy – which I detest!”, 

the reader knows it to be a lie (185). When Margaret was functioning only as a visual 

indulgence, as something for that “spectator” to “gaze upon,” Evans’s sexual desire for 

her could be sanctioned, just as he could enjoy his desire for women publicly performing 

in taverns. Before her marriage, Margaret’s body is public property: as a slave, she has no 

control over who accesses or owns it. (Indeed, when Evans first meets Margaret, she is 

defending herself after having assaulted an overseer who made sexual advances towards 

her.) But conferring the status of wife onto Margaret means that her body occupies some 

vexed space between a public spectacle and a domestic consort – that is, she hovers 

between the dual function of black woman and white woman. In order to strip her of that 

status, Evans declares her “dark” and begins courting a woman who is extremely pale, 

blonde, and blue-eyed, in order to force Margaret to acknowledge her blackness by 
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comparison. By marking Margaret’s body as black, Evans transforms it into a site of 

forbidden pleasures, incompatible with the role of wife. Once she is recognized as black 

“enough,” the narrative implies, she can no longer function as anything but a location of 

depravity. But, like the tavern that might be mistaken for a home, Margaret bears too 

close a resemblance to the white female ideal. Just as temperance activists exaggerated 

the physical degeneracy of the taverns, so too must Margaret’s body be made explicitly 

undesirable.  

Despite Margaret’s impeccable behavior – Evans describes her as “conduct[ing] 

herself in the most decorous and humble manner” – she is never allowed the control over 

the domestic space that a wife would be expected to have (182). Margaret acts as a 

mother to her young brother, Louis, but cannot prevent Evans from sending him away to 

be a servant, just as the mothers in temperance tales cannot prevent the collapse of their 

families and deaths of their children. In this narrative, Margaret is both the temptress – 

the personification of untoward desires – and the devastated wife who suffers from her 

husband’s addiction to liquor. Margaret’s fulfillment of dual roles in the temperance 

formula further complicates neat analysis of the miscegenation subplot. When Evans 

initially married Margaret, she represented illicit sexuality, but once she is made 

legitimate by the marriage contract, he no longer desires her. Furthermore, by marrying 

Margaret, Evans is thrust into the role of surrogate father to Louis, placing him squarely 

in the domestic paradigm. The question of biological children is eschewed throughout the 

narrative: despite Evans’s assertion early in the novel that he “love[s] the lively prattle of 

children,” he never mentions wanting children of his own, an omission which again 
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privileges a non-reproductive, non-domestic sexuality. Indeed, Evans entirely abdicates 

his presumed paternal role by giving Louis away – not only removing him from the 

home, but bestowing him as a favor onto the woman he is courting. He rejects the ready-

made family that would offer the kind of domestic bliss that Evans concludes by 

suggesting is necessary for men to remain sober. In writing a novel whose protagonist 

repeatedly and forcefully resists the notion of both fatherhood and family, yet 

promulgates exactly those virtues, Whitman skillfully adheres to the formula for a 

temperance narrative while constantly undermining its tropes. 

Drinking Down the Mississippi: Twain’s Huckleberry Finn   

Forty years later, one of America’s most prominent authors was still concerned 

about the intersection of fatherhood and alcoholism. In The Adventures of Huckleberry 

Finn, Mark Twain satirizes the hollow sentimentality of temperance narratives while 

underscoring the tragedy of the inadequate father, which Twain shows cannot be 

simplified to a single cause. The problems that these temperance narratives have been 

grappling with—the place of fathers in the home, tensions between private and public, 

and the tragedy of domestic violence – are all made manifest in Twain’s mockery of a 

temperance parable. However, Twain’s narrative belies the notion that alcohol is the root 

cause of any of these problems. The figure of Huck’s violent, constantly inebriated father 

introduces the motif of drunkenness that will recur throughout the story, but like so many 

things in this novel, drinking proves to be a ruse. Careful readers are rewarded with the 

realization that, for Twain, alcohol is often a red herring, placed in order to draw attention 

to deeper problems. By weaving a complex satire of the anti-alcohol position into Huck’s 
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story, Twain levies explicit criticism at those who would promulgate temperance as a 

universally applicable fix for fatherhood when said fathers live in a culture plagued by 

violence, racism, and individual irresponsibility – particularly paternal irresponsibility.  

 Huck Finn was not Twain’s first tangle with temperance. His satiric short story, 

“The Story of Mamie Grant, the Child-Missionary,” written in 1868, features an 

exaggeratedly sanctimonious child who greets every caller at her uncle’s home with a 

sermon on how they might change their sinful ways. Mamie cautions each visitor on, 

respectively, the dangers of gambling, blaspheming, not seizing opportunities to spread 

the word of God, and finally on temperance. (None of these visitors has shown any signs 

of gambling, blaspheming, or drinking in her presence.) In parodying a temperance tract, 

Twain seizes on the trope of a failed father and unfurls it to its ridiculous extreme: 

Mamie’s anti-alcohol story features an “inebriate” who cycles through three families, 

repeatedly killing his wife and children and then repenting with a temperance pledge. 

Mamie’s antics ruin her uncle’s business transactions, since all of the visitors leave in 

disgust, but she is satisfied. Twain closes the story with an explicit jibe at Arthur, as 

Mamie reflects, “ ‘I may yet see my poor little name in a beautiful Sunday School book, 

and maybe T.S. Arthur may write it. Oh, joy!’” (39). While some of the anti-alcohol 

rhetoric in Huck Finn resembles the broad parody Twain engages in here, the character of 

Pap Finn signals a much darker approach to the concept of a drunken father. 

 Huck’s father occupies a small piece of the narrative, appearing only in the initial 

chapters before Huck embarks on his grand adventure. But Pap Finn’s impact on the 

structure of the novel, its characters, and its readers is profound. Harry G. Segal’s 
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psychoanalytic reading of the novel finds its opening chapters to be the most powerful, 

arguing that Huck’s struggle against his father is mirrored by his competitive relationship 

with the character of “Mr. Mark Twain,” a juxtaposition that Segal suggests reveals 

Twain’s own “disturbing issues with selfhood and fatherhood” (20). Certainly Pap Finn is 

important to the narrative: it is he who sets the plot into effect, his abuse that leads Huck 

to fake his own death and flee with Jim. But he affects more than the structure of the 

novel; his brief appearance in the novel is memorable, just as even a father who only 

appears in his child’s life for a few years leaves a legacy. He has stamped his mark on the 

American reading public at large, a recognizable figure to all who encountered him in a 

high school classroom. In a 2014 article discussing adulthood in American media, critic 

A.O. Scott cites Pap Finn as a classic example of a bad father, calling him “a thorough 

travesty of paternal authority, a wretched, mean, and dishonest drunk whose death is 

among the least mourned in literature.” Scott’s choice of noun is unsurprising – Pap Finn 

certainly deserves the title of “drunk,” and his drinking is his most salient feature. Yet in 

the novel, Pap is never referred to as such. The word appears only as an adjective. 

Temperance narratives overflow with references to “drunkards,” “drunks,” and 

“inebriates,” placing alcohol as the single defining feature of men who drink. Twain’s 

resistance to this nomenclature functions as an early signal that Huck’s problems will not 

be solved by his father’s sobering up. Pap Finn’s drinking is only one component of the 

negligence and abuse that resounds through Huck’s life on several levels, threatening 

both his concrete home and his fictional adventure life.   
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While Huck never acknowledges the trauma wrought by his abusive father, Pap’s 

absence affects Huck throughout, even early in the novel. The oath of loyalty to the boys’ 

robber band dictates that if any boy strays, his family will be killed, a stipulation that puts 

Huck’s membership in the gang in jeopardy. Tom Sawyer asks, “ ‘Well, hain’t he got a 

father?’”, a query that can be read two ways (6). The first, of course, is that Tom 

remembers Huck previously having had a father. But the remark also points to the basic 

assumption that every child must have a father, that being fatherless is an unnatural and 

unexpected condition. An unnamed boy responds, “‘Yes, he’s got a father, but you can 

never find him, these days. He used to lay drunk with the hogs in the tanyard, but he 

hain’t been seen in these parts for a year or more’” (6). Although the boys obviously want 

Huck to be part of the game, they are “stumped” by this seemingly insoluble conundrum.  

Yet even in the context of a pretend gang of robbers, the problem is illogical. Tom 

Sawyer, the leader of the gang, also lacks a father and mother; he lives with his Aunt 

Polly in an arrangement similar to Huck’s with the Widow Douglas. Why, then, would 

Twain have the boys single out Huck for potential exclusion? Huck can handle himself 

on a raft on the Mississippi, can insouciantly fashion an escape route from a locked cabin 

and fake his own death, yet when the boys try to exclude him from the game, he tells us “ 

‘I was most ready to cry’” (6). This visceral description of a young boy fighting back 

tears evokes readers’ sympathy, even though the situation itself is nonsensical. This 

thinly fabricated problem – the boys then realize that Miss Watson can be Huck’s 

sacrifice, which should have been obvious from the beginning – sets up a deliberately 

sentimental scene, drawing our attention to the tableau of Huck abandoned by his 
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drunken father. By recreating the temperance trope of drunken father and neglected child, 

Twain invites readers to draw a facile conclusion about paternal responsibility – a 

conclusion he will then go on to undercut. Whereas most tales of drunken fathers feature 

children who desperately plead for their fathers’ sobriety, Huck does not seem to see a 

need for his father’s reform. Pap is certainly as one-sided as the brutish fathers and 

husbands who populate temperance narratives, but Huck actually prefers his father when 

he is drunk: he tells the reader that “[h]e always used to whale me when he was sober and 

could get his hands on me” (9). The violence that Huck experiences at his father’s hands 

may occasionally be fueled by alcohol, but Pap is able to be even more effective at 

physical punishment when he is not under its influence. Huck’s father dispels the fiction 

that if only drunken fathers would sober up, they would be ideal patriarchs. 

Even when removed from Pap’s abuse, Huck’s constant uncertainty about his 

father undercuts other possible sources of stability in his life. Although religion is 

certainly no sacred topic in the novel, the widow Douglas’s version of Christianity is 

Twain’s most benevolent rendering. She does not wield the threat of God punitively, as 

Miss Watson does; when Huck dirties his new clothes she merely cleans them for him 

(8). Instead, she talks about heaven “in a way to make a body’s mouth water” (8). But 

although Huck is entranced by the idea of heaven, he questions the ideology of a paternal, 

all-loving God: “I thought it all out, and reckoned I would belong to the widow’s 

[Providence], if he wanted me, though I couldn’t make out how he was agoing to be any 

better then than what he was before, seeing I was so ignorant and so kind of low-down 

and ornery” (9). The root of Huck’s distrust in God as a father figure is made evident by 
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the next sentence. With no transition, he moves from questioning whether God would 

want him, to offering his first comment on his father: “Pap he hadn’t been seen for more 

than a year, and that was comfortable for me; I didn’t want to see him no more” (9). The 

obvious omission from this statement is that Pap does not care about seeing Huck. 

Huck’s metonymic slide from God to his father makes him doubt the Christian ideology 

that the Widow Douglas’s “sivilizing” structures are centered around. The day-to-day 

domestic habits that she attempts to build for Huck, such as praying at dinner (which 

Huck interprets as “grumbl[ing] a little over the victuals”) are rooted in religious belief, 

but her quest is undermined from the start by Huck’s disbelief in the notion of a loving 

paternal figure (1).   

Critic Alex Pitofsky points out that even though Pap is alive at the time that the 

novel begins, everyone in the town assumes him to be dead; he argues that Pap’s 

“constant proximity to death” marks him as a liminal figure, who exists in a place 

“somewhere between life and death” But Pap also occupies more concrete spaces of “in-

betweenness,” places between public and private. He exists on the borders between home 

and woods, between town and country, even between human and animal.16 Although he 

appears to be a subject of constant gossip in St. Petersburg, he functions only a topic of 

speculation, not as a citizen. With no evidence to prove their conclusion, the town 

nonetheless happily declares him dead upon the discovery of a “long-haired” body, 

placing him even on the border between masculine and feminine (Huck, instead, 

concludes that the body is that of a woman). When he invades Huck’s bedroom late at 

                                                 
16 See also Alex Pitofsky’s excellent discussion of the hog imagery permeating Pap’s descriptions (59). 
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night, he explicitly criticizes the domestic setting, yet complains of his own situation:  

“Ain’t you a sweet-scented dandy, though? A bed; and bedclothes; and a look’n-glass; 

and a piece of carpet on the floor—and your own father got to sleep with the hogs in the 

tanyard” (15). Pap’s inventory of the room’s furnishings, as though he perceives them as 

foreign objects, coupled with his sneer at the “sweet” smell that is presumably the result 

of regular bathing, underscores how out-of-place this brutish father is in a domestic 

surrounding.  

When Pap first appears in Huck’s bedroom, we are given a physical description of 

him that both engages with and undercuts the type of visceral bodily imagery used in 

temperance narratives: “His hair was long and tangled and greasy, and hung 

down…There warn’t no color in his face, where his face showed; it was white; not like 

another man’s white, but a white to make a body sick, a white to make a body’s flesh 

crawl – a tree-toad white, a fish-belly white” (14). As Glenn Hendler has observed, 

temperance narratives – particularly the conversion stories that dominated meetings of 

the Washingtonian societies – “focused obsessively on the bodies and faces of their 

protagonists” (38). The repugnant description of Pap’s face, evoking a bodily response in 

its viewer, seems to mirror this temperance trope, transforming Pap from an individual 

into a fleshly vehicle with no bodily agency. But as Hendler also shows, these physical 

descriptions were frequently racialized:  

[t]ypically, at one especially low stage in the narration of a drunkard’s descent 

into absolute abjection, he is described as a man so far from normative masculine 

identity that he has lost his whiteness, at least insofar as whiteness is a visible 
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condition of the skin. The narratives repeatedly decry the physical discolorations 

that alcoholism produces, remarking on the ‘unnatural redness’ of one drinker’s 

face, while another’s is ‘flushed with a deep red’….the clearest sign of [Franklin 

Evans’s] fall is his skin color: ‘My face, I felt, was all dirty and brown’ (39). 

 

Huck’s description of Pap functions in explicit resistance to these narratives, wherein 

drunkards must redeem themselves from ‘redness’ or ‘brownness’ in order to regain their 

status as full-fledged white men. Instead, it is precisely Pap’s whiteness that provokes a 

sense of bodily disgust for Huck, prefiguring the undermining of racial hierarchies that 

the novel will explore. A few pages later, Pap will be spewing bile against the “free 

nigger” who is allowed to vote, and Huck will trade his wretched father for a more 

loving, protective man – Jim, the escaped slave. Jim, who is not allowed to claim the 

status of full personhood, is able to function as a proxy father who manages to transcend 

both public and private space.  

The turning point of many temperance narratives is the death of a child – whether 

the death functions as a moment of redemption, as in Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, or as a 

confirmation that the drunkard is truly beyond help, as in “Emma Alton.” The consistent 

pattern, however, is that the child’s death is a direct result of its father’s insobriety, 

whether through negligence or direct violence. So too does Huck Finn turn on the death 

of a child, but not in the way that the reader might fear. It is certainly not unthinkable that 

a child, kidnapped and locked away by a father who regularly beats him, could be in 

imminent danger of death. (In fact, it is one of the novel’s more fantastical plot points 
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that the townsfolk initially seem to believe Pap’s recounting of Huck’s apparent murder, 

instead of immediately making the more logical assumption that Pap murdered his own 

son in a drunken rage. Only when Huck’s body cannot be found does the idea that Pap 

was responsible begins to surface.) Huck’s staging of his own murder, therefore, upends 

the temperance trope: Huck’s “death” is indeed a direct consequence of his father’s 

violence and alcoholism, but its goal is not to function as some sort of impetus for his 

father to reform, but rather to grant Huck his freedom.  

When Huck sets off down the river, he breaks with his father’s brutish life in the 

log cabin. But he does not leave his father entirely behind. Although Pap is rarely 

mentioned once the journey down the river begins, he haunts Huck. Pap seemingly lacks 

redeeming qualities, forestalling any sentimental attachment for Huck. Yet Huck 

obviously upholds the idea of a father as vital, occasionally invoking his advice as though 

he recognizes the necessity of judicious paternal counsel: “Pap always said, take a 

chicken when you get a chance, because if you don’t want him yourself you can easy find 

somebody that does, and a good deed ain’t soon forgot. I never see Pap when he didn’t 

want the chicken himself, but that is what he used to say, anyway” (49). While Pap’s 

advice formulaically resembles a folksy aphorism, it in fact justifies theft and personal 

peril; nonetheless, it reinforces the specter of the potentially wise father that lingers over 

Huck. Throughout the novel, Huck repeatedly tricks passersby into helping Jim and 

himself by playing the part of a vulnerable young boy whose family is in trouble. Huck 

recounts all of these fabrications in detail, even though they get rather repetitive. But 

these stories seem to have a function more important than just the garnering of help. 
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While mothers and siblings drift in and out of Huck's tales, one plot point remains 

constant: there is always a father, and that father is never capable of helping Huck. When 

he and Jim lose their way, Huck plans to paddle ashore and “tell them pap was behind, 

coming along with a trading-scow, and was a green hand at the business, and wanted to 

know how far it was to Cairo” (65-66). Later, when men question him about the race of 

his companion, he says: “it’s pap that’s there…He’s sick—and so is mam and Mary 

Ann,” eventually convincing the men that his family has smallpox to prevent them from 

discovering Jim (68). When he meets the Grangerfords, he tells them “how pap and me 

and all the family was living on a little farm down at the bottom of Arkansaw,” and one 

by one his siblings leave or die, until “there warn’t nobody but just me and pap left, and 

he was just trimmed down to nothing, on account of his troubles; so when he died I took 

what there was left” (75). In repeatedly retelling how he lost his father, or why his father 

is unable to help him, Huck is working through his unacknowledged trauma over his 

father’s neglect and abuse. Huck tells his final fabrication to the king and duke: “…they 

all died off but me and pa and my brother Ike,” and then he explains that a steamboat had 

run over their raft—just as it had for him and Jim—and “Jim and me come up all right, 

but pa was drunk, and Ike was only four years old, so they never come up no more” (95). 

This last fictional father bears the closest resemblance to Huck’s real one: a drunk who 

disappears, yet interestingly, he is “pa” rather than “pap,” as all the others had been. 

Perhaps Huck’s story of a father dying while drunk is too close to his imagined reality for 

him to name that father as his own. 
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Even in his imagination, Huck never reforms his father. Only one character 

briefly considers that Pap Finn might be capable of reform: the newly arrived judge who 

refuses the widow’s and Judge Thatcher’s bids for guardianship of Huck. Shortly after 

the (unnamed) judge declares that he would prefer not to “take a child away from his 

father,” Pap is locked up for drunkenly carousing around town (16). But the judge 

adheres to the temperance line that the alcohol, not the man, is at fault, a bifurcation 

which allows the ascendancy of masculinity to be maintained, and the patriarchal figure 

to remain spotless of sin: 

When he [Pap] got out the new judge said he was going to make a man of 

him. So he took him to his own house, and dressed him up clean and nice, and had 

him to breakfast and dinner and supper…he talked to him about temperance and 

such things till the old man cried, and said he’d been a fool, and fooled away his 

life; but now he was agoing to turn over a new leaf and be a man nobody 

wouldn’t be ashamed of…The judge said he could hug him for them words; so he 

cried, and his wife she cried again (16).  

 

Here, Twain mocks the hollow performativity of temperance pledges. The repeated 

sobbing of Pap, the judge, and his wife offers a superficial moment of communal 

understanding, but this performance of emotion has no effect on Pap’s actions. As 

Hendler shows, the Washingtonian model for redemption requires the “drunkard’s 

conversion, through tearful narration” (127). In a line that mirrors the kind of affective 

sentimentality that was privileged by societies like the Washingtonians, Pap tells the 
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judge that “what a man wanted that was down, was sympathy; and the judge said it was 

so” (16-17). But what initially seems like support for this model of redemption quickly 

becomes a damning condemnation of such simplistic reform. Twain makes it clear that 

mere sympathy is not sufficient to redeem Pap or anyone like him, since immediately 

after signing his pledge, Pap sneaks out for a “jug of forty-rod” and returns to have a 

“good old time” (17). The noble intentions of the sober-minded judge prove equally 

mercurial, since he gives up after this initial setback, declaring that “a body could reform 

the old man with a shot-gun, maybe, but he didn’t know no other way” (17). Of course, it 

transpires that Pap will indeed be “reformed” by a gun. In this narrative, death proves to 

be the only redemption for such a dangerous father. 

We could read both this instance and the portrayal of Pap not as Twain dismissing 

alcohol as a potential problem, but simply Twain pointing out that drunkenness cannot be 

“cured” by a pledge, or a dose of superficial sympathy. But the narrative of Huck Finn 

resists a reading of alcohol as a singular destructive force. Throughout the novel, Twain 

writes repeated instances of drunkenness-that-isn’t – episodes where alcohol appears to 

be a key factor, but is in fact a smokescreen. These moments also happen to include some 

of the most troubling in the narrative, such as two inexplicably cruel pranks Huck plays 

on Jim. When Huck and Jim first begin camping together, Huck lays a dead rattlesnake in 

Jim’s bed; the snake’s mate subsequently arrives and bites Jim. In response, Jim grabs the 

whiskey-jug that had previously belonged to Pap and starts swigging, presumably 

invoking a common nineteenth-century belief that drinking large quantities of alcohol 

would reverse the effects of a venomous bite. Jim’s foot and leg begin to swell, and he 
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keeps drinking: “Jim sucked and sucked at the jug, and now and then he got out of his 

head and pitched around and yelled” (40). This is the only time in the book when Jim 

drinks to intoxication – and Huck immediately shifts the focus to Jim’s inebriation, away 

from the danger to Jim’s life and his own role in the incident: “by-and-by the drunk 

began to come and so I judged he was all right; but I’d druther been bit with a snake than 

Pap’s whisky” (40). In this scenario, alcohol functions as a practical aid to “save” Jim 

from the venomous bite, and certainly must have worked as a painkiller to numb his 

discomfort. Yet Huck’s comment seems critical of Jim for drinking the whiskey at all, 

immediately associating it with his father and casting it in a negative light. Significantly, 

Huck never acknowledges his wrongdoing to Jim; as Jim drinks, Huck hides the body of 

the first snake, musing: “I warn’t going to let Jim find out it was all my fault, not if I 

could help it” (40). Once Jim gets drunk, Huck is able to shift the focus – and the blame 

for the bite, since Jim never does discover the snake’s provenance – from himself to 

“Pap’s whisky.” 

Later, when Huck plays an even more emotionally taxing prank on Jim, he once 

again invokes alcohol as a means of shifting the blame, but this time unsuccessfully. On a 

foggy night, Huck and Jim lose each other on the river. Hours later, Huck locates the raft, 

and in another of his most morally questionable moments, Huck attempts to trick Jim into 

thinking the separation never happened. When Jim joyfully greets Huck, Huck responds, 

“What’s the matter with you, Jim? You been drinking?” (63). While Jim stammers in 

confusion, trying to recreate the events of the evening, Huck once again reiterates the 

possibility that Jim is inebriated, then dismisses it: “You couldn’t a got drunk in that 
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time, so of course you’ve been dreaming” (64). By having Huck dangle alcohol as a 

potential explanation for Jim’s confusion when the reader already knows it to be false, 

Twain invites his reader to explore the ramifications of drinking as scapegoat. All 

readerly sympathies lie with Jim in this moment, and he finally gains Huck’s as well with 

a moving speech about his feelings for Huck. Huck drops any pretenses of jokes, pranks, 

or alcohol-induced confusion, and “humble[s] himself” to Jim, a moment that Toni 

Morrison identifies as cementing Jim’s status as Huck’s “assertive as well as already 

loving black father” (Morrison 391). In attempting to cast Jim once again as “drunk,” like 

his father, Huck had briefly forestalled this intimacy.  

Imagined drunks pop up at less crucial moments as well. When Huck, dressed in 

girls’ clothing, attempts to lie his way out of a neighbor woman’s question, an imaginary 

inebriate helps him out. Huck pretends to be lost, explaining that a man had given him 

incorrect directions to Goshen; in response, the woman clucks, “He was drunk, I reckon. 

He told you exactly wrong.” Huck responds, “Well, he did act like he was drunk” (46). 

Huck’s wry language reminds us that even Huck, who has fabricated the whole man, can 

only go so far as to say he acted drunk, not that he was. Later, Twain offers an interlude 

where simulated drunkenness becomes a performance. As Huck watches a horse show at 

a circus, a drunk man demands to ride one of the horses; assuming he will surely fall, the 

ringmaster allows him, setting up yet another scene of public brutality: “the horse broke 

loose, and away he went like the very nation, round and round the ring, with that sot 

laying down on him and hanging to his neck, with first one leg hanging most to the 

ground on one side, and then t’other one on t’other side, and the people just crazy. It 
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warn’t funny to me, though; I was all of a tremble to see his danger” (112). While others 

are entertained, Huck recognizes the peril of the situation. But it transpires that the 

“drunk” man is a circus employee in cahoots with the ringmaster, feigning his inebriated 

state; the man then stands up on the horse “as easy and comfortable as if he warn’t ever 

drunk in his life” (112).  Once again, drunkenness functions as a ploy, exposing the real 

culprit as the callous ring-master who, at least as far as the crowd understands it, would 

allow an incapacitated man to risk his life for the amusement of a boisterous mob.  

 The text’s brewing unrest about drunkenness culminates in one of the most brutal 

scenes in the novel: the murder of Boggs, a town drunk. When Boggs enters the scene, he 

cuts a frightening figure, “weaving about in his saddle” and physically threatening Huck 

– with death, no less: “ ‘Whar’d you come f’m, boy? You prepared to die? (107). But a 

townsperson explains that Boggs is no threat, claiming that he has never hurt anyone, “ 

‘drunk nor sober’” (107). While the rest of the town dismisses Boggs’s ravings, the 

coldly aristocratic Colonel Sherburn demands that he be silent, warning him that he will 

be shot if he continues his noise after one o’clock. The scene unfolds inexorably: 

although Boggs does quiet his shouts before one o’clock, the colonel nonetheless aims his 

pistol and fires, even as Boggs’s daughter races toward the men screaming for her father. 

Twain renders Boggs’s death with more detail than any other in the novel:  “Bang! goes 

the first shot, and he staggers back clawing at the air – bang! goes the second one, and he 

tumbles backward on the ground, heavy and solid, with his arms spread out. That young 

girl screamed out, and comes rushing, and down she throws herself on her father, crying, 
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and saying, ‘Oh, he’s killed him, he’s killed him!’” (108). Twain’s message is 

unmistakable: brutality, not alcohol, is the cause of this father’s death. 

Huck Finn’s world is devoid of caring men who can impose change on their 

surroundings. Silas Phelps seems to be a loving father, but is an utterly impotent figure 

within his household. While the Grangerford father appears to love his children and foster 

a close family bond, he does so by bestowing upon them a legacy of violence that results 

in the death of all three of his sons. The figures of the novel most capable of affective, 

loving bonds are women, children, and slaves. That last category of course includes men, 

but their degraded status prevents them from acting as the strong individuals they are. Jim 

is constantly prevented from fulfilling his obvious capabilities as a loving father. Huck 

observes that Jim “was often moaning and mourning” at night, grieving the loss of his 

children – a stark contrast to Pap Finn, who willingly left his son (117). A few pages 

later, Jim makes a confession to Huck about a moment that has haunted him: when he 

struck his daughter for ignoring a request, not knowing that a recent illness had left the 

child deaf. While this episode of hitting a disabled child is difficult for a sympathetic 

reader to picture without cringing, Gregg Camfield notes that rather than blaming Jim, 

Twain’s reader instead experiences “a simple, clean emotional response of pity. Since 

Jim berates himself for his behavior, the reader has no need to do it, too” (9). Jim’s story 

closes that chapter; with no commentary from Huck, Jim’s paternal voice comes through 

clearly. But immediately after this incident, Jim is once again degraded: as part of their 

botched Shakespearean antics, the duke and king dress Jim up in King Lear’s costume 

and paint his face blue, in order to pass him off as a “Sick Arab” (118). Significantly, as 
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part of Jim’s objectification, he is forced to wear the garb of a character most notable for 

his ill treatment of his daughter.  

Even in his own estimation, Jim is never allowed to be the protective, attentive 

father that he clearly is. In the climactic scene of the novel, when Tom takes a bullet in 

his leg as the three escape, Jim insists on summoning a doctor for Tom, despite knowing 

that doing so will likely result in his return to slavery. Among Jim’s many selfless, 

paternal actions, this stands out as the most self-abnegating. Yet Jim does not 

acknowledge it as his own instinct; instead, he frames it so that Tom takes the paternal 

position, telling Huck “ ‘Ef it wuz him dat ‘uz bein’ sot free, en one er de boys wuz to git 

shot, would he say, ‘Go on en save me, nemmine ‘bout a doctor…You bet he wouldn’t!’ 

” (207). Considering that Tom Sawyer has allowed Jim to remain in slavery despite 

knowing that he has been freed, apparently for the pure entertainment of smuggling him 

away, the reader must doubt Jim’s certainty that Tom would always put others first.  

At the close of the novel, Jim performs one final act of love for Huck: breaking 

the news of Pap’s death. As Toni Morrison observes, “Jim keeps silent for practically 

four-fifths of the book about having seen Pap’s corpse. There seems no reason for this 

withholding except his concern for Huck’s emotional well-being” (390). The reader, too, 

was in the dark along with Huck. Upon learning that the long-forgotten body was Pap’s, 

we must cast our minds back to the beginning of the book, just as Huck must be mentally 

reenacting the scene. Pap is killed in the wreckage of a domestic scene, surrounded by 

objects of family use, in a house like that he never possessed: a “two-story” “frame 

house,” that has been wrenched off its foundations and flung into the river. Even in death, 
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Pap occupies a liminal space between civilization and destruction. But the novel cannot 

end until Huck is told of his father’s death. The action of the novel begins and ends with 

Pap; Huck’s anxiety about his father’s possible return has echoed through the book. Only 

when he learns that Pap will not return can Huck close the retelling and launch into his 

closing remarks – grateful, we must assume, that his father never did experience the 

redemptive power of temperance.  
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Chapter Three 

 A House Divided: Fatherhood and Divorce 

 

 Divorce and its concomitant effects – practical battles over custody, alimony, and 

living arrangements, as well as more abstract conversations about the purpose and 

meaning of marriage – caused perhaps the most chaotic collisions of private and public 

life in nineteenth-century America. Divorce proceedings invited questions about the most 

intimate details of couples’ lives, as legal battles brought the living room – and, more 

pointedly, the bedroom – into the courtroom. Divorce encouraged lawyers and onlookers 

to analyze previously sacrosanct aspects of men’s and women’s characters, often in the 

name of determining who could be a more “fit” parent. The topic of divorce generated 

some of the most nuanced fictional discussions of fatherhood of the late nineteenth 

century, since in narratives of divorce, men’s domestic roles shift from being primarily a 

husband (sometimes having first been a romantic interest), to being primarily a father – 

whether an absent father, or one who is embroiled in negotiations over his child. This 

chapter begins by examining transcripts of mid-to-late-century divorce trial proceedings, 

which were published in pamphlet form and distributed to a public eager to read the 

intimate details of family discord. I then look at the sensation novelist E.D.E.N. 

Southworth’s rendering of divorce in her 1850 novel The Deserted Wife, and conclude by 

reading the cluster of divorce novels produced by authors of the realist movement toward 

the end of the century: William Dean Howells, Margaret Deland, Henry James, and Edith 

Wharton. My readings suggest that even as divorce highlighted women’s physical and 

financial vulnerability, these moments of domestic schism also underscored the 
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ideological instability of fatherhood, bringing into sharp relief the uncertainty of men’s 

roles within the domestic space. Novels of divorce make clear that authors were 

concerned not only with crises of marriage, but crises of parenting, as discussions about 

child custody revealed larger questions about shifting models of both motherhood and 

fatherhood. Divorce reconfigured traditional understandings of public and private, with 

clear implications for the domestic sphere. Narratives of divorce reveal an ideological 

clash between new expectations for fathers to be affective, engaged parents and 

traditional assumptions of masculine paternal authority—bifurcated ideologies of 

fatherhood that become even more fraught when considered in the context of the 

courtroom. The legal paradigm of fault-based child custody decisions rendered the notion 

of two emotionally involved parents both conceptually and practically unfeasible. In the 

new model of the nuclear family, divorce lays bare questions of paternal authority, 

affection, and competence, as well as, more broadly, the social function of fatherhood 

itself. 

 Just as rising awareness about the hazards of alcohol spurred a movement whose 

concerns spread far beyond alcohol consumption, the increasing number of divorce cases 

in mid-nineteenth-century America17 sparked conversations not only about the 

obligations of the marital contract, but also about the roles of men, women, and extended 

                                                 
17 Historian Mary Ann Mason gives the following figures regarding divorce rates in America: in the years 

1867 to 1871, 53,574 divorces were granted. The number grew drastically in subsequent decades: between 

1887 and 1891, 157,324 divorces were granted (55). The United States did not begin keeping federal 

statistics on marriage and divorce until 1867, so, as sociologist James Barnett observes, “any assertions as 

to the national divorce trend before 1867…are guesses” (24). However, Barnett notes that “certain data 

indicate that the trend of divorce was definitely upward in the decade of 1850 and that the increase 

probably began a decade earlier” (24).  
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families within the domestic setting. At times, these two conversations overlapped: 

though T.S. Arthur is best known as a temperance activist, he also wrote several novels 

cautioning against the perils of divorce. But while temperance novels remained a discrete 

genre all their own, the “divorce question” was taken up by novelists of various genres – 

sentimental, realist, and otherwise. Kimberly A. Freeman posits that the topic of divorce 

lends itself particularly well to cross-genre exploration, claiming “divorce bridges the 

romance and the realist novel of manners because it is at once romantic, in its invocation 

of adventure, self-fulfillment, and idealism, and realist in its social, domestic, and 

material consequences” (xi). Divorce novels of the nineteenth century pose the question 

of how fatherhood changes when it is removed from the nuclear family household, the 

setting that remains so fundamental to nineteenth-century American domestic ideology. 

As novels of divorce explore the ramifications of dissolving the nuclear family, they 

engage with questions of how fatherhood is represented and perceived in public spaces, 

how fathers exert their paternal authority in situations outside the home, and especially 

the legal rights of fatherhood. Before the nineteenth century, fathers automatically gained 

custody of their children in the rare cases of separation or divorce. But this trend began to 

change early in the nineteenth century. The first recorded case in America of custody 

granted to a mother was in 1809 (Mason 60). Over the course of the nineteenth century, 

American public opinion began to shift decisively toward maternal custody. Mary Ann 

Mason’s study of child custody in America observes that as the “cult of motherhood” 

gained traction in the mid-nineteenth century, “[j]udges’ decisions increasingly noted the 

superior role of mothers…thwarting the father’s common law right to control and custody 
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of his children” (53). Yet these decisions, even as they became more common, were still 

seen as exceptions, not the rule. Writing about an 1840 child custody case, legal historian 

Michael Grossberg observes, ““[M]aternal custody existed as custom not law. Even 

though mothers often received de facto custody, maternal custody stood in opposition to 

the public narrative of the law which decreed custody a paternal right” (52). Fathers still 

maintained a “presumptive” right to child custody, but courts often decided in the 

mother’s favor if they believed that the child’s interests might be “better served by the 

mother” (Griswold 30). Gaining a divorce in the nineteenth century required one guiltless 

spouse and one culpable; as Laura H. Korobkin has shown, this fault-based paradigm 

resulted in divorces “based on collusive fictions…organized around statutory grounds 

rather than actual marital history” (337). So too did child custody arrangements operate 

under a fault-based system, which presumed it impossible that each member of a 

divorcing couple could be a good parent in her or his own right. Under this system, what 

a character in Henry James’s What Maisie Knew calls “a family-woman” could not co-

exist in the same legal case or courtroom as “a family-man,” thus casting doubt on both 

parents requesting custody. Arguments addressing the needs of children and the relative 

fitness of their parents often invoked the emotional connections between mothers and 

children, questioning whether fathers could fill a similar role, which meant that 

increasingly, fathers’ emotional connections to their children now carried legal weight. 

Divorce narratives of the nineteenth century show the struggle of fathers to work within a 

system that required them to tender not only financial support for their children, but also 

a measurable affective connection.  
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“The Very Singular and Interesting Divorce Case”: Divorce Trial Pamphlets 

Novels were not the only medium by which the American public absorbed stories 

of divorce. In order to understand the climate in which American novelists first began 

writing their tales of fractured families, we must consider a genre less familiar to today’s 

reading public: the divorce trial pamphlet, which emerged in the 1830s and remained 

popular in America and England for the next several decades. Boasting titles like “The 

Great Divorce Case!”, embellished with illustrations, and bursting with opinions, trial 

pamphlets offered exhaustive coverage of a single divorce case: not only previously-

published newspaper reports, but also additional information that had not been released to 

the public during the trials, such as witness testimony and letters included in trial 

evidence. Sold in wide circulation across the United States, in bookstalls, railroad stations 

and by traveling peddlers, the paper-bound pamphlets generally cost between twenty-five 

and fifty cents.18 Trial pamphlets straddled genres, combining the legal intricacies of 

divorce with popular archetypes of fiction and offering insight into the cultural 

imagination of court cases. Through the voices of divorce attorneys, editorializing 

newspaper reporters, and sometimes the claimants themselves, the pamphlets ruminate on 

the morality and purpose of divorce. With their edited narratives of courtroom dramas, 

these pamphlets highlight the interplay between the concrete legal requirements for 

divorce and the power of a socially appealing narrative in determining a trial’s outcome.   

There were three main grounds on which nineteenth-century divorce cases could 

be tried: adultery, desertion, and cruelty. Though all three might involve some gray areas, 

                                                 
18 See Norma Basch for a thorough discussion of the pamphlets’ circulation and audience.  
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the last was by far the most ambiguous. Trial proceedings involving accusations of 

cruelty reveal both the physical vulnerability of women, as well as the strategies that 

lawyers used to bridge the gap between new ideologies of emotionally involved fathers 

and traditional ideals of dominant masculinity. Lawyers were tasked with representing 

men as appropriately authoritative figures who maintained close control over their 

households, without framing them as overly draconian. Robert Griswold has shown that 

over the course of the nineteenth century, judges greatly expanded the acceptable grounds 

for a divorce based on cruelty, which Griswold attributes to a greater respect for women’s 

roles within the home: “These more expansive definitions of matrimonial cruelty were 

clearly linked to nineteenth-century domesticity. The valorization of women’s family 

responsibilities gave women some leverage to critique and to redefine ‘appropriate’ male 

behavior” (101). But cruelty nonetheless remained an ambiguous accusation, one that 

could depend greatly on public perceptions of the couples in question. Comparing two 

individual cases, both the subject of divorce trial pamphlets, offers a telling contrast in 

perceptions of husbandly and paternal authority. Both Mr. Jarvis and Mr. Burch were 

accused of cruelty, but these accusations were met with starkly different responses in the 

courtroom.19 In attempting to refute charges of cruelty, both cases trouble the question of 

a man’s authority within the home and his traditional right to assert his status as husband 

and father as he deems fit. The rhetoric of these trials emphasizes that while women did 

possess a certain amount of cultural sympathy and thus legal power, they could access it 

                                                 
19 While both husbands were accused of cruelty during the trials, the divorces were tried on different 

grounds. The Jarvis case was brought by the wife against the husband on the grounds of cruelty; the Burch 

case was brought by the husband against the wife on the grounds of adultery, and accusations of his cruelty 

were part of the wife’s defense. 
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only by enacting a role of feminine vulnerability, thereby casting their husbands as 

brutish thugs. These cases offer a telling contrast in notions of paternal authority, since 

both cases invoke the notion of the patriarch as possessing total authority, but only one 

questions whether such despotic control is beneficial. 

The Burch case (1860) initially appeared to be a fairly straightforward case of 

adultery, since Mrs. Burch had signed a confession of her infidelity. But Mrs. Burch 

quickly recanted her statement, and the defense mounted a case against Mr. Burch that 

painted him as a controlling, violent man who dictated the confession and forced her to 

sign it while  “thrusting his clenched fist in her face,” a phrase that appears numerous 

times in the trial record (79). The focus of the trial thus became split between Mrs. 

Burch’s alleged infidelity and her husband’s potentially violent character; as newspaper 

reports on the story mounted, public opinion surged behind Mrs. Burch. The 1839 Jarvis 

divorce trial also revolves around a husband and father’s character. Though the pamphlet 

detailing the trial is titled “The Great Divorce Case!”, it features no plot twists or 

scandalous behavior. Instead, Mrs. Jarvis’s accusations against her husband of twenty-

nine years form a stark narrative of abuse. The details of her testimony make for painful 

reading: she contended that Mr. Jarvis once “struck her several times upon her temple 

with his fist, with great violence…Her head continued swollen for more than a week, 

during which time she was confined to her room, and was never spoken to by her 

husband. On another occasion, by the infliction of similar blows, her eye became 

inflamed and bloodshot, and so remained for many days” (6). She also accused him of 

harshly punishing their children. 
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Both trials emphasize the fathers’ absolute power over not only their wives, but 

their children. It was alleged that the night Mr. Burch sent his wife away, he forced her to 

sign a document confirming that he was the father of their younger child; he then refused 

her entry to that same daughter’s room to bid her farewell (6). The pamphlet for the 

Jarvis case opens by describing the family and noting that her thirteen-year-old son had 

been forbidden to see his mother for several months (5). Significantly, similar language 

appears in both pamphlets to implicitly invoke the traditional trope of the man as “king of 

his castle”; however, in the Burch case, the image is used by Mrs. Burch’s lawyer to 

portray his client’s husband as a despotic tyrant, whereas in the Jarvis case a sympathetic 

reporter uses the image to suggest that Mr. Jarvis merely sought to assert the authority to 

which he was legitimately entitled. Mrs. Burch’s lawyer demands indignantly, “[t]alk 

about the inquisition…I would like to know where you would find a worse inquisition 

than that castle of Burch’s was on that occasion [of the supposed forced confession]” 

(77). The first newspaper report in the Jarvis pamphlet also compares the Jarvis home to a 

castle, but this description is admiring rather than condemnatory: “His house is … a lofty 

edifice, uniting the most gorgeous architectural embellishments, with the magnificent 

proportions of a king’s palace” (4). The report then goes on to describe Mr. Jarvis’s “taste 

for painting, sculpture, and the other fine arts” (4). The accusations of brutality are thus 

from the start undermined by the report’s framing of Mr. Jarvis as an authoritative but 

aristocratic man. Indeed, after the case was dismissed, one newspaper reported 

“According to the petition, detailing the reasons for her application, the ‘Rev. Dr. Jarvis’ 

is a brute, beating his wife much after the style of the lowest uneducated islander. 
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But…the Legislature have thrown Mrs. J’s petition out, as a gross libel.”20 These reports 

suggest that dismissing Mrs. Jarvis’s accusations required no concrete evidence or proof; 

instead, Mr. Jarvis merely needed to make clear that he was no “uneducated islander” 

(perhaps a reference to Irishmen?) and therefore could not possibly be guilty of such 

crimes.  

By contrast, Mr. Burch’s side spent little time refuting the accusations of cruelty 

and devoted no attention to establishing Mr. Burch’s character either as an intelligent, 

polished man, or as an empathetic, involved husband and father. Instead, they focused on 

factually proving Mrs. Burch’s adultery – which proved to be a tactical mistake. The trial 

record contains testimony from scattered witnesses attempting to piece together a 

narrative of seduction and deception: a maid who noticed such things as “Mrs. Burch’s 

dress disarranged, and that Mr. Stuart [the supposed seducer] sat in an ungentlemanly 

way at the table” (17), a neighbor who stopped by to borrow a book but was turned away 

because Mrs. Burch was “engaged,” (18) and a lengthy deposition from the gardener 

expressing his indignation that Mr. Stuart had taken the unwelcome liberty of pruning 

several grape vines (21-22). This last accusation emphasizes the fear that the male head 

of household’s authority could be usurped, not only in his wife’s bed, but everywhere in 

his domestic space. Whereas the Jarvis case successfully presented its defendant as a man 

who treated his household kindly without ever losing command over it, Mr. Burch 

                                                 
20 New-Hampshire Sentinel, Date: 05-29-1839; Volume: XLI; Issue: 22; Page: [3] Keene, New Hampshire. 

Note that this newspaper report is not included in the Jarvis trial pamphlet. 
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appeared as a man too focused on demonizing his wife than preserving that fragile 

balance between empathy and authority.   

In response, rather than mounting a factual defense against the adultery charges, 

Mrs. Burch’s side focused on framing Mrs. Burch as a vulnerable, wronged mother and 

wife. They presented anguished letters that Mrs. Burch wrote to family and friends during 

the separation: “Oh, you must pray for my dear children; and oh, don’t let them forget 

their erring mother. My husband says they shall not, and I believe it; and will you 

continue to pray for me? … Tell him [Burch], oh, tell him never to hate me; no, never to 

hate me. I love him; God alone knows how I love. Oh, tell him to pray for me, and to 

think kindly of his poor heart-stricken one” (41). To another friend, she wrote: “Oh, Mr. 

Valentine, for God’s sake, and the love you bear your own children, do send me word 

immediately how Mr. Burch and my children are. I shall die if I cannot hear” (42). It 

would have taken a cold-hearted nation indeed not to sympathize with the plight of the 

yearning mother. As Norma Basch muses, “What better tableau of passive female 

suffering than that of a possibly innocent woman being sued for divorce on the ground of 

adultery?” (155).  

But although the accusations made by Mrs. Jarvis suggest that she too was 

suffering, no such public sympathy was galvanized for her. Mr. Jarvis’s defense focused 

on his right to command authority within his home, presenting him as a loving and 

attentive husband and father. The second daughter testified on her father’s behalf (the 

other two children testified for their mother), offering among many anecdotes one that 

emphasizes his fatherly love: “my little sister wanted to take more butter. She disobeyed 
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my mother, and was ordered by her to go up stairs. The child was hungry and rushed into 

father’s arms. He told her to take what she chose and finish her breakfast” (49). In 

dismissing the accusation that he had struck one of his daughters on the head with a book, 

Mr. Jarvis protested that he never hit the child, merely “tapped her gently on each side 

with the open book. Any one who knows the spongy nature of German paper, will be 

convinced that even a smart blow could not have injured the child” (11). His refutation 

slyly puts his audience on the defensive, forcing them to contemplate whether they too 

are educated enough to be familiar with “German paper.” Mr. Jarvis rarely denies an 

accusation entirely; instead, his lawyers reframe them in terms of protecting his paternal 

and husbandly authority. Regarding an accusation that he threw the children out of the 

room in order to berate his wife, they give his side of the story thusly: “The respondent 

then turned to the younger children and told them to leave the room. On this the 

petitioner drew them towards her, threw her arms around them, and thus prevented them 

from obeying their father. He felt that his authority would be gone forever if he did not 

enforce his commands” (12). His lawyers freely admit that he mocks his wife, saying “He 

had found from experience that any attempt to reply, or to stop her tongue by entreaty, 

argument, or authority, had no effect. Ridicule was the only successful method of 

relieving himself from her attacks” (11). In this reframing, Mr. Jarvis becomes the victim 

of a shrewish wife attempting to usurp his most sacred authority.  

 Public opinion favored the educated man, wronged by his usurping wife, and the 

vulnerable woman, brutalized by her tyrannical husband. When the jury found Mrs. 
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Burch not guilty of adultery, Chicago and the rest of the nation celebrated. The Chicago 

Journal described the scene: 

[t]he words were hardly out of the mouth of the clerk before a thundering burst of 

applause broke forth from the audience which shook the Court-house from roof to 

basement. The Court rapped upon his bench and the sheriff in vain endeavored to 

restore quiet by shouting at the top of his voice. Again and again the applause 

broke forth. Every one was crazy with joy (116). 

 

According to the report, members of the jury were “unable to control their emotions and 

weeping like children” (116). Mrs. Burch was serenaded in the public square by a band, 

treated to an “impromptu oyster dinner,” and then accompanied home with a parade of 

twenty carriages (120). Albany, where Mrs. Burch had grown up, heralded the news with 

delight, sending a telegram reading: “‘Tell Mrs. Burch that the home of her childhood is 

jubilant to-day. Albany sends greeting to Chicago. Hallelujah!’” (116). In the streets of 

Chicago, bonfires, rockets, and fireworks celebrated the victory. By contrast, the verdict 

on the Jarvis case is so brief that it could almost be missed upon a quick reading: “the 

committee reported, that the charges sustained were insufficient to warrant a divorce” 

(60). Newspapers gave brief summaries, like the following: “It is stated in the New York 

Sun that the Legislature of Connecticut unanimously threw out the petition of the wife of 

the Rev. S. F. Jarvis, for a divorce. The information also goes to the extent that her 

counsel has abandoned her side in disgust.”21 While it is impossible for anyone to know 

what happened in the Burch and Jarvis homes, it is clear that ideologies of fatherhood, 

                                                 
21 The entirety of a brief piece in the Baltimore Sun headlined “Dismissed.” This report was not included in 

the Jarvis pamphlet.  
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motherhood, and domestic authority played a much larger role in these cases than did the 

facts themselves.  

As divorce trial proceedings continued to hold the attention of the American 

public, it was inevitable that popular novelists would begin to explore the fertile ground 

of divorce narratives.  Norma Basch argues that “trial reports took some of the shame out 

of divorce through their open-endedness, their sheer repetitiveness, and their sympathetic 

representations of accused women; on the other hand, sentimental novelists, who began 

appropriating divorce as a subject in the late 1840s, worked to put the shame back in” 

(176-177). But Basch’s easy dichotomy between the reports and the fiction oversimplifies 

the notion of sentimentality, and how it functioned in fictional divorce narratives. While 

novelists like T.S. Arthur used their novels as platforms to pontificate against the 

immorality of divorce, for other sentimental novelists, divorce offered a means of 

exploring concrete legal issues of men’s and women’s familial rights within the 

parameters of domestic, romantic plotlines. E.D.E.N. Southworth’s 1850 novel The 

Deserted Wife, one of the first American novels of the nineteenth century to address 

divorce, invokes a sensational plotline and a heavily sentimentalized ideology of 

motherhood in order to explore and ultimately caution against the threat of monolithic 

paternal authority.  

“A Net of Circumstances from Whence There is No Escape”: The Deserted Wife 

Though her novels are primarily known for their lengthy dramatic plots and 

sensationalist twist, Southworth used her fiction as a platform for exploring issues of law 

and women’s rights. Her 1852 novel The Discarded Daughter defends women’s right to 
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control their own property, featuring a tyrannical husband who convinces his wife to sign 

over her property to him, and then informs her that rather than leaving the land to their 

own child, he will bequeath it to his heretofore-concealed illegitimate child. As Bardes 

and Gossett observe, in that novel Southworth shows that “no law can sufficiently protect 

women from threat or coercion by the men in their lives,” and suggest that Southworth is 

cautioning against men who use law to “disrupt the orderly progression of society,” a 

theme that she had already begun to explore in her 1850 divorce novel, The Deserted 

Wife (94). Southworth’s story of a woman who is almost forced into a divorce by her 

controlling, unfaithful husband emphasizes that the images of victimized women and 

brutish men, which lawyers strategically employed to fit set courtroom narratives, 

nonetheless reflected the real vulnerability of married women to their husbands.   

In The Deserted Wife, Southworth uses the sentimental paradigm of motherhood 

as a means of exposing the immense social and legal power that the emotional bonds of 

motherhood bestowed upon fathers.  For the characters in this novel, motherhood is an 

emotional, transformative condition: giving birth changes the “wild,” untamed, ever-

rebellious Hagar into the gentle ideal of femininity. By contrast, fatherhood does not 

change the character of men, but instead provides them with practical means of acquiring 

control over women. Throughout the novel, Southworth sets up sensational threats to 

women’s immediate safety: the “runaway negro” who lurks in the woods waiting to 

attack, the “lunatic” who is prone to violent fits—but both these terrifying specters are 

able to be “cured” by a woman’s solicitude. The runaway slave does in fact invade the 

home of a woman at home alone, but by talking to him kindly and feeding him, Sophie 
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gains his trust and promise of goodwill, and she thus frees him before the slave-catcher 

arrives.22 Likewise, the “lunatic” is eventually cured of his tendency toward violence 

after he marries and experiences the dedicated, tender care of that same Sophie. What 

seem to be immediate, terrifying threats to women’s physical well-being prove to be 

spurious, or at least able to be mitigated by sufficient maternal care. But Southworth 

shows that the true threat is men who acquire control over women by exploiting that care 

– men who wield control over women by becoming the fathers of their children, and then 

using the legal and social power that inheres in that role.  

Throughout the novel, scenes of animal abuse emphasize the physical power that 

men hold over their surroundings. We learn that Withers (the “lunatic”) always preferred 

as a child to play with kittens who resisted his caresses; he would then throw them to the 

ground and kill them, which he describes as “an instinct in human nature – to speak more 

correctly, in a man’s nature” (64). This horrifying description at first seems intended to 

emphasize Withers’s brutality – he is, after all, a “lunatic.” But the other major male 

characters in the novel also kill or strike animals at some point: when Hagar’s pet 

monkey jumps onto her husband, Raymond, he “dashes its life out on the rocks” (227). 

He sells her beloved dogs and horse without telling her, but before doing so, he strikes 

the dogs away with his riding-whip (237). Even young Gusty May, who is portrayed as 

an earnest buffoon, takes his frustration out on an animal when his beloved gives a 

lukewarm response to his marriage proposal, “striking spurs to his horse, and making him 

                                                 
22 This moment is consistent with Southworth’s treatment of slave characters in other novels; see Beth L. 

Lueck for an analysis of how Southworth uses the “Americanized tradition of the literary Gothic,” along 

with other devices of sensationalist fiction, to explore attitudes about racial panic and racial purity (116).  
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bound in the air … his violence…nearly overwhelmed the poor girl” (231). This 

physically intimidating behavior underscores the fragility not only of animals, but also of 

women and children when confronted with men who want to hurt them. Southworth 

makes this parallel clear when Hagar desperately protests the sale of her pets: Raymond 

pins her arms to her sides and says “ ‘If your eagle flaps its wings and beats its cage so 

violently…I am afraid I shall have to crush it altogether’ ” (245). As indicated by the 

Jarvis and Burch cases, as well as the many other trials involving husbandly cruelty, such 

stark physical threats were a daily reality for many nineteenth-century wives. But like the 

sensationalized menaces of lurking, monstrous men, this brute physical threat ultimately 

does not come to fruition in The Deserted Wife. The potential of violence remains a 

constant reminder of Raymond’s control over his wife, but the most powerful hold 

Raymond gains over Hagar proves to be far less sensational. With the birth of their 

children, fatherhood adds a more insidious element of social and legal control to 

Raymond’s arsenal. 

In Southworth’s novel, domestic authority is unquestionably the provenance of 

the husband and father; joint parenthood offers the mother no agency, but instead acts to 

enhance her love for, and hence her vulnerability to, her husband. When he expresses 

jealousy of their infant twin daughters, she asks him incredulously “ ‘Jealous of these 

children? of these children who make me love you?...Oh! my husband! so much more 

than ever I loved you before! they have deepened and widened my love!’ ” (271). She 

hopes that the same will be true for him, asking “ ‘how much more than the unblessed 
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maiden do you love the doubly blessed mother?’” (271).23 But Hagar’s newly intense 

love for her husband is not reciprocated with love, but met instead with criticism. 

Fatherhood holds no emotional weight for Raymond, and he resents the fact that Hagar’s 

devotion to her children fatigues her, resulting in changes to her physical appearance. He 

tells her that her “features are growing sharp, your…knuckles are prominent…Hagar, 

dear, you are growing ugly as well as ill, and, Hagar, it will not do” (280). For Raymond, 

children are not the crowning result and future guarantee of romantic love, but a force 

that threatens it. Fatherhood does not strengthen his bond to his wife, but instead taints it. 

It is at this point in the novel that Raymond begins to find himself attracted to Hagar’s 

adopted sister Rosalia, an eventuality that Hagar has dreaded since before their marriage, 

which suggests that Hagar’s new status as a mother has rendered her unsuitable as a 

sexual being. Whereas Hagar had feared that marriage would strip her of her individuality 

and agency, it is in fact motherhood that renders her powerless. Southworth figures 

motherhood as bondage, albeit a bondage that every woman welcomes. Hagar tells 

Sophie, “if you were a mother, you would know that between my heart and these children 

is an invisible cord, and the nearer I am to them, the more natural and comfortable it 

                                                 
23 Note that the d’Hauteville case, discussed below, makes the same argument about the connection 

between fatherhood and romantic love: “Here, one or the other will mourn in solitary desolation, and who 

shall say whose tears will flow most freely, whose sorrows will be most desolate? It is not my intention to 

derogate from the intensity of a mother’s love. It is a feeling not easy to analyze, but still less easy is it to 

believe in the theory here advanced, that a mother can so abhor a father, and so love that father’s child. It is 

an idle, it is a wicked doctrine; it is an insult to a mother’s love. The main ingredient of this and every 

mother’s affection, is the lingering recollection of the lover of her youth, of him who sought and won her, 

of him who, in the little church in Switzerland, led a bride to the altar. She never looks in that child’s face 

without a thought of that child’s father; and every look of inquiry and solicitude which beams from that 

child’s eyes; every time it stretches out its little hands towards her, she must think, and think with sadness, 

of the husband, who, for one long year, has sought her in kindness, and, till hope was wearied out, has 

begged her to return to him” (d’Hauteville 195). 
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feels; the further I am off from them, the tighter and more painful becomes the tension” 

(292). Therefore when Raymond threatens to use his paternal authority to send their 

children away, he is threatening her with a pain more intense than any he could have 

assumed before fatherhood.  

Raymond eventually realizes that he can use his paternal status not only to dictate 

his wife’s behavior, but also to facilitate his sexual exploits. He plots to run away with his 

wife’s adopted sister, Rosalia, using his status as a married man to grant him propriety in 

chaperoning his sister-in-law to London. But he knows that Rosalia will not consent to 

being with him unless he leaves Hagar, and also recognizes that Hagar would never 

willingly grant him a divorce. He therefore first accuses Hagar of adultery, then insists 

that he will not have “the mother of [his] children consigned to ignominy,” and so 

commands her to file a divorce suit on the grounds of desertion (396). It is the first 

explicit mention of divorce in the novel, and seems to reflect a historical shift in 

paradigms of familial dissolution, since the novel has already raised a more traditionally 

sensationalistic means for ending a marriage. While most of the village assumes Withers, 

Raymond’s father, to be a widower, a woman claiming to be Withers’s wife appears in 

the woods to caution Sophie against marrying him. The woman’s corpse then turns up in 

a lake immediately before the wedding, without further explanation. But in contrast to 

this lurid, mysterious affair, Raymond’s plan for ridding himself of Hagar is concrete and 

well-grounded within mid-century legal paradigms of both divorce and marriage. He tells 

Hagar that if she agrees to file for divorce on the grounds of spousal desertion, he will not 

fight the charge, and  more importantly, will allow her to request and receive custody of 
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their three children. However, if she refuses, he will accuse Hagar of adultery and file for 

divorce, which will result in her losing the children, since no court would allow children 

to remain in “the care of a dishonored woman, whom private experience, public 

sentiment, legal justice, and legislative wisdom shall have alike condemned as unworthy 

of their charge” (396). His list here is revealing: Raymond understands that fatherhood 

allows him to mobilize a host of forces against Hagar that would not have applied to 

merely a divorce case. Without their children, he would have no threat sufficient to 

convince Hagar to file for divorce, and he may recognize that his unfounded accusation 

of adultery would not stand up to the scrutiny of a courtroom (as the Burch case and other 

high-profile trials show, women accused of adultery could amass significant public 

support). If Raymond and Hagar were merely husband and wife, rather than father and 

mother, he would have no leverage to coerce Hagar into embarking on a legal suit that 

she finds fundamentally immoral. But Raymond’s explicit goal is “to subdue the wife by 

the mother,” using her love for her children to undermine her belief in matrimonial 

bonds, and thus to enable the illicit lover through the father (397). Only a dramatic twist 

which reveals his purported lover to be his biological sister prevents Raymond from 

carrying out this plan; he instead returns to his wife to provide the novel’s happy ending.  

Although the book ends on a joyful note, Southworth’s invocation of legal 

realities undermines the sentimental resolution of the plot. Abandoned by her own 

husband (though she refused to seek a divorce) and forced to forge a writing career to 

support her children, Southworth was not likely to be optimistic about the ultimate 

benevolence of husbands and fathers, later telling her daughter that her father “had no 
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mind for supporting wife or children” (qtd in Bardes and Gossett 98). Joyce W. Warren 

suggests that Southworth only capitulated to Hagar and Raymond’s reunion in order to 

satisfy her readers’ taste for romance (96). But before that reunion occurs, Hagar, like 

Southworth, finds her own capacity for economic independence, establishing a successful 

career as a professional singer in order to support her children. Thus, although Hagar 

joyfully welcomes her husband home and feels that “all the wrong and woe of the last 

two dreadful years” has been forgotten, we are also told that no longer is there any 

“worship mingled with that love” (478). The reader understands the true happy ending to 

be Hagar’s independence from her husband’s total sovereignty. 

“By the Laws of This and Every Christian Land”: The d’Hauteville Custody Case 

In The Deserted Wife, Gothic threats of monstrous lunatics and racialized 

predators prove to be no match for the far more threatening specter of patriarchal law. 

Like every aspect of the sentimental plotline, Southworth slightly exaggerates the 

absolute power of divorce law to emphasize the potential of fatherhood to heighten 

husbands’ despotic control over their wives.  Even at this point in the mid-nineteenth 

century, paternal authority was already being questioned in light of new shifts toward 

ideologies of affectionate fathers. The 1840 d’Hauteville case shows the decided shift in 

the mid-nineteenth century towards the notion that affective love could constitute one of 

the most important components in determining parental fitness, superseding other factors 

like financial support, discipline, and education.  

Over the past decades, historians and sociologists have begun to recognize the 

growing emphasis in the nineteenth century on models of affectionate, engaged 
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fatherhood, which is at clear odds with the traditional idea of the stern Victorian father 

that prior scholarship took for granted. As Shawn Johansen muses, “In literature, the 

enduring image of nineteenth-century power is the Victorian patriarch. Austere, distant, 

and arbitrary, the Victorian father lorded over his children, whom he viewed as a 

distraction to his real business of earning a living and relaxing with the daily paper in the 

parlor. These men were so uninterested in children and family, one wonders how their 

offspring were conceived in the first place” (1). In his study Life with Father, Stephen 

Frank works to contradict this assumption, stating, “[E]nough fathers occupied places 

toward the affectionate end of the emotional spectrum to refute stereotypes of the 

starched Victorian patriarch, self-contained and presiding remotely over his family” (3). 

Elizabeth Barnes points out that “Conditions in the new republic … [include] a growing 

emphasis on affective ties between family members. The latter helped legitimate the 

model of the sensitive man, the ‘affectionate husband and indulgent parent’” (49). 

Johansen suggests that factors such as urbanization, industrialization, and the rise of the 

middle class all “ contributed to the emergence of a new ‘domestic’ family type that 

altered the cultural meaning of being a father” (3). Frank sums up as an indisputable fact 

that “by midcentury fathers were being urged in no uncertain terms to abandon an 

authoritarian posture in the family in favor of tender ties with children” (33). As we will 

see, however, the social pressures urging fathers to form intimate domestic relationships 

with their children did not necessarily supersede traditional ideologies of masculinity, 

which suggested that a good husband and father left the bulk of practical childrearing to 

his wife. Notwithstanding other problems with this model of childcare, narratives of 
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divorce highlight the fact that it was simply unworkable once parents separated, throwing 

questions of paternal fitness into the public spotlight, as in the d’Hauteville case.  

Unlike the majority of cases that commanded public attention, the d’Hauteville 

case was not a divorce trial, but a child custody case. Gonsalve and Ellen d’Hauteville 

had been living in his native country, Switzerland, but she returned to her hometown of 

Philadelphia to be with her parents in anticipation of the birth of her first child. After 

giving birth, she refused to return to Switzerland and eventually ceased communication 

with her husband, who then came to America to demand custody of the child. Neither 

party requested a divorce: Gonsalve because he still hoped for reconciliation, Ellen 

because she knew her plea would lack sufficient grounds. However, by filing a habeas 

corpus, a custody order could be granted even with no formal divorce recognized. Both 

father and mother argued that they were the “natural” custodian of the child, a defense 

that reflects the bifurcated nature of child custody in nineteenth-century America. That 

child custody could be such a question mark was a particularly American problem. By 

contrast, in Gonsalve’s native country of Switzerland, and indeed across most of 

Europe24, the child’s father would have been granted custody unquestionably (except in 

the case of very young infants). As his lawyers open by arguing, “by the laws of the said 

Canton [de Vaud], where the marriage was solemnized, a wife is obliged to live with her 

husband wherever he thinks proper to reside, and the husband has the absolute and 

                                                 
24 England fell somewhere between America and continental Europe in its treatment of child custody; see 

David Smit’s lengthy discussion of the legal context for James’s What Maisie Knew, wherein he shows that 

by the end of the nineteenth century, although fathers still had an “almost absolute right” to child custody, 

Parliament had nonetheless “established the precedent that the welfare of the child could, in certain cases, 

override traditional notions of paternal rights in determining custody” (4-5). 
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exclusive guardianship over any children born of said marriage” (2). But as we have seen, 

the mother-child bond not only carried significant emotional weight in nineteenth-century 

American ideology, but was also beginning to possess legal force. In pleading her case, 

Ellen’s lawyers combined formal statements about the child’s welfare and education with 

poignant statements about motherhood. They argued the following points: 

That in her care and guardianship the moral and religious education of her said 

child is and will be suitably attended to, and his and her associations are and will 

be exclusively with persons of upright character, and moral and religious habits. 

That she is, in her own separate right, possessed of ample means to support and 

educate the said child in a manner befitting his station, and suitable to his 

expectations. That the present age of her said child does not admit of his 

separation from her, without the greatest danger to his health, which requires care, 

and even to his life, which has been more than once seriously threatened by 

attacks of illness. He needs, and for some years to come will need, a mother’s 

nursing care, which no one else can provide (9). 

 

The tone of the argument shifts, beginning with the impersonal, legalistic concept of 

“guardianship,” but closing with the declaration that the child needs his mother, dropping 

the stylized “That” at the beginning of the sentence in order to make a simple, poignant 

statement. Elsewhere, too, Ellen’s lawyers effectively highlight the discordance of 

bringing domestic concerns into a courtroom. Her lawyer states, “He [Gonsalve] refused 

to listen to compromise, and he asks the aid of the law to take away from its mother, her 

child of twenty months old!”,  pitting the apparently cold and bureaucratic “law” against 

the warmth of motherhood (11).  

          While Gonsalve’s lawyers continually default to the stance that a father has an 

indisputable right to his child, they also recognize the need to engage with arguments 

about affective love in order to mount a defense for taking the child from his mother. His 
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lawyers begin by arguing from the standpoint that the father should be the automatic 

guardian for his child, claiming that “[t]he abstract right of the father to the custody of his 

children is undoubted, incontestible [sic], in both England and America” (194). However, 

since their very presence in the courtroom casts doubt on that “undoubted” right, they 

then move to a sentimental argument, one that engages with the weight of maternal 

ideology in order to suggest that fatherhood should bear equal import: “There is apt to be 

an exaggerated sympathy with one of the parties to such a controversy. No one can 

pretend to say, however, with whose affections a child is most closely entwined, and 

whether the manly fibres of a father’s heart endure more or less agony in his 

bereavement, than do the tender cords which bind an infant to a mother’s breast” (195). 

Lacking a sufficient vocabulary for the parameters of a father’s love, they must frame it 

in comparison to a mother’s, explicitly acknowledging the biological connection of a 

mother to a child that is created by nursing, and suggesting that a father’s affective 

connection creates a comparable “entwine[ment].” In protesting what would be a long-

distance separation between father and son, Gonsalve’s lawyers mount objections not 

about education or practical care, but about the estrangement of affection: “It will be 

impossible for him to gratify his affection by occasional visits, and should he be enabled 

at some future day to come to claim his child… he will, he fears, too surely find the mind 

of his child alienated from that one of his parents whose surname he bears” (35). 

           Like Southworth, Gonsalve’s lawyers suggest that the intensity of maternal love 

serves to reinforce a woman’s connection to her husband, but here to different rhetorical 

effect. Where Southworth invokes the sentimental construction of a mother’s connection 
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to the father of her children in order to caution against patriarchal exploitation of women, 

d’Hauteville’s lawyers pose the suggestion that the “main ingredient” of a mother’s love 

for her child is the attraction to her husband, which then sets up the conclusion that “it is 

an insult to a mother’s love” to suggest that a woman could love her child but not his 

father (195). In this construction, the only way a woman would be physically capable of 

leaving her husband would be to acknowledge that she no longer loved her child, a 

distasteful suggestion in any context. Despite their seemingly unshakeable belief that a 

father should have unfettered access to his child, the lawyers nonetheless cannot simply 

dismiss the weight of maternal love; they instead use it to suggest the impossibility of a 

mother leaving either her children or her husband. Finally, they attempt to argue for 

Gonsalve’s fitness not only as an affectionate parent, but as one capable of practical, 

everyday care: “The father, responsible for its maintenance and education, for its moral 

standing—his title is indisputable…He is as competent to take care of the health of a 

child of two years old as the mother. Are you to establish the principle, that a wife, 

leaving her husband without cause, may carry all his children with her, for the sake of 

their health?” (276). But the final decision of this case shows that at least in this instance, 

courts were skeptical of fathers’ ability to provide their children with the equivalent of a 

mother’s care (again, since “a mother’s care” is the rubric used for considering a father’s 

abilities). Ellen was granted full custody of the child.  

 Despite the occasional lurid episode described in the sentimentalized language of 

the courtroom, divorce trial proceedings nonetheless met what must have been a keen 

public desire for nitty-gritty, everyday detail. Trial pamphlets showcase the sheer amount 
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of information that was included in divorce trials and thus became part of the couple’s 

divorce narrative. Loosely defined divorce laws meant that a great deal of evidence and 

explanation was required even to convince a judge that there were grounds for a divorce. 

Many cases were immediately dismissed on insufficient grounds.25 One strategy to 

establish sufficient grounds for a case seems to have been to provide depositions from as 

many witnesses as possible; in one case, the two sides called over thirty witnesses total to 

support or deny allegations of cruelty by the husband: servants in the home, relatives, 

members of the husband’s congregation, and general acquaintances of the family.26 It 

seems that witnesses were encouraged to pass along any gossip or observations 

whatsoever, since some of them could not possibly give evidence bearing directly on the 

accusations, being childhood friends of the wife who had not seen her since their school 

days, or who had worked as clerks in her father’s store when she was a child.27 It was not 

uncommon for pamphlets to exceed 100 pages, overflowing as they were with details on 

seemingly irrelevant things like household furnishings and the couple’s apparel. Perhaps 

this overlap between the lurid and the utterly quotidian may help explain the lure of 

divorce narratives for the burgeoning group of realist authors in the late nineteenth 

century. 

                                                 
25 For example, in one 1846 case where the husband accused the wife of desertion, the judge essentially 

suggested that the couple return when the wife had properly deserted her husband, stating: “before the 

libellant can allege wilful and malicious desertion on his wife’s part, he ought to have communicated to her 

that his house was open to her and that he was ready to supply her wants and conduct himself towards her 

as a husband ought to do. If after such notice she still persisted, then would the desertion have become 

wilful and malicious, because without any good cause—you will therefore find a verdict for the 

respondent” (Vanleer 3-4). 

 26 In the Jarvis divorce case. 
27 Witnesses of these descriptions appear in the Jarvis divorce case. 
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Divorce and Realism 

 Sociologist James Barnett observes that the growing trend for fiction to 

“emphasize vital, contemporary issues” meant that by the late nineteenth century “[t]he 

American scene was ready for a novel which would portray the divorce situation as it 

actually existed and would comprehend the views of both the opponents and the 

supporters of liberal divorce laws” (71, 81-82). But this easy justification does not seem 

sufficient to explain why three powerhouses of the realist genre—William Dean Howells, 

Henry James, and Edith Wharton—should have all chosen to write a divorce novel. Why 

was it this particular “vital, contemporary issue” that caught their attention so 

emphatically? Contrary to Barnett’s assertion, none of the three seemed especially 

interested in an even-handed portrayal of the divorce controversy; instead, all three 

novels (along with that of a lesser-known realist author, Margaret Deland), ultimately 

point to more deeply-entrenched causes than divorce law in their explorations of familial 

dissolution. The question of paternal affect and authority, which all four novels engage 

deeply with, is an especially troubling one in the context of the realist genre, since realist 

authors (particularly Howells and James) explicitly distanced themselves from the kind of 

performative sentimentality that seems to have been required for men to acquit 

themselves as good fathers in the context of the divorce court.28 In Eric Haralson’s 

discussion of paternal bereavement in the nineteenth century, he observes that a new 

emphasis on public, communal mourning came into conflict with ideologies of 

                                                 
28 Though I cite it later in this chapter, I would be remiss not to acknowledge here Laura H. Korobkin’s 

article on Howells’s use of sentimental courtroom rhetoric and its debt to Southworth. 
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controlled, private fathers. He points out that in nineteenth-century American literature, 

“self-control under the pressure of strong feeling serves as something of a hallmark for 

manliness”(89-90), and uses a Helen Hunt Jackson poem about a king mourning his son 

to argue that “this father’s suffering may ultimately seem all the more intense for being 

constrained by masculine decorum, but it cannot signify very richly for the audience (or 

for the subject’s social world) without the mediation of an interpreter such as the poem’s 

speaker” (91). I suggest that for realist authors, a similar form of mediation would be 

required in order to “signify” the affective power of fatherhood without violating the 

conventions of realist fiction; however, not all the fathers portrayed in realist fiction are 

given access to such interlocutors. The realist emphasis on controlled objectivity, or what 

Nancy Bentley describes as “a form of exhibition…a space of instruction through 

display,” does not leave room for the type of expository affection that seemed to be 

required for fathers to prove themselves (81). Again and again, in Howells’s Bartley, in 

Deland’s Philip, in James’s Beale and Sir Claude, in Wharton’s Ralph, we see fathers 

who are either unable to explicitly express attachment to their children, or those who do 

so, and are seen as feminized, impractical, and sentimental—those qualities in fiction that 

realist authors struggled so mightily to eradicate. 

Ad Men: Publicity, Fatherhood, and Divorce in A Modern Instance 

 In William Dean Howells’s 1882 novel A Modern Instance, while Howells’s 

exploration of the courtship, marriage, and divorce proceedings of Bartley Hubbard and 

Marcia Gaylord by no means condones their actions, neither does Howells paint divorce 

as solely an individual failing. As we have seen, because the legal grounds for divorce 
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suits offered such limited justifications for ending a marriage, until this point divorce 

narratives had largely turned on lurid points of adultery and cruelty. But the title of 

Howells’s work reflects his perception that divorce, and its concomitant paternal failings, 

was not an isolated phenomenon driven by individual weaknesses, but rather an 

outgrowth of larger problems with modern American middle-class life.  Through 

Bartley’s career as a journalist, Howells explores the tension surrounding overlapping 

public and private spheres in urban America. He ultimately presents Bartley’s inability to 

perform authentic emotion for his child and to fulfill his paternal responsibilities 

abdication of his paternal responsibilities as a natural consequence of Bartley’s 

perceiving fatherhood as an extension of his public duties.  

 Numerous critics have observed the interplay in A Modern Instance between 

Bartley’s career and his increasingly unstable domestic situation. While courting Marcia, 

journalist Bartley has ambitions to train with her father as a lawyer, but after the couple 

marries and moves from their small Maine town to Boston, Bartley quickly succumbs to 

the lure of sensationalist muckraking. The downward spiral of his career mirrors that of 

his marriage. As Kimberly Freeman observes, Howells “draws a fairly explicit parallel 

between Bartley’s (ir)responsibility as a writer and editor and his (ir)responsibility as a 

husband” (67). But Bartley’s problems balancing his professional life and his domestic 

life go beyond simple irresponsibility, or even the notion of “work-life balance.” Rather, 

as Amy Kaplan has argued, Bartley is engaged in reinventing the very definitions of 

public and private. In examining Howells’s representation of the new journalism that 

Bartley represents, Kaplan suggests that Bartley has reconceived the concept of a public 
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audience. While the older, more “respectable” form of journalism, embodied by 

characters like Ricker, is targeted at an already-existing, homogenous public, Kaplan sees 

Bartley’s journalism as creating its own audience from the ground up: “in contrast to 

Ricker, Hubbard envisions a paper which must construct its own public by soliciting 

readers from different levels of society” (28). Although Howells largely decries this 

sensationalist journalism that trades on what Bartley terms “spice,” the notion of a 

widening, self-creating audience points to a potentially democratizing social shift. As 

Renata Wasserman points out, Bartley’s own professional position would not be possible 

without “[t]he social instability that seems to make it possible for Bartley to move from 

orphan to editor” (59). But Kaplan recognizes that while Bartley’s new concept of the 

public audience may have democratizing possibilities, he conceives of it not in the 

service of democracy, but of capitalism. While Ricker sees the newspaper as a public 

servant, Bartley sees it as a private enterprise that must market its wares like any other 

product, and in order to achieve financial success, must appeal to the widest audience 

possible. The result of this new model of journalistic practice is, as Kaplan describes it, 

“a public sphere bound by the shared roles of consumer and audience viewing themselves 

as the object of consumption. The journalistic concept of the public, which Howells 

represents through Hubbard, is indistinguishable from publicity” (29).  

 I suggest that Bartley’s reimagining of the public sphere also leads to his 

reconfiguring the domestic as a space of public consumption, where fatherhood functions 

not as a moral duty, but as a form of publicity. Ben Graydon has argued that Bartley’s 

tendency to refer to his chosen beer by its brand name, Tivoli, reveals Bartley’s eagerness 
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to incorporate advertising into his home life. As Graydon observes, Bartley refers to his 

beer solely as “Tivoli” as he invites friends to drink with him, and complains to his wife 

about the weight he is gaining from it. By contrast, other characters, including Marcia, do 

not use this nomenclature, which Graydon suggests separates them from Bartley “not 

only in their abhorrence of divorce but also in their unwillingness to serve as 

proselytizers for product branding” (38). Bartley’s capitalistic tendencies color every 

aspect of his life, including his role as a father. Bartley lacks any sort of emotionally 

intimate relationship with his daughter. While Marcia almost always refers to their child 

by her name, Bartley does so only once in the novel, otherwise calling her “the baby.” He 

is not a brutish father, or even an inattentive one, but his relationship with Flavia is 

predicated not on domestic intimacy, but on public performances, where he steps into the 

role of the father just as he would his role as a newspaperman. From his first glimpse of 

her, when he takes a “bird’s eye view of the baby,” he does not seem to see his daughter 

from a father’s perspective, but always looks at her as an outsider would, imagining their 

reactions (187). He enjoys taking Flavia on walks, with Marcia at his side: “it was rather 

Bartley’s idea, as it is of most American fathers, to go out with his wife and baby…he 

liked to have his friends see him; and he went out every afternoon he could spare” (195). 

When at home, he purposefully takes the baby with him to answer the door because he 

“enjoy[s] meeting [visitors] in that domestic phase” (243). Even when there is no outside 

presence to witness him with his child, his interactions with her ultimately benefit his 

public dealings: “when he spent an evening at home, with Flavia in his lap for half an 

hour after dinner, he felt so domestic that he seemed to himself to be spending all his 
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evenings at home now” (243). Here, Bartley’s time with his daughter serves to convince 

him that he is indeed an appropriately attentive, domestic father, thereby justifying all 

those evenings that he does not spend at home. But private interactions with Flavia serve 

no purpose for Bartley’s vision of himself. When Marcia visits her family and writes him 

with news, Bartley “realized Flavia’s existence with an effort” (265). For Bartley, an 

affective connection with his child is valuable only as an accessory to his public life. 

It is tempting to read A Modern Instance as simply the failure of a weak 

individual, not of marriage or fatherhood at large. But both the title of Howells’s work 

and the way he portrays the other families within suggest that the disintegration of the 

Hubbard family is not a personal problem but one wrought by larger social factors. An 

1882 review in The Atlantic describes Bartley not as a singular villain, but as an indicator 

of decaying social mores: “Bartley Hubbard begins to allow himself to dream of an 

escape from a bondage which fetters him when his whole being is moving toward a 

lawless freedom, and his dream is not only the ugly, unconscious action of a corrupt 

mind, it is the suggestion of a rotten social condition. The book is not even incidentally a 

plea for stricter divorce laws; it is a demonstration of a state of society of which divorce 

laws are the index” (Scudder 712). In his portrayal of inadequate fathers, Howells seems 

to indicate problems intrinsic to the ideology of fatherhood itself, existing wholly 

separately from the problem of divorce. Through the character of Squire Gaylord, 

Marcia’s father, we see that even successful, caring fathers lack a stable role within the 

home. Squire Gaylord is a prosperous lawyer and an involved father, who is actively 

engaged with his daughter’s life. Yet the narrative emphasizes that Gaylord is only able 
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to maintain that status within his family by erasing himself from the home as much as 

possible: “A man is master in his own house generally through the exercise of a certain 

degree of brutality, but Squire Gaylord maintained his predominance by an enlightened 

absenteeism. No man living always at home was ever so little under his own roof” (38-

39). Here, Howells suggests that not only does an absent father create a more pleasant 

domestic atmosphere, but that void is in fact necessary to avoid the kind of masculine 

violence (“brutality”) that Southworth had seen so much potential for in the domestic 

environment. Though it’s Bartley and Marcia who are the young, urban couple, Howells 

seems to be suggesting that Gaylord and his wife are also indicative of the “modern” 

marriage – one where “enlightened” husbands devote their attention to their careers, not 

their home. In his representation of the Gaylords, Howells points to a problem with 

fatherhood that exists independently of divorce: the impossibility of imagining an 

intimate father within the domestic sphere. While divorce may bring fatherhood more 

explicitly into the public realm, Howells seems to be suggesting that fatherhood has been 

a public role all along. 

Throughout the novel, Squire Gaylord acts as a foil to Bartley, continuing to 

father Marcia even after she has been legally transferred to Bartley’s protections, and 

modeling the type of paternal responsibility that Bartley so blithely discards. However, 

Squire Gaylord’s model of fathering is inextricable from his professional status. When 

Bartley injures Henry Bird during an altercation about another woman, causing Marcia to 

break their engagement, Gaylord gives Bartley a lecture that begins with paternal outrage 

but cannot help moving into lawyerly considerations. He starts off in a protective, 
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paternal stance, scoffing that Marcia is better off without Bartley and averring that “ ‘I 

wanted her to understand just what kind of a fellow you were’” (64). But once Bartley 

protests that his dalliances ended when he proposed to Marcia, Gaylord shifts his 

allegiance to the law, and thus to Bartley, saying “ ‘It’s a kind of retroactive legislation 

on Marcia’s part…and that’s against one of the first principles of law. But women don’t 

seem to be able to grasp that idea’” (64). His assertion unites Bartley and Gaylord not 

only by their shared masculinity, but by their profession, which momentarily supersedes 

Gaylord’s familial attachment to his daughter. Indeed, although Gaylord sees early hints 

of the trouble between Bartley and Marcia, he is unable to offer concrete support, or 

prevent the pair from eloping. Gaylord is able to mount a protective stand for his 

daughter only when her troubles enter legal, professional territory, eventually acting as 

her defense attorney during the divorce suit. Here, paternal affection is indistinguishable 

from lawyerly histrionics, as Laura H. Korobkin has shown, arguing that “while the 

Squire clearly intends his audience to read his performance as an authentic expression of 

fatherly feeling, he is also putting on a show that Howells intends both in-court and at-

home readers to see as the skillful assumption of an uncharacteristic but appropriately 

professional style” (341). While Korobkin’s argument largely focuses on the genre 

implications of Howells’s choice to invoke the sentimental mode of court arguments in 

the midst of a realist novel, her point here is well-taken: the Squire’s most explicit and 

articulate outpouring of affection for his child is also a moment of consummate 

professionalism, cultivated for a public audience.  
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Bartley is always inviting the public to encroach on his domestic space—little 

wonder, then, that his abandonment of his family is also carried out entirely in the public 

eye, with Marcia learning of his divorce decree not through private correspondence, but 

through its publication in a newspaper. By the end of the novel, what had begun as a 

private romance carried on in living rooms and through letters is now a matter of public 

inquiry and record. But in Howells’s depiction of the divorce proceedings, fatherhood as 

such never enters into the negotiations. While Bartley understands marriage as a 

commitment that must be dissolved through legal channels, his tenure as Flavia’s father 

requires no such formal termination. He sees fatherhood as a job that can simply be 

transferred to another, telling Ben Halleck that it “almost broke my heart to think of the 

little one,” and then immediately suggesting that Halleck “fix it up with Marcia,” since 

she is free to remarry (357-8). Even before the divorce, it is clear that the role of father is 

open for claiming: while traveling on the train to the divorce court, a strange man takes 

Flavia on his lap and entertains her during the journey, prefiguring the shift that may well 

occur. Yet Howells points out a clear problem with this model of transferable fatherhood: 

the effect on the child. The only character who explicitly objects to Bartley’s 

relinquishment of his paternal responsibilities is his daughter. Throughout the courtroom 

proceedings, Marcia tries in vain to quiet Flavia’s “grieving whisper in which she 

incessantly repeated ‘Where is papa? I want to see papa!’” (352). This poignant scene 

emphasizes that even when it might be “in the best interest” of the child to stay with her 

mother—certainly no one could argue that an emotionally detached man who has no 

interest in a relationship with his daughter is a better custodian than her loving mother—
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the child nonetheless wishes he were still in her life. Perhaps Howells is suggesting that 

within a courtroom, only a child’s mind can envision the simultaneous existence of a 

loving father and mother.   

In Howells’s fictional courtroom, Bartley mounts his plea for divorce on the basis 

of desertion. Although at certain points it is suggested that Bartley’s tendency to indulge 

himself in food, sleep, and liquor might also extend to women, sexual transgression never 

becomes a large part of the plot, in contrast to most divorce narratives of the nineteenth 

century. Howells is famously reticent about sexuality in his novels, but it is telling that 

while he at least hints at indiscretions on Bartley’s part, he never approaches the notion of 

Marcia having sexual interests outside the confines of her marriage. Doing so would 

certainly have complicated Marcia’s divorce suit, since in order for a divorce to be 

granted, only one party could be at fault. As Korobkin explains, “if a plaintiff files a 

divorce complaint that tells a subtle, morally complex narrative in which both spouses are 

to blame for the breakdown of the marriage—a narrative much like Howells’s novel—no 

divorce will be granted” (337). In order to mount a successful divorce suit, Korobkin 

shows that it was necessary for “plaintiffs to construct themselves as virtuous victims of 

villainous spousal wrongdoing” (334). The necessity for one spouse to present as morally 

spotless meant that female sexuality was inevitably placed under intense scrutiny. The 

nineteenth-century ideal of motherhood was already at odds with the notion of sexually 

interested women, and since adultery was one of the few accepted legal grounds for 

dissolving a marriage, and female adultery a prime reason to deny maternal custody, 

divorce was a perfect flashpoint for this intersection of parenthood and sexuality. In an 
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1860 divorce suit in which both parties were accused of adultery, the husband’s lawyers 

use the wife’s maternal status to argue that she should be condemned, evidence or no. In 

an insidiously self-serving acknowledgement of the societal double standards 

surrounding gender and adultery, Mr. Beardsley’s lawyer argues that whether or not Mrs. 

Beardsley is guilty, her name is forever sullied by the charge of adultery, and therefore 

she can never again be viewed as a fit mother. Therefore, he argues, the jury has the 

moral burden to find Mr. Beardsley innocent, since his reputation will not be similarly 

tainted: “Pretty woman, adieu! Let the breath of even unjust suspicion tarnish the virtue 

of a woman and she is useless to society and must bear in mute silence the calamity 

which has overwhelmed her. For the sake of the child, it is to be hoped that one of these 

parties will be proven not guilty. For the sake of this boy let all good men pray that Mr. 

Beardsley has not placed himself within the law to your satisfaction” (70). 29  

But novelists of the late nineteenth century begin to challenge and complicate the 

idea that motherhood and feminine virtue are inextricable, and in doing so, they place 

fatherhood in a different light. As the century progresses, more authors begin to use 

divorce narratives to explore the notion that women need not always be consummate 

mothers, inextricably bound to their husbands by way of their children. The fact that 

divorce stories inexorably result in the dissolution of families presents authors with a 

natural opportunity to question family ideology, including the assumption that women are 

                                                 
29 Though written thirty-some years later, the first paragraph of What Maisie Knew makes a very similar 

observation about the greater scrutiny levied on mothers: “The father, who, though bespattered from head 

to foot, had made good his case, was, in pursuance of this triumph, appointed to keep her: it was not so 

much that the mother’s character had been more absolutely damaged as that the brilliancy of a lady’s 

complexion…might be more regarded as showing the spots” (35). 
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naturally inclined towards motherhood. We might imagine that challenging this paradigm 

would open up an imaginative space for more involved fathers. But on the contrary, in 

these novels, loosening the emotional ties of motherhood serves to further highlight its 

social power, ultimately further undermining the role of fathers. Far from Southworth’s 

cautionary tales of women placed at the mercy of men, realist writers of the late 

nineteenth century increasingly began to tell stories where women held greater power in 

the aftermath of divorce, throwing men’s function as fathers into question. 

Divorce and the New Woman: Philip and his Wife 

Margaret Deland’s 1894 novel Philip and his Wife, an early work from Deland’s 

prolific career, shows both Deland’s personal ambivalence about the “New Woman” 

movement as well as the general social unrest regarding its potential ramifications for the 

American family. Although much of Deland’s fiction focuses on marital discord – her 

biographer devotes one chapter to “Failed Marriages” – only Philip and his Wife directly 

deals with the “divorce question.” In subsequent years, Deland would come out strongly 

and publicly against divorce, attributing it to a strain of selfish individualism that 

prioritized personal happiness over social stability – the same individualism, she argued, 

that led women to agitate for universal suffrage without considering the consequences. 

Her 1910 essay “The Change in the Feminine Ideal,” published in The Atlantic Monthly 

(where Philip had initially appeared in serialized form), hesitantly celebrates the “New 

Woman,” opening with a wry acknowledgement that her own professional status would 

not otherwise be possible:  
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The New Woman is almost ceasing to be ‘new,’ and that is why she is ceasing to 

be entirely a joke; for there is something more than a joke in all of this curious 

turning upside-down of traditions and theories in regard to women, something 

more than a joke in the girl with a latch-key; in the matron who gives her time to 

civic affairs or to berating officers of the law; in myself here on this platform 

instead of being at home, as a good and contemptuous man said to me once, 

‘making soup’ (289-290). 

 

But the essay displays a marked uncertainty about further expansion of women’s roles, 

cautioning against the New Woman’s desire for an increased presence in political and 

professional arenas. Arguing emphatically against universal female suffrage, Deland 

questions, “[D]oes she [the New Woman] stop to reflect with what terrible elements she 

is playing? She is reaching out, panting for, insisting upon – power!” (298). In all aspects 

of women’s liberation, Deland sees the potential for familial decay, arguing against 

divorce because the purpose of marriage should not be individual fulfillment, but the 

“preservation of the family idea” (296). And while she acknowledges that the “business 

woman” is “generally speaking, a fine, wholesome, sound person,” she also warns that 

“however clearly we see the necessity that has created, and the hope that accompanies 

her, some of us see, also, a menace to family life” (295).  

Deland’s fiction, however, takes a far less conservative approach to the nuanced 

problem of marital incompatibility. Of her many widely-read novels, the majority are 

thoughtful explorations of unhappy couplings, a problem she remained interested in 

throughout her writing career. Diana C. Reep, Deland’s biographer, observes that “[e]ven 

though she opposed divorce, Deland’s fictional marriages were often strong cases for the 

ending of a marriage,” and speculates that Deland may have had more radical ideas about 

marriage and women’s rights than she felt able to express outside of her fiction (117). 
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Certainly Philip and his Wife presents no black-and-white condemnation of divorce. 

Indeed, Reep claims that contemporary critics entirely misunderstood Deland’s anti-

divorce stance, denouncing Philip as an endorsement of free love.30 And while Deland’s 

essay hews to the truism that only men seek sexual satisfaction outside of marriage, 

drolly commenting “Man is imperfectly monogamous still (or at any rate, men are),” 

Philip and his Wife explores the more complex territory of female sexual desire (295). 

Deland uses her sole divorce novel to grapple with the larger question of how the 

expansion of women’s financial and personal freedom might affect men’s roles in the 

domestic sphere.  

  Philip and his Wife opens as Cecil and Philip Shore return to their small 

hometown in Pennsylvania after having traveled abroad since the start of their marriage. 

They have been married for some years and have a young daughter, Molly. It is clear 

from the start that their marriage was based on physical attraction and is now an unhappy 

one: they constantly disagree about how to raise their daughter, and on general 

philosophies. Over the course of the novel, Philip struggles to balance his conviction that 

it is immoral to remain in a loveless marriage against his fear that if he leaves his wife, he 

will lose his child. At one point in the novel, Philip tells Cecil that separating and 

splitting custody of Molly would be “fatal to the father and mother idea in a child’s 

mind” (109). Here, Philip places the abstract notion of parenthood at direct odds with the 

concrete realities of the divorce court. In his syntactic construction, the “father and 

                                                 
30 I have not found the reviews Reep is referring to, but one reviewer notes that “others may be found who 

will not only agree with Philip [his stance on divorce as a moral necessity], but suppose the author to do so” 

(“From the Book Table,” The Milwaukee Sentinel (Milwaukee, Wisconsin), Monday, December 10, 1894; 

pg. 8.)]. 
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mother idea” seems so romantic that it may exist only in the mind of a child (just as 

Howells’s Flavia is the only one who can sit in a courtroom and still manage to envision 

the possibility of two loving parents). From Philip’s perspective, the legal system negates 

the possibility of him retaining the power or privilege of fatherhood, an indication of the 

decided social shift since Southworth had written her novel thirty-odd years earlier. 

Allowing the law to decide Molly’s living arrangements will result in Philip losing his 

paternal authority, as well as his intimate relationship with his daughter. For Philip, 

fatherhood acts as both incentive and burden: it is the reason he wants to preserve his 

marriage, and the reason he cannot leave it. But as the narrative progresses, Philip shifts 

toward using his paternal status as a justification for his desire to leave Cecil on the 

grounds that she sets a poor example for Molly, a stance that invites the reader to 

speculate on exactly what constitutes an ideal mother and father.  

 In contrasting Cecil and Philip, Deland explores the ramifications of financially 

independent women on their husbands, and households at large. Although Cecil is not a 

“business woman,” she has inherited from her father a large home and a tidy annual 

income from real estate. Cecil’s financial independence places her husband in an 

uncertain place in the home; Philip’s only job is to manage Cecil’s income, a task he 

performs competently enough to leave him with plenty of leisure time. Yet in their small 

town, Philip is pitied, not envied. The community gossips frequently about the Shores’ 

financial arrangement, with one onlooker commenting, “A man with a rich wife is a 

pretty poverty-stricken fellow sometimes. I heard that she once sent her check for his 

club dues; think of that!” (57). Cecil controls Philip’s access even to this exclusively 
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masculine space; though Cecil would herself not be allowed to enter, she can dictate 

whether her husband does. Cecil clearly does not view her marriage as a commitment that 

includes Philip in the ownership of her possessions, very consciously referring to the 

income as hers: “Philip is a good business man…since he has managed my property, my 

income has increased” (70). A competent manager, Philip does not appear incapable of 

providing for his family; there is simply no need for him to.  

As in A Modern Instance, the older generation in Philip presents an alternate 

model of domestic partnership – and like Howells, Deland simultaneously presents the 

modern marriage as more dynamic than its predecessor, but also cautions against its 

tendency to favor individualism over social stability. Like Squire Gaylord, Cecil’s father 

Mr. Drayton finds it most expedient to be away from home as much as possible, taking 

paternal absentia to the extreme of moving to Europe under the guise of fragile health and 

leaving his family behind. The sham marriage (the reader later learns that Mr. Drayton 

has been living with a “friend” in Europe) nonetheless serves the function of maintaining 

a guise of respectability over the Drayton family affairs. When Philip begins to ponder 

the possibility of separation, his friends encourage him to do the same – to abandon his 

marriage in practice but not in name. But unlike Gaylord and Drayton, Philip has no 

professional connections to offer him a foothold away from his family. His primary role 

is that of father, and he cannot imagine leaving his child. For Philip, the purpose of 

fatherhood is a moral and didactic one, as crucial for his own masculinity as it is for his 

child’s well-being: “With Molly’s birth…the revelation of fatherhood summoned him 

with solemn and irresistible voice to his spiritual manhood” (81). But the events of the 
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novel show Dealnd’s hesitance about men basing their identities solely on their paternal 

roles. 

Determined not to abandon his child, Philip attempts to establish a more hands-on 

role in Molly’s day-to-day upbringing, but only somewhat succeeds. Although he is a 

loving and affectionate father, his relationship to Molly is still defined primarily by his 

own need to build an identity. When he takes her on a walk, he “had to stop to point out 

familiar landmarks to his little daughter” (37). He shows her his school, and they have a 

playful conversation about how he used to draw pictures instead of “doing sums” (37). 

He then takes her to a candy shop, where “I used to waste lots of my allowance” (37). It 

is a sweet scene, but revolves around Philip rather than Molly. Similarly, when the two 

tell each other a story, Molly listens with rapt attention to Philip’s tale of a “green-haired 

banshee,” but as soon as Philip turns the storytelling over to Molly, he ceases to listen 

and once again begins pondering the problems of his marriage. Philip’s immediate 

experience of fatherhood comes from within himself; it is not defined in terms of his 

relationship to his child, and certainly not his relationship to his wife. Indeed, Molly hurts 

rather than strengthens their faltering marriage: “they came no closer together because of 

the child; their constant and bitter disagreement concerning her training made her little 

life like a wedge driven into the very heart of their marriage” (82). Instead of fatherhood 

opening up a niche within the home for Philip, his engagement with Molly further 

alienates him from his wife and the larger household. The community at large senses the 

discord in the Shore household, but does not recognize it as marital discord heightened by 

the difficulties of co-parenting. Instead, the immediate assumption is that Philip is 
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dissatisfied with the sex of his child: Cecil’s stepmother comments “Well, as I understand 

it, they’ve been very unhappy ever since Molly was born. Maybe Philip wanted a boy,” 

thus negating the possibility of an intimate relationship between father and daughter 

(257). 

Like Southworth’s The Deserted Wife, Deland’s novel explores the physical 

vulnerability of women to men. Throughout the novel, we see competing attitudes 

regarding men’s violence (words and actions) towards women, reflecting a larger shift in 

social perspectives of masculinity. Mr. Drayton considers a hint of brutality to be a 

necessary way for men to  keep difficult women in line: he feels that Cecil’s marriage 

could work out if Phillip would only get angry at Cecil from time to time, or “get drunk 

once in a while, or swear at her” (11). However, the alternate example of Eliza and Job 

Todd, a couple in the village, shows the true nature of such brutality: Eliza lives in fear of 

the next time her husband will come home drunk and hit her, providing the novel’s most 

probing questions about the morality of leaving unhappy marriages. But for Cecil, the 

prospect of some form of brutality or vulgarity is intriguing and, ultimately, erotic. 

Regarding Mr. Carey, Cecil says: “I like to talk to him; though he is rude. I think, if he 

had been born in a different class, he would have knocked his wife down sometimes, or 

sworn at her, anyhow” (21). As Gail Bederman has argued, in the last decades of the 

nineteenth century, ideals of masculinity began to trend towards physical aggression. 

Bederman contends that as shifts toward large-scale capitalism hampered upward 

mobility, men began to feel lacking in traditional economic and social means of 

masculine power, turning instead toward raw physicality as a way of establishing 
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masculinity. But unlike Southworth, Deland does not present fatherhood as a form of that 

masculine power; instead, Philip’s attachment to Molly is the major tool Cecil can use 

against him. 

Although Philip has been considering the possibility of leaving Cecil but fearing 

the prospect of losing Molly throughout the novel, the question of legal custody only 

emerges late in the narrative, and here we see, unlike in the previous novels, an automatic 

presumption of the mother’s right to her child. When Cecil consults Carey on the legal 

consequences of Philip leaving her, Carey confirms that she would probably receive 

custody of Molly: “I shall tell Philip that he’ll sacrifice Molly if he carries out an abstract 

idealism…she would be given to you, if you did anything so foolish as to push this matter 

to a question of law. Unfortunately, the court would not take cognizance of the fact that 

you are an unfit woman to be intrusted with her” (315). When Philip ponders the logistics 

of a potential separation, he knows that they must keep the question out of a courtroom in 

order to him to retain any possibility of keeping Molly. Even though both Philip and 

Carey believe Cecil to be an unfit mother, they nonetheless do not question her legal right 

to Molly.31  

                                                 
31 It is unclear precisely why all the characters are so certain that Cecil would unquestionably receive full 

custody of Molly. Although, as I discuss above, judges were becoming increasingly likely to grant maternal 

custody, it was certainly not an automatic decision. There are several possible reasons why Deland’s 

characters make this assumption: Philip’s lack of an independent income, in contrast to Cecil’s wealth, as 

well as the fact that Philip would be the one requesting the divorce. It is also possible that when Cecil and 

Philip consult the lawyer Carey about the legal consequences for Molly, he is simply lying to them about 

the certainty of the custody arrangements: Carey clearly does not want Philip and Cecil to divorce, because 

he fears he will be unable to resist Cecil’s advances and thus will lose Lyssie (his battle with “Satan” 

several chapters later emphasizes the intensity of his struggle). Perhaps Carey simply tells Philip that he 

will lose his child because he feels it is the most expedient way to keep the family together, thereby sparing 

himself the temptation. 
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Ultimately, what ends the standoff and enables Philip to both leave his marriage 

and keep Molly is Cecil’s own guilt – her recognition that she cannot be the kind of 

entirely pure, sexless mother that others insist she must be. Here, Deland explores a 

different kind of maternal bond. Cecil’s attachment to Molly does not consume her life; 

indeed, Cecil questions why she should be unhappy, since she “had so many of the 

conditions which are supposed to mean happiness. She had Molly. ‘But, after all, Molly 

is not myself,’ she thought. In a mother this keen sense of personal identity is significant; 

it was even conceivable, with this sense, that Cecil Shore’s little daughter might some 

time bore her” (27). But so too, as we have seen, do Molly’s childish interests bore 

Philip. Cecil, however, possesses something that the other characters in the novel see as 

entirely at odds with her maternal status: her sexuality. Even when they are alone 

together, Philip prudishly objects to Cecil’s comfort with her own body; at one point he 

finds her reclining on the lounge, stretching out comfortably and loosening the lace at her 

throat, and he finds himself disgusted by “[h]er abandon, her comfort, the look of 

enjoying her body…He wanted to say to her ‘Sit up, remember you are not alone!’” (236-

7). Although Roger Carey decries Cecil as an “unfit” mother, he doesn’t seem to base his 

claim on anything more than the fact that Cecil discomfits him because he finds her so 

sexually attractive. Both men see Cecil’s sexuality as anathema to her role as mother and 

wife. Despite the fact that the characters in Philip seem convinced that a court would 

award Cecil to Molly, the at-fault paradigm for child custody nonetheless means that any 

aspect of Cecil that is not directly relevant to her role as a mother becomes a liability.  
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In the end, however, Cecil proves herself as willing to sacrifice herself for her 

child as any chaste angel in the house could be, having internalized the notion that her 

sensuality renders her a dangerously unfit mother. In the moment when Cecil and Carey 

almost consummate the attraction that has been mounting throughout the novel, Cecil 

realizes that she must leave Molly in order to save her daughter from a life like hers: “ ‘If 

I have her, she will be as bad as I am,’ she thought dully. She wished passionately that 

she were dead, so that Molly would be safe” (407). To the modern reader, it is not fully 

clear how seriously we should take Cecil’s concerns about her dissipation transferring to 

Molly, and that ambiguity is telling in its own way, considering Deland’s somewhat 

contradictory attitudes towards women’s liberation. But what is unambiguous is that here, 

Cecil’s attention is entirely focused on Molly’s well-being, while at this point in the 

novel, Philip’s concern for Molly seems more about keeping her away from her mother 

than keeping her with him. When Cecil finally makes her decision to go to Europe, 

leaving Molly with Philip, Carey questions Philip about why he is willing to let Cecil 

make such a sacrifice. Philip responds, “‘I’ve got to think of Molly! You know she ought 

not be with her mother! … Good God, do you suppose, if it were just myself, that I would 

let her do it?” (414). By this point, the reader can see that Philip’s concern that Cecil is an 

unfit mother is quite overblown. Cecil has a somewhat uneven temper, and can be 

dismissive or even at times callous to her child, but she is certainly not abusive or 

neglectful, and Deland draws a deliberate contrast to the Todd family to remind the 

reader that there are indeed children who are in obvious physical danger from their 

parents. Throughout the book, Cecil is deeply concerned for Molly’s well-being. 
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Immediately before Cecil departs for Europe, there is a deeply painful scene where she 

tries to defer saying good-bye to Molly as long as possible. Deland gives us no one-sided 

characters: the reader cannot possibly see Molly’s loss of her mother as a victory. 

Moreover, the close of the book shows us that Molly does not even live with her father 

full-time; she is off to stay with Cecil’s sister Alicia for the summer, and Philip “will 

come when he can”(436). The experiment of the full-time father has obviously failed, and 

Deland’s conclusion poses the question of whether divorce opens an opportunity for 

fathers to magnify their roles, or whether it simply confirms their inadequacy, at least 

within the established climate of family roles.  

“The Real Life of American Men”: The Custom of the Country 

If A Modern Instance points to the problem of what happens when men fail to 

divide their roles, bringing business into fatherhood, Deland conversely shows the 

problem of when a man entirely lacks that professional role, allowing their role as father 

to become their locus of masculine identity. As David Leverenz observes in his analysis 

of fatherhood across the  nineteenth-century novel, “fathers who try to raise their children 

by themselves, either by patriarchal discipline or more nurturing attentiveness, become 

dangerous or degenerate…[a] man who claims distinction through leisured fathering 

rather than work is bad news” (23). In her 1913 novel The Custom of the Country, Edith 

Wharton takes the situation of the single father to its darkest conclusion through the 

character of Ralph Marvell. Like Philip and his Wife, The Custom of the Country 

explores the problem of a man’s role in the home when he fails as an adequate financial 

provider; however, in this novel, Ralph Marvell’s lack of income acts as a primary source 
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of tension within his marriage. Despite his elevated class status, Ralph is unable to 

generate sufficient funds to provide his wife with the luxuries that she requests. 

Moreover, his lack of place in the fast-moving world of business renders him an archaic 

figure, separating him from the other men in Undine’s aggressively American social 

circle. As one character comments, “Where does the real life of most American men lie? 

In some woman’s drawing-room or in their offices?...The emotional centre of gravity’s 

not the same in the two hemispheres” (189). Lacking a professional niche, Ralph can 

exist only in this explicitly feminized atmosphere, which provides a natural opportunity 

for Ralph to step more fully into fatherhood, especially since Undine is a rather 

indifferent mother. But it is clear that while Ralph clearly values his role as a father, he is 

almost as ineffectual at fathering as he is at business. He is obviously disappointed by 

Undine’s lack of maternal diligence, but he does not do much to fill the void. When 

Undine forgets to bring Paul to Ralph’s family to celebrate his birthday, Ralph is furious 

with her, but does not do anything to alleviate Paul’s disappointment. Though he says he 

should “rush home and see the poor chap before dinner,” he instead collapses in a chair 

and requests a cup of tea (191). When he confronts Undine about it, he emphasizes first 

his family’s disappointment in Undine before mentioning the child (199).  

Ralph is forced to confront more explicitly the significance of his role as a father 

once Undine announces her plans to divorce him. His immediate reaction is to expunge 

all traces of Undine from his living space, and he collects all her photographs to put 

away. But when he tries to find a place to store them, every place he looks is already 

packed with “old discarded things” – significantly, the only “things” that Wharton 
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specifically identifies belong to their child: “Paul’s old toys, his sand-pails, shovels, and 

croquet-box. Every corner was packed with the vain impedimenta of living…He began to 

replace the pictures one by one” (297). As this moment makes clear, Ralph cannot sever 

his ties to Undine, because their child will always connect them, even as Undine threatens 

to take Paul away. Ralph’s lack of business acumen and general disdain for negotiations 

enabled Undine to request and be granted full custody in her divorce decree, a fact Ralph 

only absorbs later, to his horror: “But that meant that Paul was hers, hers only, hers for 

always: that his father had no more claim on him than any casual stranger in the street!” 

(377). The reader, however, is unsurprised by this turn of events, remembering a certain 

stranger in the street asserting his own claim on Paul. The position of father, which Ralph 

clings to so desperately in the absence of any other masculine identifiers, is one that can 

and will be transferred to other men, leaving Ralph suicidally bereft.  

Even before the divorce and Ralph’s death, other father figures for Paul had 

emerged. When Undine and Paul meet Elmer Moffatt on the street, Paul immediately 

recognizes Elmer as competition or an alternative to his father, observing “the ruddy 

sharp-eyed countenance that was so unlike his father’s face.” But once Elmer swings him 

atop his shoulders, Paul delights that “you’re higher than father!” (239). The chapter 

closes as Elmer “put a kiss on Paul’s lips before handing him over to his mother” (241). 

This presumptive act of intimacy suggests that the opportunistic Elmer has realized that 

the role of Paul’s father is no more stable than the role of Undine’s husband, and if he can 

step into one he may be able to claim the other. Indeed, Undine’s subsequent decision to 

marry Raymond de Chelles is at least nominally motivated by her desire to reclaim Paul. 
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As she reads a letter from Ralph’s family, she thinks “[i]t was dreadful that her little boy 

should be growing up far away from her… ‘If I could only meet some good man who 

would give me a home and be a father to him’ ” (353).  

Once Undine leaves, Paul becomes meaningful to Ralph for what he symbolizes, 

not for himself as an individual: “Certainly there had come to be other differences 

between his present and his former self than that embodied in the presence of his little 

boy in the next room. Paul, in fact, was now the chief link between Ralph and his past” 

(269). Paul is more of an abstraction than a flesh-and-blood child, and as such we see few 

day-to-day fatherly actions. Ralph confiscates the “peanut candies [and] chocolate 

creams” that Paul’s maternal grandmother gives him, but he is motivated not by paternal 

concern for his son’s diet, but by the fear that the “dietary rules of Washington Square be 

too visibly infringed,” indicating the clash between the  Spraggs and Marvells, and 

Ralph’s own lack of power in his domestic environment (276). As in Deland’s novel, 

even when Ralph is Paul’s primary guardian, he gives over much of his son’s care to 

others, in this case to the child’s grandmother and aunt. As a result, Mrs. Marvell and 

Laura “had already begun to treat Paul as if he were an orphan,” telling him not to think 

of or speak of his mother (299). The term here is significant: Paul is of course not an 

orphan, but temporarily motherless – yet Ralph’s presence is not enough to give him even 

one full parent. For Ralph, too, Paul is not enough to create a sense of purpose. Ralph 

“could not think about him actively and continuously, could not forever exercise his 

eager empty dissatisfied mind on the relatively simple problem of clothing, educating and 

amusing a little boy of six” (368). Here, Wharton hints at the kind of need for individual 
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purpose that Deland’s Cecil experiences, but in this case, the genders are swapped: in his 

feminized role, Ralph realizes what is still too taboo for women to acknowledge openly. 

In the end, Ralph does provide financially for his son in a way he never managed to while 

alive: the investment he made with Elmer Moffatt in a desperate bid to raise the funds to 

keep Paul results in a hundred thousand dollars, which goes to Paul in Ralph’s will (421). 

Paul’s voice dominates the final chapter, where we see perhaps the most poignant tragedy 

of the novel: Paul does not even remember Ralph; the father he mourns is Raymond, his 

“French father.” Significantly, when Paul sees the tapestries that Moffatt had purchased 

from Raymond’s home, Paul hopes that Raymond will be there too. He associates the 

furnishings of the most stable home he had known with the father who lived there, 

suggesting that in a post-divorce world, fatherhood is not intrinsic to the person, but 

rather is imbricated in domestic spaces – spaces which nonetheless seem to lack a niche 

for any kind of involved father.  

Divorce and the Father at Home 

  Narratives of divorce highlight a dearth in the cultural imagination of fathers who 

can perform practical functions in the domestic sphere. In his analysis of domestic scenes 

in catalogues, Stephen Frank notes the paucity of fathers interacting with their children 

one-on-one, “as if nineteenth-century illustrators were at an imaginative loss to depict 

fathers alone with their children but had no difficulty engaging husbands in family scenes 

animated by a mother’s presence” (41). This “imaginative loss” is also present in 

nineteenth-century fiction. Despite historical evidence that fathers were involved in the 

day-to-day lives of their children, such practical involvement is absent from divorce 
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novels, even though these fictional fathers desperately need to prove their capacity for 

childcare. Since stories of divorce lack beatific family scenes “animated by a mother’s 

presence,” these narratives further highlight the displacement of fathers. As David 

Leverenz observes, while white middle-class men benefited in countless ways from the 

rise of capitalism and its concomitant patriarchal rhetoric, “paternalisms’s social 

entitlements ultimately reflected a man’s institutional position in the workplace, not his 

fatherly control at home” (18). Novels throughout the century reveal the seeming 

impossibility of that “fatherly control at home.” Deland’s Philip, one of the most 

affectionate and engaged fathers in this study, nonetheless lacks concrete knowledge of 

how to care for his daughter. At one point in the novel, Philip shoos Molly’s nurse away 

in order to dress his daughter himself. But he cannot figure out the complicated buttons 

on her dress, leaving her dancing about in her petticoat, and leaving the reader wondering 

how he would manage if he gained the full custody of Molly that he seeks. In The 

Deserted Wife, Sophie calls Raymond’s desire to send the babies away “cruel and 

unnatural” (292), which causes Hagar to defend him, arguing that Raymond will love the 

children when they are older: “I never did see a man who cared much about very young 

children, as we do” (293). But Hagar’s argument proves false only a page later, when 

their friend Gusty visits and greatly enjoys playing with the children and calling himself 

“Uncle Gusty.” But even this avuncular affection is coded as feminine by the narrator: 

“what an old granny he [Gusty] did make of himself! feeling the baby’s fingers and toes, 

to see if they were warm enough, or cool enough, or something or other” (294). Even 

though Hagar claims that she desperately wants Raymond to love their children the way 
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she does, the privileging of motherhood and the social strictures of this novel leave no 

opening for an affectionate, domestically-oriented father who can remain coded as a 

strong masculine figure.   

 In the d’Hauteville case, since Ellen’s lawyers paint her as the pinnacle of 

domestic, maternal solicitude, we might then expect them to characterize Gonsalve as 

detached from the home, separated from this blissful scene. Instead, they do the opposite, 

impugning Gonsalve’s  masculinity by suggesting that he improperly immersed himself 

in Ellen’s world instead of busying himself with more masculine occupations: “[a]fter 

marriage, Mr. d’H’s conduct showed a concentration of selfishness: having no profession 

or business, engaging in no manly sports or occupations, he kept her [Ellen] always in his 

company” (282). Gonsalve is at this point not yet a father, but they clearly suggest that 

his over-investment in his wife and home marks him as an inadequate husband.  

Ultimately, Ellen’s lawyers successfully argue that only a mother’s care can sustain the 

fragile health of a child. The notion that only mothers could care for sick children is 

reinforced in medical literature, such as the 1894 manual The Care and Feeding of 

Children: A Catechism for the Use of Mothers and Children’s Nurses, in which, as Ralph 

LaRossa notes, “not a single reference was made to fathers anywhere in the book” (41). 

Divorce narratives highlight the fact present in these parenting manuals that in 

nineteenth-century ideologies of domesticity, fathers were largely erased.   

“Like All the Others”: What Maisie Knew  

 Though Henry James’s 1897 novel What Maisie Knew was published earlier than 

some of the texts I discuss, its imagining of reconstituted family structures marks a leap 
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forward in fictional renderings of divorce. James goes further than any other novelist of 

the period in using a narrative of divorce to explore the ramifications of parental 

sexuality, and in doing so, to imagine alternate domestic positions for men. James is not 

interested in analyzing the cause of marital demise, nor, certainly, in moralizing about the 

propriety of the divorce. Maisie finds itself in James’s peculiar space between realism 

and modernism, and its concept of divorce careens between a concrete social reality and 

an undefinable fracture in logic. Even in the form of the novel itself, James breaks with 

convention. What Maisie Knew’s narrative arc is not dictated by the pattern of courtship, 

marriage, unrest, divorce, as it is in Modern Instance and Philip, nor, as in Wharton, by a 

cycle of courtships, marriages, and divorces. Maisie instead begins in the aftermath of 

divorce, taking the schism as a foregone conclusion. Maisie’s famously limited 

perspective, bolstered only very occasionally by the typical Jamesian narrator, serves the 

purpose of rendering the realm of What Maisie Knew as a post-divorce world. While 

Howells, Deland, and Wharton all engage to some extent with the imaginative space of a 

child, wherein only in a child’s imagination can two affectionate parents co-exist, James 

takes the idea much further. By portraying the situation solely through Maisie’s eyes, 

rather than offering any direct insight into the viewpoints of the adults who have 

experienced the whole cycle of courtship, marriage, and divorce, James ensures that his 

narrative takes divorce as an absolute, not simply a possibility. James’s representation of 

Maisie’s inner life gives the impression that she has never known a pre-divorce family; 

her unfolding of consciousness appears to begin with her parents’ separation. As Paul B. 

Armstrong observes, Maisie’s world does not operate in a clean linear fashion, but rather 
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in “stops and starts…[that] frustrate any historical genesis of meaning” (10). The narrator 

tells us four pages into the novel that a child’s mind operates on “that lively sense of the 

immediate” whereby the past becomes “as indistinct as the future” (42). Maisie has as 

limited an understanding of what came before the novel’s start, when her parents were 

legally bonded and living under the same roof, as she does about what configuration of 

adults might next enter her life. Maisie’s purpose throughout the novel is, as Armstrong 

puts it, “to make the unreflected less obscure so that she can gain knowledge and freedom 

in a situation that threatens her with ambiguity and bondage” (10). What Maisie is trying 

to un-obscure, the situation that she is attempting to make sense of, is what Deland’s 

Philip had described as “the father and mother idea in the mind of a child.” James uses 

this narrative to emphasize that the notion of a unified father and mother is indeed just an 

idea, a chimerical fantasy that can exist in the mind of a child only until she is forced to 

“know” otherwise. Yet despite the realization that on both the individual and the social 

level, the nuclear family has lost its integrity, James nonetheless presents a potentially 

optimistic exploration of the fluidity of familial roles and the possibility of a reconstituted 

family structure. 

          Maisie may have initially begun as a more contextually grounded realist novel. In 

reading James’s notebooks, David Smit has concluded that when James first began 

writing Maisie, he envisioned a novel that engaged more extensively with the social and 

legal context of divorce and child custody in Britain. Indeed, someone close to James 

would certainly have been able to provide firsthand knowledge of the complexities of 

divorce proceedings. Fanny Kemble, abolitionist, author, and intimate friend of James, 
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had been a player in one of the most publicized American divorce trials of the mid-

nineteenth century. James drew inspiration from her life for several of his short stories 

and novellas, so it is quite possible that he looked to the same source to gain insight into 

the nuances of divorce proceedings.32 Ultimately, however, the final product of Maisie 

engaged little with legal complexities, instead focusing much more closely on Maisie’s 

psychological development and narrative voice. Smit suggests that critics’ interest in 

these aspects of the novel has had the effect of dehistoricizing Maisie’s story, which he 

fears “may cause many modern readers to think of Maisie as a rarefied creature outside of 

the bounds of her society” (13). But What Maisie Knew is very much a product of its 

society, both in terms of its engagement with divorce and custody, and in its interplay 

with divorce novels of other genres. While it is often difficult at points in the narrative to 

discern what the reader is seeing through Maisie’s eyes, James takes pains on the very 

                                                 
32 Although the 1848 divorce proceedings of the Butlers give the impression that their dispute stemmed 

from quotidian domestic concerns, magnified by an unusually controlling husband, the couple’s differences 

were much more deeply rooted.  Born in England, Kemble had been, prior to her marriage, a 

Shakespearean actress well-known across the United States, Europe, and England. More saliently, she was 

an outspoken abolitionist. Though she and Pierce Butler lived in Philadelphia during their marriage, her 

husband had inherited a Georgia plantation, which provided their primary means of income. After spending 

three months on the plantation, Kemble wrote, and later published, an account of her time there, Journal of 

a Residence on a Georgia Plantation in 1838-1839. Later accounts of Kemble’s life would characterize the 

divorce as a dissolution of the union between slaveholder and abolitionist. As her biographer Rebecca 

Jenkins notes, “The parable of the Civil War within a marriage divided over abolition is a neat one” (2). 

But in the courtroom, that tidy political divide vanishes.  In 120 pages of divorce proceedings, the Butlers’ 

ideological rift is brought up only twice, and only in ancillary documents.32 Instead, both sides engage in a 

personal narrative about Pierce’s right to paternal and husbandly control juxtaposed against Fanny’s desire 

for freedom and maternal authority. In the 1870s, well into her post-divorce life, Kemble became close 

friends with Henry James, and in her analysis of their relationship, Tamara Follini has shown that Kemble 

served as direct inspiration for some of James’s works: “[Kemble] is credited, in James’s notebooks, with 

the genesis of such tales as ‘The Solution,’ ‘The Patagonia,” and, most famous of all her contributions, the 

novella ‘Washington Square.’” (Follini 240). It seems likely that Kemble might have also shared some of 

the details of her unhappy marriage; it is possible that James remembered the detail of a father siding with a 

governess, to the mother’s jealousy and chagrin, when he later conceived of What Maisie Knew.  
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first page of the novel, before Maisie’s perspective is ever introduced, to outline the terms 

of the Faranges’ divorce settlement, details that his readers would have been accustomed 

to knowing in such cases, since divorce trial proceedings were such popular reading fare 

in both America and Britain. He opens by explaining that while the court initially 

awarded full custody to the father, Beale, his inability to reimburse Maisie’s mother for 

the child’s living expenses led to a new settlement, wherein Maisie’s time would be 

equally divided between the two parents. Maisie is thus “parented” by external forces 

from the first page of the book; because like Maisie, we have no understanding of the 

family’s life pre-divorce, we never see Beale or Ida acting as parents without the 

constraints and threat of the legal system around them. From the start of the novel, 

parenthood is predicated on conditions imposed externally. Like Smit, John Carlos Rowe 

believes that readers often overlook Maisie’s vulnerable status as a real child with 

tangible needs, observing “we hardly notice how the children in Henry James’s fiction 

are as orphaned, abandoned, and abused as the fictional children of Mark Twain….What 

child labor laws must be enacted to protect children such as Maisie and Morgan [in “The 

Pupil”], dispossessed and possessed by the fantastic adult world around them?” (23). 

James’s experimental representation of Maisie’s limited consciousness obscures the fact 

that throughout the novel, Maisie is pushing back against the social and legal realities that 

consistently leave her bereft of the family she only dimly believes herself to deserve. 

 The novel opens with Maisie’s fate being decided in a courtroom, and from that 

point onward, it is clear that Maisie is not a private child, but a public commodity. She 

rarely sees either parent alone; her interactions with them are always subject to public 
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scrutiny. When she stays with Beale, his friends treat her as a party favor, holding her on 

their laps and insisting that she light their cigarettes. Not only is Maisie disturbingly 

sexualized by these men, but she is also made into an object of general observation. As 

the men bounce her on their knees, they pinch her calves and “reproached them with 

being toothpicks,” she feels that she is “deficient in something that would meet the 

general desire” (40). Maisie understands that her role now is to satisfy not her parents, 

but “the general desire,” since the individuals in her life change almost weekly. James 

makes clear that as with any couple in a high-profile divorce case, Beale and Ida’s 

behavior draws constant scrutiny from the public, and Maisie feels that public gaze 

keenly. Although Maisie singles out her father’s carriage for its privacy, “still more 

private, somehow, than mamma’s,” the flirtations of Beale and Overmore that occur 

within, and their tussling over Maisie, are nonetheless observed:  Maisie catches the 

“surprised perception in the white stare of an old lady who passed in a victoria” (53). As 

Michelle Phillips has shown, Maisie lacks a home that is “presumptively separate and 

safe from exterior circumstance and public intrusion,” and as a result, “Maisie’s 

interiority models itself on spaces of domestic secrecy” (101, 100).  

 By seeking a divorce, Beale and Ida have relinquished the right to autonomously 

determine Maisie’s future, transferring that responsibility to the public legal system; as a 

result, Maisie finds herself thrust out of the domestic realm and into the public eye. It is 

this condition that leads Maisie to develop the crucial tool for her flowering of 

consciousness, “the idea of an inner self, or, in other words, of concealment” (43). In 

James’s frequent writings about the infringement of the public onto the private, Maeve 
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Pearson finds an anxiety about gender: in her analysis of “The American Scene,” Pearson 

writes:  “James’s analysis of the collapse of the public/private boundary is on what he 

perceives to be the confused roles of modern men and women, through which both 

genders have become public, separated only by their respective, and divergent, arenas of 

business and society. Yet, this is not a case of his subscribing to a reactionary notion that 

women belong in the home. Rather, his complaint is that men, in their pursuit of material 

gain, have completely left the social field to women, to the detriment of society as a 

whole (259)” (Pearson 104). What Maisie Knew certainly reflects an anxiety about the 

potential for men to leave familial decisions to women, and to ultimately leave those 

families, reflected in Maisie’s anguished plea to her mother’s latest paramour that he 

please not stay “only for just a little…Like all the others” (133). 

As Hawthorne imagines for Pearl, James offers a multiplicity of fathers for 

Maisie. When Maisie first sees a photograph of Sir Claude, she is caught between 

appreciation and confusion: “Maisie lost herself in admiration of the fair smooth face, the 

regular features, the kind eyes, the amiable air, the general glossiness and smartness of 

her prospective stepfather – only vaguely puzzled to suppose herself now with two 

fathers at once” (64). As the novel progresses, however, “two fathers at once” begins to 

seem a childishly simple vision. While Ida engages in dalliances beyond Sir Claude, 

Maisie and Mrs. Wix hear seemingly endless tales of different men, all of whom have the 

potential to appear in Maisie’s life at some point and stake their claim as father. When 

Maisie meets the “Captain” in the park, she tells him of the other possibilities he might 
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have been, “ ‘At first, you know, I thought you were Lord Eric…and then Sir Claude 

thought you were the Count’” (128).  

But whereas Pearl’s presumptive paternal figures acted to make up for the lack of 

a single biological father, Maisie’s replacement fathers exist alongside her own. Beale 

initially appears to be a frightening figure, dominating Maisie’s consciousness. When he 

“shows his teeth” and throws Ida’s letters across the room with “violence,” he seems as 

physically threatening as Southworth’s men (39, 41). By using a child protagonist, 

through whose eyes adults seem much more threatening, James gestures toward the 

sentimental construction of violent man and vulnerable woman. But even Maisie’s 

response is not swooning fear, but merely “a scared anticipation of fatigue, a guilty sense 

of not rising to the occasion,” showing the impotence of that particular archetype and 

foreshadowing the retreat that Beale will make in Maisie’s life, quickly being 

overshadowed by more interesting paternal possibilities (41). The reader sees quickly 

enough that Beale possesses no power whatsoever in this particular narrative, since he is 

incapable of even feigning affection for Maisie long enough to carry out plans, as Ida 

does. Ida selectively and strategically expresses affection for Maisie, but Beale seems 

unable to forge any kind of affective connection with his daughter, even though he seems 

to feel the void. He holds her on his knee “with a vague affectionate helpless pointless 

‘Dear old girl, dear little daughter’” (148). “There was something in him that seemed, and 

quite touchingly, to ask her to help him pretend – pretend he knew enough about her life 

and her education, her means of subsistence and her view of himself, to give the 

questions he couldn’t put her a natural domestic tone. She would have pretended with 
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ecstasy if he could only have given her the cue” (149). Beale then invites her to come to 

America with him, but when she accepts, he refuses to believe her. The scene poignantly 

encapsulates the utter failure of fatherhood, in both practical and affective forms. Not 

only is Beale unwilling to take on the responsibility of Maisie’s day-to-day care, but he 

cannot sustain even a momentary emotional connection with his daughter.  

Through the characters of Sir Claude and Ida, James takes the imagining of cold 

mothers and displaced fathers to the extreme. Ida utterly lacks maternal sentiment; Sir 

Claude has paternal affection in abundance, but his status prevents him from bestowing it 

completely on Maisie. Sir Claude openly embraces the domestic role that in other novels 

has threatened the characters’ masculinity, claiming “ ‘I’m an old grandmother…I like 

babies – I always did. If we go to smash I shall look for a place as a responsible nurse’” 

(74). Unlike so many of the nineteenth century’s fictional fathers, Sir Claude possesses 

practical knowledge of how to take care of his adopted daughter, such as how to dress 

her: “ ‘I’ll turn her out myself’” (75). Considering that by the end of the novel, Sir Claude 

has become an erotic object of desire, embracing his domestic side clearly has no 

negative impact on his masculinity. But this too presents a discomfiting situation, for 

what kind of proper father figure can Sir Claude be when Maisie’s mother, stepmother, 

governess, and even Maisie herself are “in love” with him? This is not a familial love, but 

a sexually charged one – that is at least to some extent reciprocated. Sir Claude tells 

Maisie at one point, “ ‘I should be in fear if you were older,’” indicating that it is only 

Maisie’s young age, not her position as his stepdaughter, that keeps him from desiring her 

– and also that he is already considering the possibility. Only a few sentences later, 
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James’s narrator reminds us that Sir Claude is but a “young man,” reinforcing the fluidity 

of the relationship between himself and Maisie (106).  

Sir Claude describes himself as “ ‘a family-man; upon my honour I am!’; when 

Overmore (now Mrs. Beale) questions why he did not then marry a “family-woman,” Sir 

Claude responds “ ‘there are no family-women – hanged if there are! None of them want 

any children – hanged if they do!’” (72-73). James plays with the familiar term “family-

man” by slyly pointing out that there is no such term as a “family-woman.” But while 

most would attribute that term’s absence to the entrenched assumption that women are 

naturally inclined to have a family, Sir Claude instead claims that no such figure exists. 

He does so in order to protect his own status: within the paradigm of divorce, this 

negation is necessary. For a man to receive custody of a child and be a “family-man” 

requires the breakdown of motherhood. In a world where divorce is a constant possibility 

and threat, no family-man and family-woman may exist simultaneously. The last quarter 

of the novel reinforces the impossibility of that stable coupling of parents: once the 

novel’s most well-established couples, Ida and Sir Claude, and Beale and Overmore, 

begin to break down, the novel becomes a puzzle whereby the goal is to grant Maisie two 

parents. But which two? Both Maisie and the adults around her seem to ruminate 

endlessly over different configurations: Ida and the Captain, Sir Claude and Miss 

Overmore, Sir Claude and Mrs. Wix.  

Sir Claude, however, presents a still more unconventional possibility: the notion 

of a singular male parent who can fulfill both roles. Rowe argues that Sir Claude, who 

married Ida with the intent of producing an heir, ultimately recognizes Maisie as his child 
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and heir: “Sir Claude has figuratively ‘produced life’ not as a male and aristocrat intent 

on a male heir to carry his name and perpetuate his fortune; he has created more in the 

manner of the parent who finds in his or her child the potential for independent agency, 

especially as these qualities can be distinguished from the failings of the parents” (131). 

In this reading, then, “fathering” becomes something explicitly disengaged from 

sexuality, whereby Sir Claude, having independently “produced life” becomes Maisie’s 

only true parent. In sharp contrast to the fathers who fail to fulfill their role as part of the 

“father and mother idea,” Sir Claude seems to have the ability to adapt both roles, 

becoming a generative being, simultaneously father and mother.  

Yet this seemingly optimistic possibility ultimately proves spurious, like all the 

other potential configurations whereby Maisie may receive the benefits of two parents. In 

the novel’s famous ending, Sir Claude rejects Maisie, who is then forced to forsake all 

her parents, both biological and assumed, and stay with Mrs. Wix. While many critics 

read Maisie’s decision as the flowering of her adult consciousness, a wresting of agency 

from those who would take it from her, Smit sees it as an act of resignation by a young 

girl who is “confronted with only bad choices, socially and legally. Maisie’s freedom 

seems to be the freedom of an abandoned child” (5-6). James’s novel may go further than 

any other in optimistically exploring the potential for alternate forms of family that open 

up in the wake of divorce, but Maisie’s position at the end of the novel, forced to 

“choose” as a parent the only caretaking adult with a socially defined nonparental role, as 

well as the only adult who has avoided romantic entanglements (though not necessarily 

by choice) suggests that those configurations can only ever be temporary possibilities, 
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never true choices. Maisie’s “choice” may simply reflect the utter failure of both “the 

family-man” and the “family-woman” in the wake of divorce.   
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Chapter Four 

Failures of Sympathy: Fatherhood and Race 

 

On January 24, 1863, three weeks after Abraham Lincoln signed the 

Emancipation Proclamation, Harper’s Weekly published an image by popular illustrator 

Thomas Nast entitled “The Emancipation of the Negroes: Past and Future.” The central 

image is a domestic scene, showing an African American family enjoying a peaceful 

moment at home. The focal point of the illustration is the father, who commands the 

attention not only of the viewer, but of his family. The baby he bounces on his knee looks 

up joyfully at him, clapping her hands; the small boy hanging over the back of his 

armchair fixes his attention on his father, waiting his turn for play; a little girl snuggles 

contentedly at his side; the mother and grandmother, at work cooking and sewing, fondly 

observe their patriarch surrounded by his children. Nast clearly sees this attentive, tender 

man as the future of black America. A handsomely-dressed man in a well-appointed 

home, with an overcoat slung over his chair as though he has recently returned from 

work, this father seems a crucial part not only of the domestic sphere, but also of the 

economic machinery that enables the public infrastructure of education and business that 

we see in the other vignettes of the illustration.  

Nast’s vision of postwar black masculinity positions the African American father 

as a simultaneously tender and powerful figure, inviting comparison to Lincoln, whose 

portrait hangs in the living room overseeing this idyllic scene. But the other scenes of this 

illustration remind us that at this particular moment, black men could not occupy 

positions of power or domestic security. Nast’s pre-Emancipation images show black 
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men who are impotent and victimized. The clothing of the happy wife cooking dinner in 

the central portrait indicates that she is that same slave woman prostrating herself before 

the slave auctioneer. Her husband stands half-nude, helpless and beseeching on the 

auction block, far from the confident patriarch shown in the center. Immediately below, a 

woman who may also be that same wife—her hair is styled similarly—is stripped and 

flogged, while a black man is forced to his knees a few feet away, unable to fight his own 

subjugation or that of his fellow female slave. The caption to Nast’s illustration refers 

only to “past” and “future,” but not “present,” reflecting the ambiguous position of black 

men immediately post-Emancipation. Nast’s portrait holds several possibilities for 

“future” black masculinity in suspension, triumphing the power of black fatherhood while 

still evoking the emasculation and disempowerment of black men.  

Four decades after emancipation, the American public was hardly more 

comfortable with black masculinity and fatherhood. In 1901, Charles Chesnutt, one of the 

most prominent African American authors at the turn of the century, published The 

Marrow of Tradition, a novel highlighting the continued instability of black masculinity 

and fatherhood. Chesnutt writes at a moment when Thomas Dixon and other white 

supremacist authors were invoking sentimentalized, Stoweian versions of the white 

American family in order to demonize black men, and specifically black fatherhood, as 

the most terrifying threat to America’s unity and stability. In The Marrow of Tradition, 

Chesnutt reinvigorates Stowe’s brand of domestic sympathy in order to highlight the 

continued vulnerability of black fathers and black families as a whole. This chapter 

argues that Chesnutt’s fiction directly responds to Dixon’s brand of sentimentalized 
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racism by drawing on both mid-century and contemporary traditions of racialized 

discourse, re-imagining Stowe’s sentimental families while situating itself within the 

context of American literary realism. Chesnutt’s explorations of black American 

fatherhood allow him to engage with elements of sentimentality and sensationalism, 

hallmarks of both mid-century race writing and late-century racial propagandists, while 

keeping his fiction situated in the relation of day-to-day domesticity to the dynamics of 

historical change that marked it as realist. 

 In consciously offering his readers an understanding of a particular African 

American experience, Chesnutt aligns himself both with his contemporary realist 

colleagues, who actively sought to represent aspects of everyday American life 

unfamiliar to their readers, and with earlier authors of slave narratives, who also sought to 

give abolitionist audiences a window into their experiences. Although often fictionalized 

and heavily edited, slave narratives found their value in their sense of authenticity; as 

Harriet Jacobs famously assures the readers of her autobiography, “this narrative is no 

fiction.” Buckner and Caster observe that “slave narratives laid the basis for stories of 

self to serve as the dominant mode of African American literary production, but they 

were from the beginning a suturing of fact and fiction for specific rhetorical effect” (6). 

Chesnutt’s fiction never claims to be anything but, yet his appeal for white readers to 

understand aspects of African American life, as well as his use of recognizable, 

contemporary historical events, imbue his fiction with a concrete sense of lived 

experience that merges contemporary realist discourse with that of mid-century slave 

narratives.  
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Writing fiction that straddled genres, incorporating traditions from sentimental 

fiction and earlier forms of racialized writing even as he deliberately engaged with 

contemporary discourse around realism, Chesnutt challenges the way that writers like 

William Dean Howells incorporated racial themes and plots into the realist genre. In a 

moment when Howells, James, Wharton, and other realist authors were deliberately 

framing realism as not only an aesthetic movement but an instigator of social change, 

Chesnutt recognizes realism’s potential for reframing perceptions of everyday African 

American life. However, he also understands the power of sentiment in swaying white 

America’s views of race relations—in ways good and bad. The literary infrastructure in 

which Chesnutt was working to establish himself was one where he shared a publisher 

with the popular and well-respected author Thomas Dixon, purveyor of racist 

propaganda.33  

Sympathetic Warfare: Chesnutt, Dixon, and Stowe 

In the possibly apocryphal words of Abraham Lincoln, Harriet Beecher Stowe 

“started that great war” with the publication of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. In Thomas Dixon’s 

novel The Leopard’s Spots, one character says of Stowe, “The single act of that woman’s 

will caused a war, killed a million men, desolated and ruined the South and changed the 

history of the world” (262). Dixon wrote his Reconstruction trilogy, The Leopard’s Spots 

(1902), The Clansman (1905), and The Traitor (1907), in as an explicit attempt to rectify 

what he perceived as the longstanding damage Uncle Tom’s Cabin had wrought on the 

                                                 
33 Walter Hines Page published both Dixon and Chesnutt’s work; Page was also editor of The Atlantic from 

1896-99, which positioned him as an influential arbiter of American literariness.  
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American South. A South Carolina newspaper reviewing The Leopard’s Spots 

characterized abolitionist representations of slavery as themselves “warfare,” and praised 

Dixon for firing back: “since the southern people were most grievously wronged and 

misrepresented by the weapon of fiction, it is doubly refreshing to them when some of the 

grievous wrongs are corrected by the same implement of warfare” (“The Leopard’s 

Spots: An Appreciative Criticism,” 8). The “weapon” that Dixon deployed in response 

was not only fiction, but a particular type of fiction: sentimental narratives that 

romanticized the American family.  

As Gillian Brown writes, “Ever since George Sand noted in her 1852 review that 

‘this book is essentially domestic and of the family,’ readers of Uncle Tom’s 

Cabin…have continually noticed the novel’s politicization of domesticity” (17). In 

placing cruelty towards African Americans in a sentimental, domestic context, Uncle 

Tom’s Cabin reframed the terms of the slavery debate, and even forty years later, both 

Dixon and Chesnutt recognized that responding to Stowe required engaging with her 

terms. For Chesnutt, too, hoped that his work could serve as a response to Stowe’s, but as 

an expansion rather than a corrective. In the course of writing The Marrow of Tradition, 

Chesnutt wrote to his publishers that he hoped to position the novel as a successor to 

Uncle Tom’s Cabin.34  

That both Chesnutt and Dixon framed their fiction in relation to Stowe raises 

provocative questions about their use of sympathy and sentimentality. Stowe’s famous 

                                                 
34 Writing to Houghton Mifflin in 1901, Chesnutt stated, “If ‘The Marrow of Tradition’ can become lodged 

in the popular mind as the legitimate successor of ‘Uncle Tom's Cabin’ and the ‘Fool's Errand’ as depicting 

an epoch in our national history, it will make the fortune of the book and incidentally of the author, which 

would be very gratifying.” Qtd in Andrews 126. 
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injunction that her readers must fight injustice through “feeling right” has long suggested 

the power of sentiment to effect change in American racial attitudes. But both Dixon and 

Chesnutt complicate the idea of sympathy as an effective weapon against racism. Dixon 

employs a Stoweian mode of sentimentality in order to suggest that readers were 

“feeling” for the wrong people; as Lawrence Oliver concisely sums up: “If, as has been 

argued, Stowe used sentimentalism to ‘dismantle the master’s house’ of racism and 

patriarchy, Dixon was equally successful in using the tool of sentimental fiction to help 

rebuild it” (138). Chesnutt exposes that sympathy has its limitations for precisely that 

reason: “feeling right” is undeniably powerful, but cannot function progressively if the 

primary model for sympathy is the reification of the romanticized white family. Even 

when such sympathy is used for the “right” reasons – to drum up compassion for black 

individuals instead of to demonize them – white readers are nonetheless still encouraged 

to identify with the sentimental white family, and then transfer the resulting sympathy 

onto black families, as though black characters may be superimposed onto a system 

whose very infrastructure does not support them. If only some kinds of families – 

specifically, white and maternally focused – cause readers to respond sympathetically, 

Chesnutt suggests, then sympathy is inadequate as the sole instigator of racial progress. 

Chesnutt therefore experiments with the use of sentimental conventions and situations 

within a realist framework, where readers are encouraged to confront the nature of their 

sympathies. 

 In his first novel, The House Behind the Cedars, Chesnutt expands the reach of 

sympathy in the tragic mulatto plot away from the individual woman and onto the larger 
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family, exploring the ways in which the glorification of white patriarchal power harms 

both black men and women. He further focuses on the role of sympathy in establishing 

and destroying black families in The Marrow of Tradition, where Chesnutt brings 

sentimentalized families into the framework of realism in order to show that the 

“warfare” of fiction is no exaggeration: these romanticized Dixonesque images of white 

families result in the death of black families.  

Whereas Stowe addressed her appeals for sympathy to the women of America, 

designating slavery as, in the words of Gillian Brown, a “domestic issue for American 

women to adjudicate and manage,” Dixon aims his argument at men (16). A Georgia 

newspaper profile of Dixon, in discussing his success as a Southern Baptist minister, 

observed, “A feature of Mr. Dixon’s great congregations is the fact that over three-

fourths of his hearers are men, while no other New York audience has, it is said, an 

average of over one-third men.”35 The article closes by describing how Dixon “spends 

every day he can at his lovely country home, The Honeysuckles…driving, gardening, 

boating, fishing, and hunting, in company with his charming wife and children.” By 

emphasizing Dixon’s strong influence over American men as well as his status as an ideal 

husband and father, this profile positions Dixon as a paternal figure poised to reclaim 

white American masculinity. Dixon would have been glad to accept that role; as W. 

Fitzhugh Brundage shows, Dixon was eager to inject masculinity into the church: 

“Perhaps as much as any Social Gospeler of his era, Dixon strove to reinvigorate 

                                                 
35 “The Enquirer-Sun Will Publish "the Leopard's Spots," Rev. Thos. Dixon Jr.'s Reconstruction Novel”. 

Columbus Daily Enquirer, published as The Columbus Enquirer-Sun; Columbus, Georgia 01-22-1902; 

Volume: XLII; Issue: 17; Page: 3. 
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Christianity by restoring its purported patriarchal identity…For too long, Dixon 

complained, the church had been equated with the moral realm of the feminine private 

household. Protestantism, he insisted, needed to be reinfused with virility” (27). For both 

Chesnutt and Dixon, these ideologically opposed authors, fatherhood provided a site of 

intersection between ideas of biologically constructed race and culturally constructed 

notions of masculinity. In their fiction, fatherhood functions as a concrete biological 

process with direct implications for bloodlines and racial identity, as well as a more 

abstract ideological imperative. Both Chesnutt and Dixon place significant pressure on 

fatherhood as a site for navigating and defining racial identity in turn-of-the-century 

America. Whereas Dixon and his ilk used the biological aspect of fatherhood to portray it 

as a means of maintaining racial purity and thus preserving the sentimentalized white 

American family both literally and symbolically, Chesnutt exposes the speciousness of 

that absolute whiteness and the limitations of this brand of sentiment.  

In writing fiction aimed at cautious white Northerners, abolitionists had sought to 

present black men as nonthreatening in attempts to contradict pernicious stereotypes of 

oversexualized black beasts. “Nonthreatening,” therefore, required abolitionist portrayals 

of black men to be as asexual as possible. Fatherhood, with its inherent suggestion of 

sexuality and reproduction, was a dangerous position for a black man to occupy. The 

most famous representation of mid-century black masculinity must of course be Harriet 

Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom. No coincidence that he is “Uncle.” A fatherly figure but 

emphatically not a father, Tom’s appeal to white audiences lies in his loyalty, his 

gentleness, his non-aggressive nature, and most importantly, his complete lack of sexual 
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threat.36 Riché Richardson calls the Uncle Tom minstrel character that emerged after the 

novel’s publication “an innocuous and neutered model of black masculine sexuality” (3). 

Yet within the context of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Tom’s asexuality paradoxically enabled 

white audiences to perceive him as a strong, masculine figure, worthy of sympathy.  

Fatherhood and the Tragic Mulatta  

Throughout the nineteenth century, the parameters of black fatherhood were 

dictated not only by ideology and convention, but by law. The legacy of statutes dictating 

that slave children must follow “the condition of the mother” effectively erased the idea 

of black fathers, since of course the “condition of the mother” was assumed to be black. 

A slave child either possessed two slave parents, in which case the black father’s identity 

was legally irrelevant, or a slave mother and white father, in which case the white father’s 

identity was protected. The rule shored up a system of white patriarchy wherein wealthy 

white men had ready access to black women’s bodies. Moreover, the “one-drop rule,” 

which labeled any amount of African American ancestry as equivalent to full racial 

identity rendered black men a menacing threat not only to the physical bodies of white 

women, but also to the racial identity of their potential children. Conversely, the law 

protected white men who fathered mixed-race children from claiming or identifying with 

them. This system spurred the emergence of the “tragic mulatto” narrative, one of the 

most popular types of race narrative in the mid-to-late-nineteenth century. Much of the 

                                                 
36 Scholars like Cynthia Griffin Wolf and Beatrice Anderson have shown convincingly that in navigating 

the demands of her various audiences, Stowe was attempting to redefine the nature of masculinity and 

present Tom as a strong, powerful male figure. I do not dispute their readings, but maintain that Tom’s lack 

of offspring—which would be unusual for a slave of his age—indicates his lack of sexuality, and hence is 

the enabling feature for him to be representative of black male slaves.   
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nineteenth-century fiction that engages with questions of paternity does so through 

racialized discourse: the tragic mulatto trope is the most visible example of the type of 

plots and resolutions that discussion about paternity produced.   

Abolitionist author Lydia Maria Child is often credited with creating the 

sentimental trope of the “tragic mulatta,” a light-skinned mixed-race character (most 

frequently a woman) who enjoys a privileged upbringing until an event (often the death 

of her white father/patron) reveals her racial background, leaving her vulnerable to sexual 

exploitation and generally resulting in her death. An early short story of Child’s, “The 

Quadroons,” published in 1842, encapsulates many of the tropes that later authors would 

expand upon. A wealthy young man falls in love with a beautiful free mixed-race woman 

and pledges his fidelity to her in a “marriage sanctioned by Heaven, though unrecognized 

on earth.” Over the next ten years, Edward and Rosalie raise a daughter together, the 

equally beautiful Xarifia, who in their idyllic rural cottage “learned no lessons of humility 

or shame, within her own happy home; for she grew up in the warm atmosphere of 

father's and mother's love.” But Edward eventually tires of this illicit marriage that can 

only exist in the cottage and marries a white society woman. Rosalie dies from grief 

shortly afterward, and Edward, remorseful, commits himself to Xarifia as “the central 

point of all his warmest affections.” Although he cannot live with his daughter, he visits 

weekly and employs tutors to educate her. But he fails to establish legal protections for 

her, and when he dies unexpectedly, fifteen-year-old Xarifia is seized and auctioned as a 

slave. Forced by her master to serve him sexually, she becomes a “raving maniac” and 

kills herself by breaking her head against a wall. The dramatic plunge from a picturesque 
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life of virtue to a degraded existence as a slave would become a hallmark of tragic 

mulatta tales, but Child’s archetypical tale places special emphasis on the father’s role in 

his daughter’s downfall.  

Eve Raimon identifies the failure of a father to provide for the offspring of an 

illegal, interracial union as one of the “classic elements” of the narrative (42). Anna 

Shannon Elfenbein describes the tragic mulatta as follows: “She is young. She is 

beautiful. She is raised as a lady in the household of her father, who, notwithstanding his 

sexual vagaries, is descended from the best blood in the South. Her fortune is often 

irredeemably reversed upon the death of her father” (600). Fathers, clearly, are at the 

heart of the tragic mulatta plotline. But financial neglect is not the only way, or the most 

egregious way, fathers in these narratives fail in their paternal duties. Like Stowe and 

other abolitionists, Child used the strength of the sentimental, idealized family as an 

argument against slavery, here juxtaposing the affectionate, domestic father against the 

sexually depraved slave master. But Child’s story ultimately suggests little difference 

between the two characters. Even this sympathetic author is unable to envision a mixed-

race father-daughter relationship in terms that do not replicate the master-slave paradigm. 

In his attempts to woo Xarifia, her master buys lavish gifts, and finally purchases the 

cottage in order to restore her belongings to her, filling her room with “her own books, 

pictures, and flowers,” exactly replicating the actions of her father in order to gain her 

sexual favors. Just as Edward built and furnished the cottage for his paramour, so does 

Xarifia’s master reconstitute that same cottage within the walls of her slave quarters. In 
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directly implicating the father in his daughter’s degradation, Child suggests the 

impossibility of a white man’s acting as an adequate father for a mixed-race child.  

Other authors take this idea even further, using the tragic mulatto plotline to 

highlight the way in which interracial “affairs,” consensual and not, enabled white men to 

disengage from their biological offspring and transgress the boundaries of incest. In 

Richard Hildreth’s 1836 novel The White Slave; or, Memoirs of Archy Moore, Archy is 

the fair-skinned son of a slave and a Virginia plantation-owner; the latter is well-known 

for “the tenderness of his heart, his ready active benevolence, and his sympathy with 

misfortune” (5). Archy questions, “Had I been allowed to choose my own paternity, 

could I possibly have selected a more desirable father?” (5). But Colonel Moore proves 

no paragon of paternal virtue. Archy weds a slave from a neighboring plantation, Cassy, 

in a union that highlights the transgressing of familial boundaries wrought by paternal 

profligacy. Cassy is another child of Colonel Moore, and while she knows her father’s 

identity, she is unaware of Archy’s paternal heritage. When Cassy finds herself alone 

with Colonel Moore, he attempts to force himself on her, and only the unexpected return 

of Moore’s wife prevents Cassy’s degradation. What haunts Cassy, however, is not the 

assault itself, but the threat of incest: on recounting the tale to Archy, “she shuddered—

her breathing became short and quick—she clung to me, as if some visible image of 

horror were present before her; —and, bringing her lips close to my ear, she exclaimed in 

a trembling and scarcely audible whisper—‘Oh Archy!—and he my father!’” (54). The 

specter of paternal aggression renders Cassy barely comprehensible; yet the reader knows 

that she might well recoil from the arms that hold her, exclaiming “He my brother!” 
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Cassy is here doubly violated, by her father, and by a system that disregards slaves’ 

paternal connections to the extent that brother and sister may be easily transmuted into 

husband and wife. In his revision of the tragic mulatta narrative, The House Behind the 

Cedars (1900), Chesnutt highlights this fluidity of the black family as one of the primary 

ramifications of the legacy of slavery and white exploitation. 

“The Land of His Fathers”: The House Behind the Cedars 

Although the tragic mulatta narrative is not always successful in challenging 

racist ideology, its sentimental power depending as it does on the conviction that an 

“almost-white” character’s trials are inherently more tragic than those of a “darker” 

individual, the trope nonetheless explicitly confronts the abuse of white patriarchal 

power. As Raimon argues, “we can at once acknowledge the limitations of the tradition 

without minimizing its success at depicting the brutal sexual subjugation of the 

defenseless slave/daughter by the slave-holding master/father” (10). In Cedars, however, 

Chesnutt moves beyond the mere fact of the subjugation in order to explore the cyclical 

legacy of paternal exploitation, how a mixed-race son may take on the corrupting power 

of his white father, that he suggests is its inevitable aftermath.  

Though The Marrow of Tradition is usually seen as Chesnutt’s first foray into 

full-blown realism, Matthew Wilson argues that despite its more conventional tragic 

mulatta plotline, The House Behind the Cedars, Chesnutt’s first novel, represents his 

decision to move towards realism: “Deciding to write a novel, Chesnutt was explicitly 

claiming the right to write in a major form in what he considered a realistic mode. 

Despite the fact that the tragic mulatta genre was inherently melodramatic, he believed 
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that he was writing realism, that he was presenting an aspect of African American life 

that had never before been sympathetically rendered in fiction” (60-61). Set in early 

Reconstruction, The House Behind the Cedars opens as a long-absent brother returns to 

visit his mother and sister. Notably missing from this family triangle is the father, the 

white sire of Rena and John Walden. Chesnutt’s version of the tragic mulatta narrative 

does not highlight the power of this white master/father; instead, it simply erases him. No 

plot twists hinge on the father’s identity or actions; Chesnutt does not pretend that an 

interracial affair was anything more than commonplace. Since there are “few secrets in 

Patesville,” the whole town knows that a white gentleman had taken Molly Walden as a 

long-standing mistress, but had died before making legal provisions for his children. 

Rather than focusing on the illicit affair, the action of the narrative revolves around John 

Walden’s decision to move away and live his life passing as a white man, and his 

subsequent return to Patesville to invite his sister to live with him under the same 

conditions. By refusing to make the plot center on anything concerning the father, 

Chesnutt strips the mystique of the white father’s role in the tragic mulatta narrative, 

focusing instead on the ramifications to the family created and then abandoned by its 

patriarch.  

Chesnutt also resists focusing his readers’ attention on the “mulatta” as a unique 

character. An early, curtailed version of the novel was entitled “Rena Walden,” 

suggesting a more conventional focus on Rena herself as a tragic figure. Rena’s plot arc 

does follow the tragic mulatta pattern: after a brief stint in finishing school, Rena moves 

to her brother’s home, having renamed herself, romantically, “Rowena Warwick.” She 
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becomes engaged to his school friend, George, but when she returns briefly to Patesville 

to nurse her mother through an illness, George discovers her parentage and forsakes her. 

Rena, heartbroken, reclaims her black status and accepts a position teaching at a colored 

school. Relentlessly pursued by a boorish mulatto man, as well as tortured by George’s 

suggestions that she become his mistress, Rena flees into the swamps and dies of brain 

fever. Despite Rena’s melodramatic plotline, The House Behind the Cedars commits to 

telling not only Rena’s story, but that of her brother, mother, and several other characters. 

Chesnutt’s choice of title for the final version reflects his decision to use the tragic 

mulatta narrative as a framework for a more complex story about a family and its 

relationship to its larger community. Chesnutt reframes the nature of his readers’ 

sympathy: instead of creating an outpouring of emotion for a single individual, which can 

result in no meaningful change, since Rena’s death cannot be reversed, Chesnutt focuses 

his readers’ emotional responses towards recognizing the injustice of the larger system. 

John Walden, who had appeared in only a single sentence of the earlier “Rena Walden,” 

becomes in the 1900 novel a key character. Rather than treating the tragic mulatta as a 

singular phenomenon, a character suffering from the isolated misfortune of being not-

quite-white, Chesnutt instead highlights the multiple tragedies that arise out of a social 

structure where a mixed-race man feels he must erase his maternal heritage and reinvent 

himself in the mold of his chimerical white father in order to succeed.  

John Walden approaches the “problem” of his skin color through the lens of the 

law, consulting the town judge to determine the legality of his passing as white. As John 

sees it, his task is to embody his father and erase his mother, whom he perceives as a 
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liability. Judge Straight concurs, reflecting, “It is a pity…that men cannot select their 

mothers” (297). No mention is made in this moment of John’s father, let alone his 

“selection” of lover: his whiteness renders him both ideal and invisible. But while the 

judge and John view Molly Walden as an immutable force of legal blackness that 

threatens her son’s social mobility, Chesnutt hints otherwise. Late in the novel, when we 

learn Molly Walden’s history, Chesnutt describes young Molly as possessing a 

complexion of an “old ivory tint,” which, we are informed, “at the period of this story, 

time had darkened measurably” (370). In narratives of passing, the first clue to readers 

that their “white” protagonist is hiding a secret is generally a description of her 

complexion, which is often characterized by various shades of ivory, a color that 

simultaneously connotes purity, whiteness, and not-quite-whiteness.37 Chesnutt’s choice 

to describe Molly’s skin tone thusly seems to suggest that at one time, Molly had the 

option of racial passing that now tantalizes John. We learn that Molly’s father had 

doomed his family to “dire poverty” through bad financial decisions intended to 

ingratiate himself to his white neighbor; then, Molly was taken up and subsequently 

abandoned by her white paramour. The “ivory” Molly becomes irrevocably black only 

after her male supporters have forsaken her and left her solely responsible for her two 

                                                 
37 A few examples: Molly K. Robey characterizes Poe’s tale “Ligeia” as a tragic mulatta narrative, 

observing that the narrator describes Ligeia “in terms that both racialize and orientalize her”: “her skin 

rivaling the purest ivory, her hair ‘raven-black’ with ‘naturally-curling tresses,’ and her eyes ‘the most 

brilliant of black’ (117-118). In an analysis of Edna Ferber’s novel Show Boat, Eliza McGraw describes the 

protagonist, Julie, a mixed-race woman passing for white, as a tragic mulatta, and observes the emphasis 

that Ferber places on her ivory skin tone: “Julie appears aged with her white hair, which stands in contrast 

to her skin, still emphatically not white but ‘ivory.’ Julie’s appearance represents an extinguished 

life…there is no future for the tragic mulatta” (59). Finally, in Nella Larsen’s Passing, the mixed-race Clare 

who is passing as white is repeatedly referred to as possessing an “ivory mask,” a description which both 

emphasizes Clare’s whiteness and also undermines it. 
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children. The claim that her skin has darkened in the interim, which the narrator presents 

as an unremarkable phenomenon, engages the reader in a kind of transformative thinking 

in which a person’s drop in social status results in visible changes to skin color—the 

same thinking that enables George to imagine Rena as transforming into a “hideous black 

hag”  once he discovers she is not Rowena Warwick, one of the “best people of the town” 

(364, 358). 

 In this tenuous scaffold of familial relationships, Chesnutt frames skin color not 

as solely a biological consequence, but also as an emotional construction. The 

observation Ryan Friedman makes about Chesnutt’s story “The Wife of His Youth” holds 

true in this text as well: “blackness becomes less a matter of ‘external’ difference from 

some putative norm/ideal than a category of collective subjectivity that is primarily 

historical and experiential—one still related, in complex ways, to physiological 

distinctions” (55). John’s visit to the judge to determine his legal options for whiteness 

further reveals that law, too, is inadequate for determining racial identity. When sixteen-

year-old John learns that not all states adhered to the one-drop law, he cries out “Then I 

need not be black?” The judge responds, “No…you need not be black, away from 

Patesville” (381). Framed in terms of need rather than law, John’s skin color suddenly 

becomes a fluid entity, bounded only by the question of whether he emotionally “needs” 

his family, who tie him to blackness both ideologically and geographically. Later, Rena is 

faced with the same decision, but makes the fateful choice to return to Patesville, where 

George discovers her secret, because “[h]er mother was sick and needed her, and would 

die if she did not come” (330, italics mine). Chesnutt’s emphasis on emotional family ties 
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contradicts the larger climate of miscegenation fiction, which privileges blood over all 

else.   

In adopting Rena into his household, John takes on a multivalent position towards 

her. As several critics have noted, the large age difference between the siblings renders 

John more of a fatherly than a brotherly figure. John also functions as a patron and 

employer, sending Rena to be educated before bringing her to his house so that she may 

better serve the position of caring for his son Albert. Yet Rena is not only a caretaker for 

Albert but, expressly, a replacement for John’s wife, since John plainly states that he does 

not wish to marry again. While in practice such a companionate sister-brother household 

arrangement need not carry any hint of illicitness, Chesnutt’s choice to situate this 

relationship within the context of the tragic mulatta narrative suggests a parallel to other 

patron/beneficiary arrangements that transgress familial boundaries. When John first 

encounters Rena, not knowing her identity, he assesses her not as a brother but as a man 

looking at a woman, taking note of her “admirably proportioned” figure and her 

“promising curves” (273). But even discovering that she is his sister – which he had 

suspected from the beginning – he continues to assess her on the same terms. Once she 

comes to live with him, John reflects that “[h]is feeling for her was something more than 

brotherly love, —he was quite conscious that there were degrees in brotherly love, and 

that if she had been homely or stupid, he would never have disturbed her in the stagnant 

life of the house behind the cedars” (311).   

While Chesnutt hints at John’s potentially untoward interest in his sister, he also 

emphasizes that this illicit sexual desire is a result of John’s whiteness. John’s familial 
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identity is coded as white, replicating the role of his white father within his family. In 

fact, after Rena’s identity is discovered, John disappears from The House Behind the 

Cedars, a peculiar narrative decision since John had been a key character up until that 

point. When Rena dies, John is not present to mourn her, nor do readers see his reaction 

to the news. But the absence of John highlights the parallel to his own father, who had 

also disappeared from Molly Walden’s life. When the novel opens, John, like his father, 

lives apart from the female members of his family, able to bestow favors upon them at his 

choosing. When Rena moves to his home, the narrative describes her as “mistress” of the 

household. The double meaning of the word grants her power even as it suggests 

illicitness. As Kerstin Rudolph has argued, the power dynamic between John and Rena, 

which ultimately benefits only John, “thrives on the sexual barter of women in general, 

and the symbolic prize of Rena’s racially indeterminate blackness that gets handed from 

John to George in specific” (29). When Rena tries to speak to John about her fears 

regarding her engagement to George, John first tries to soothe her unknown qualms by 

asking if she needs “money, or what?”, assuring her that he has the ability to satisfy any 

monetary wish she might have, a financial arrangement that echoes that of Molly Walden 

and her white gentleman (320). John is not only able to pass as white, but is able to 

access the most prominent marker of wealthy white male sexuality: the ability to access 

both white and black women’s bodies with equal ease. Through the character of John, 

Chesnutt highlights the power of white male sexuality while eschewing the threat of 

interracial sex that even his more progressive white readers might have bristled at. 

Chesnutt avoids the potential of readers imagining John having sex with his wife by 
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killing her before the novel begins. She is not a real character: readers never learn her 

name, and Chesnutt does not describe her appearance, thereby preserving her fragile 

white femininity from the threat of blackness.  

John chooses to forsake needing his family and “become” white at the age of 

eighteen, but it is fatherhood that provides him the vehicle not only to maintain his 

whiteness, but to extend its opportunities to his sister. By fathering a child with his white 

wife, John re-inscribes his white identity, since no black man would be able to 

impregnate a white woman without severe consequences. In escaping even censure, let 

alone physical threat, John has “proven” his whiteness. After his wife’s death, John sees 

the chance to save his sister from the fate of blackness, arguing that his white child needs 

a “woman of its own blood to love it and look after it,” suggesting that Rena has the 

capacity to be that woman (283). Rudolph points out that “[a]lthough according to the 

one-drop rule, Albert would have to acknowledge his paternal African American ancestry 

and thus belong to Molly Walden’s blood, the claim of his maternal side, historically a 

more important and loaded one in determining a child’s race, is unmistakably white” 

(39). The rule that a child must follow the condition of his mother, established to keep 

children of female slaves enslaved, here works to ensure Albert’s whiteness. John, having 

fathered a legally white child, reinforces his own racial identity, and now seeks to extend 

that privilege to Rena. In order for Rena to fulfill John’s request, she must erase her black 

identity. Little Albert becomes not only Rena’s charge, but her imperative for 

maintaining her half-truth. When Rena becomes uncomfortable keeping her background a 

secret from George, she resolves not to tell because “[t]he secret was not hers alone; it 
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involved her brother’s position, to whom she owed everything, and in less degree the 

future of her little nephew, whom she had learned to love so well” (319). And although 

Rena sees Albert as affected only “in less degree,” John sees Albert as the primary 

justification for avoiding disclosure: “Even if Rena were willing to risk her happiness, 

and he to endanger his position, by a quixotic frankness, the future of his child must not 

be compromised” (323). Speaking not as a brother but as a father, John implores Rena, 

“Would you not be willing…to keep a secret—your secret and mine, and that of the 

innocent child in your arms?” (323). The question of Rena’s marriage is now framed in 

terms of John’s ability to preserve his child’s legacy, his paternal responsibility to 

maintain Albert’s racial status. John has brought his child in the world already existing in 

the liminal condition which John had consciously adopted, and which Rena now must 

maintain for the sake of her nephew. Fatherhood enables John to erase his racial 

background, allowing him to adopt the identity of whiteness so thoroughly that upon 

discovering his friend’s background, George refuses to recognize John as a black man, 

stating, “Personally, I will never be able to think of you as other than a white man,” even 

as he rejects John’s sister for her race (407). In siring Albert, John not only becomes a 

father, but replicates the position of his father: a white man who has the power to dictate 

the racial status of mixed-race women.  

Chesnutt, Howells and the Tragic Mulatta 

In interweaving John’s story through Rena’s more conventional trajectory, 

Chesnutt extends the reach of the tragic mulatta narrative. In doing so, he offers a subtle 

rebuke to the established “Dean” of realism, William Dean Howells. Ten years before, 
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Howells had written his own tragic mulatta tale, An Imperative Duty, which tells the story 

of Rhoda Aldgate, a young woman who, orphaned as a child, had always believed herself 

to be white. Rhoda was raised by her aunt Meredith, the only one who knows the secret: 

Rhoda is the child of a white man and a mixed-race woman. Rhoda is contemplating 

marriage, and her aunt believes it her duty to inform Rhoda so that her prospective 

husband may be duly warned. A distinguished physician, Dr. Olney, befriends the pair, 

and after confessing the secret to him, Mrs. Meredith finally tells her niece. Rhoda’s 

shame and anger so devastates her aunt that Mrs. Meredith takes an overdose of sleeping 

pills and dies. Although Rhoda is convinced that she must forsake her privileged life and 

return South to find her mother’s family, Dr. Olney brushes off her concerns and 

convinces her instead to marry him, pointing out that since no one has previously 

questioned her race, no one is likely to in the future. Some scholars have heralded 

Howells’s progressivism in refusing to allow Rhoda to be a “tragic” figure. Judith Berzon 

writes, “In An Imperative Duty…Howells manages to transcend the formula literature of 

the tragic mulatto and produce a genuine satire which exposes the racist assumptions and 

ideology of the tragic mulatto novel” (Berzon 114).  

But while An Imperative Duty does promulgate the progressive if simplistic 

message that one drop does not a tragedy make, Howells spends arguably more energy 

mocking feminine sentimentality than deconstructing racist ideology. The female 

characters explicitly frame the situations of their daily life as relating to sentimental 

fiction they have read. For example, Mrs. Meredith reflects, “She had often imagined 

herself telling Rhoda what she had to tell, and with the romantic coloring from the novels 
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she had read, she had painted herself in the heroic discharge of her duty at the instant 

when the girl was radiant in the possession of an accepted love, and had helped her to 

renounce, to suffer, and to triumph” (70). Rhoda, having no experience with blackness, 

can only imagine it in dramatic terms, from what she has seen “in pictures,” images like: 

“palm-tree roofs and grass huts…then a desert with a long coffle of captives passing by, 

and one black naked woman, fallen out from weakness, kneeling, with manacled hands, 

and her head pulled back, and the Arab slaver’s knife at her throat” (86). Despite passing 

African Americans walking on the street in the same manner as herself, Rhoda can only 

picture blackness as a far-off, exoticized condition. It is telling that Howells cannot 

imagine the tragic mulatta plotline as anything other than a romantic fiction, as something 

that does not actually affect day-to-day life. Chesnutt, of course, can.  

Howells suggests that the tragic mulatta trope only functions as a pat literary 

device, and in doing so strips the narrative of the realist qualities of lived experience and 

everyday life that Chesnutt invokes. Howells’ version of the tragic mulatta narrative 

removes men entirely from the discussion about racial politics, implicitly emphasizing 

the feminized, overly sentimental connotations of the genre. Men, Howells implies, are 

untouched by problems of race: Rhoda’s uncle has died without having had to confront 

his niece’s secret; Rhoda’s original suitor never discovers it; and Olney simply discounts 

the entire problem as irrelevant. As Kenneth Warren observes, “Olney’s commonsense 

response to Rhoda’s proposed sacrifice quietly slides black education into the container 

of romanticized duties that Howells satirizes again and again in his work” (66).  

However, Warren also argues that Howells places black women in a position of agency 
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by promulgating “the belief that black women could and should play a role in combating 

racial oppression in a public way” (66). But this framework still places the full weight of 

responsibility onto the female figure of the tragic mulatta. By contrast, Chesnutt 

interweaves John’s story of establishing whiteness through fatherhood into Rena’s, 

showing that romanticized female figures are not the only players in stories of mixed-race 

families.  

Eliza’s Son: Race Handed Down 

The House Behind the Cedars shows that over the course of four generations, a 

family can transform from unequivocally black (Molly’s father), to potentially fluid 

(Molly), to tentatively white (John), to unequivocally white (Albert). It is significant that 

although Rena perishes as a result of her attempt to pass, John retains his white identity, 

confirmed by George, and Albert’s racial identity is never challenged. In portraying 

Albert as unquestionably white, Chesnutt challenges one of the prevalent racial 

arguments of the day, one espoused by Thomas Dixon and other such racial purists. The 

one-drop rule of course meant that any child born of a mixed-race father would be 

considered black, but an even more damaging racial belief was that of racial atavism, the 

idea that a child born of a mixed-race parent would “revert to type” and emerge darker-

skinned than either of its parents. This theory rendered mixed-race fatherhood as a 

sentence of blackness to the child.38 In one of the many subplots of Dixon’s The 

                                                 
38 In 1900, Chesnutt wrote an essay entitled “The Future American,” which espouses the belief that since 

African Americans cannot survive and thrive on their own, all the races in America must intermarry and 

become indistinguishable from one another; he suggests that otherwise, black Americans risk extinction. 

The essay, which Ryan Friedman calls “a finally incoherent argument,” creates a stark ideological clash 

with Chesnutt’s other work and lifelong theories about African American identity (41). Friedman suggests 
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Leopard’s Spots, a white father uses atavism to argue against his daughter’s marriage to a 

mixed-race man, positioning black fatherhood as a threat not only to his daughter’s 

virtue, but to the integrity of his family and the white race. The threatening man in 

question is George Harris, a figure very deliberately borrowed from Stowe: the child 

whom runaway Eliza held in her arms while fleeing across the ice in that iconic scene. 

Now in Dixon’s world a grown man, Harris has been taken under the wing of Everett 

Lowell, a progressive patron espousing equal suffrage for all races, who views him as a 

son—until Harris asks permission to court Lowell’s daughter, Helen. The tenuous nature 

of Lowell’s assumed paternalism for Harris becomes immediately clear when tested 

against what Lowell perceives as his duties to his daughter. Lowell reacts with horror and 

disgust to Harris’s request, responding “I do not desire, and will not permit, a mixture of 

Negro blood in my family. The idea is nauseating, and to my daughter it would be 

repulsive beyond the power of words to express it!” (395). Here, Lowell’s progressive 

politics are immediately superseded by what he perceives as his overweening paternal 

duty: not only to protect his daughter’s virtue, but to maintain the “pure” racial identity of 

her children. The “mixture of Negro blood” is not only Harris’s mixed heritage, but the 

mixed racial identity that Lowell dreads his grandchildren possessing. 

 Parroting common “scientific” beliefs of the time, Lowell argues that he has 

empirical data showing that if the light-skinned George were to produce a child with 

Helen, it would “breed back to pure Negro child, thick-lipped, kinky-headed, flat-nosed, 

                                                                                                                                                 
that it is best read as a frame for understanding the kind of racialized discourse Chesnutt was responding to, 

observing that “Chesnutt’s all-or-nothing scenario uncannily mirrors white supremacist arguments, in 

which black bodies pose a biological, medical threat to white ‘life’” (39). 
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black-skinned”  (398). It is not the marriage that Lowell reacts so viscerally to, but the 

siring of children that he anticipates as a natural corollary. But, as Harris argues 

eloquently, he has in every way been brought up as a white man, accessing the same 

privileges and proving himself capable of the same virtues. He questions Lowell, “Am I 

not a graduate of the same university with you? Did I not stand as high, and age for age, 

am I not your equal in culture?” (395). Harris’s argument draws not only on his education 

and nurturing, but also on his racial heritage, as he protests to Lowell, “I have more of 

white than of Negro blood, sir” (395). Here, Harris appears to accept Lowell’s statement 

that a “Negro” may not join his family, but refuses to accept that he must be categorized 

as such, seeking instead to redefine his racial identity as white, or at least as more white 

than black. This moment mirrors the defining points in tragic mulatto narratives wherein 

the protagonists face the realization that their outward racial presentation does not match 

their legal identity. While Harris had never heretofore passed as a white man (though he 

does later in the text), or self-identified as such, he had believed himself to be socially 

“white.” When Lowell coldly informs him that while he supports political rights for 

African Americans, he does not view them as social equals, Harris argues, bewildered, 

“The right to love and wed where one loves is the badge of fellowship in the order of 

humanity. The man who is denied this right in any society is not a member of it. He is 

outside any manifestation of its essential life. You had as well talk about the importance 

of clothes for a dead man, as political rights for such a pariah. You have classed him with 

the beasts of the field. As a human unit he does not exist for you” (396). In another 

context, Harris’s lucid argument would be intended to win progressive support. Dixon 
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portrays Harris as a sympathetic, tragic figure. But after Lowell rejects his suit, Harris 

descends into penury, unable to find another job, rejected by both blacks and whites. 

 In Dixon’s deployment of the tragic mulatto trope, Harris’s story is indeed tragic, 

not because of Lowell’s rejection and the social strictures laid against Harris, but because 

Lowell allowed him to occupy an in-between state that in Dixon’s view could not 

possibly be sustained. Here, Dixon borrows not only a well-known abolitionist character, 

but also an established abolitionist trope, deploying them for the opposite ideological 

mission. But while the affective power of Stowe’s novel lay in her ability to create 

sympathetic, appealing characters with whom her audience identified, Dixon does the 

opposite. By using a borrowed figure rather than creating his own fictional mixed-race 

character, Dixon deemphasizes the importance of individual stories and individual 

families in favor of a universally applicable story about race, flattening people into 

archetypes, of which the most important is the white father, whose primary duty is to 

protect his daughter and descendants from racial mixing. 

The work of Chesnutt and Dixon not only responds to the same pseudo-scientific 

beliefs about biological race, but also to the same historical events. In 1898, swelling 

racial tensions in Wilmington, North Carolina exploded in street riots, during which 

white supremacists overthrew the city government, killing many African-American 

residents.39 Chesnutt and Dixon each fictionalized the Wilmington episode in their novels 

The Marrow of Tradition and The Leopard’s Spots, both published in 1901. Although 

                                                 
39 Sources vary widely on how many were killed during the riots. Reported numbers range from 8 to over 

100, but most sources put the figure between 10 and 20 individuals. The official report by the Wilmington 

Race Riot Commission in 2006 concludes: “ No official count of dead can be ascertained due to a paucity 

of records from the coroner’s office, hospital, and churches”  (“1898 Wilmington Race Riot Report”). 
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Chesnutt did not write his novel as a rebuttal to Dixon’s (The Leopard’s Spots was 

published months before Marrow), after the two publications Chesnutt specifically 

deployed Marrow to offer a counterpoint to Dixon’s work. As Sydney Bufkin has 

detailed, in 1902, Chesnutt sent copies of Marrow to a handful of congressmen, all of 

whom were familiar with The Leopard’s Spots. Bufkin describes the response: “Like 

many of The Marrow of Tradition’s reviewers, the congressmen emphasized a need for 

balance in the discussion of southern race relations. Their responses locate the value of 

Marrow in its ability to provide a rebuttal to The Leopard’s Spots” (247). These 

reviewers and congressmen value Chesnutt’s rendering of the murder of black individuals 

and families only as a formalaic “balance” to Dixon’s portrayal of a idyllic white South.  

“There Lies My Only Child”: The Marrow of Tradition 

Cindy Weinstein reminds us that Stowe was moved to write Uncle Tom’s Cabin 

because of “two cataclysmic but very different events” (2). The first was a national 

political event, the passing of the 1850 Fugitive Slave Law. The second was an individual 

tragedy, the death of her infant son Charley. Weinstein characterizes the novel as a 

“lamentation” for Stowe’s dead child (2). I suggest that in The Marrow of Tradition, 

Chesnutt reshapes Stowe’s elegy to mourn the loss of black sons; like Stowe, he weaves 

individual tragedy into a larger trauma, placing a single father’s grief against the larger 

violence of the Wilmington riots. Two years later, W.E.B. Du Bois would begin his essay 

“Of the Passing of the First-Born” with his joy and terror over becoming a parent: “Then 

the fear of fatherhood mingled wildly with the joy of creation” (130). But we quickly see 

that Du Bois’s fears encompass not only the uncertainty of any first-time parent, but the 
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targeted anxiety about being a black father to a black child. The essay is an elegy to Du 

Bois’s infant son, who died of diphtheria as Du Bois frantically tried to find an available 

black doctor, or a white doctor willing to treat his child, an eerie inversion of the events 

of Chesnutt’s novel. Du Bois then struggles to find a place to bury his child, questioning 

“where, O God, beneath thy broad blue sky shall my dark baby rest in peace?” (133). It is 

this trauma that Chesnutt invokes, the universal, Stoweian heartbreak of a son dead 

beneath God’s sky and then the specific tragedy wrought by that son’s skin color.  

The Marrow of Tradition’s narrative structure is shaped by the birth and death of 

sons: it opens as Major Carteret awaits the birth of his first and only child, reaches its 

climax as Dr. Miller discovers the body of his young son on the street, hit by a bullet in 

the midst of the riots, and concludes as Major Carteret begs Dr. Miller to treat his dying 

son. Chesnutt’s rendering of the Wilmington riot is interwoven with several domestic 

narratives, chronicling the lives of two families in fictional Wellington, North Carolina: 

the Carterets, who represent the old white aristocracy, and the Millers, who are 

emblematic of the rising African American middle class. The wives of the families, Janet 

Miller and Olivia Carteret, who are almost identical in appearance, share a white father, 

Samuel Merkell. The Carteret and Miller stories are driven, in the realist tradition, by the 

day-to-day activities of two families, headed by a white and black father. The moments of 

intersection between the families all concern the actions of the fathers: first, the 

posthumously-discovered actions of Samuel Merkell, and then the actions of William 

Miller and Phil Carteret. Chesnutt presents fatherhood not only as a biological and legal 

construction, but also as a communally-formed ideology that requires imaginative 
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sympathy to function—sympathy that is often lacking from white audiences for black 

fathers. Ryan Simmons observes that “[Chesnutt’s] use of sentiment is ambivalent and 

quite complex. On one hand, he often mocks the prose style of romance... On the other 

hand, he is clearly unwilling to abandon altogether the idea of some sort of unseen 

connection between people, including very differently situated people” (19-20). Chesnutt 

suggests fatherhood as a vehicle for that connection, a needed counterpoint to the kind of 

universal maternity that Stowe invokes in appealing to American women, but he also 

shows the limitations of cross-racial fatherly sympathy in the contemporary political 

climate.  

          Both thematically and structurally, the Carteret and Miller narratives mirror each 

other. The families each have one son; the fathers both hold prestigious positions in their 

respective communities; the mothers, of course, physically resemble each other “with the 

same form, the same features,” the same voice, and the same father (714). In a novel rife 

with doubled characters, Major Carteret and Dr. Miller are a crucial pairing. I suggest 

that Chesnutt means us to read Carteret and Miller as two halves of a whole, and that by 

opening with the birth of one son and closing with the death of the other, Chesnutt 

structures Marrow as the development of fatherhood from beginning to end. Fatherhood 

functions not only as a structuring device, however, but as an imperative for justice, a call 

for Chesnutt’s readers to understand the humanity of all his characters.  

Carteret’s portrayal as an emotionally invested father is key to Chesnutt’s 

exploration of racial inequalities: without Carteret’s paternal side, his sole role in the 

narrative would be his advocation of white supremacy, and he would be a thoroughly 
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unsympathetic figure, as one-sided as Thomas Dixon’s characters. But Chesnutt chooses 

to begin the first sentences of the novel by showing Carteret anxiously attending to his 

wife through her labor, “shiver[ing] with apprehension” as he fans her (467). This portrait 

of vulnerability gives way to unaffected joy at the birth of his son, Dodie, and the narrator 

proclaims, “All nature seemed to rejoice in sympathy with his happiness” (473). At this 

early moment in the narrative, the reader joins “all nature” in this emotional celebration 

of Carteret’s fatherhood, swept up in the power of the sentimentalized white family that 

seems to inhabit everyone and everything. In the novel’s climax, Chesnutt starkly revisits 

this universal appeal to sympathy when Carteret begs Miller to acknowledge their shared 

fatherhood and help his son. Michael Elliott has argued that unlike Chesnutt’s earlier 

work, which he believes takes an ethnographic approach to the idea of culture as socially 

constructed, The Marrow of Tradition shifts toward “placing biological race at the center 

of its narrative logic” (84). While Elliott is careful to assert that Chesnutt is not 

embracing racial prejudices, he nonetheless sees the novel as representative of Chesnutt’s 

inability to “articulat[e] an alternative to race” (84). But I suggest that Chesnutt 

emphasizes biological lineage not for its racial immutability, but for its affective 

qualities. The state of biological fatherhood that Major Carteret experiences for the first 

time at the opening of the novel acts not as an alternative to race, but as something that 

has the potential capacity to supersede or undermine racial hierarchies. By emphasizing 

the fundamental humanity of both men as fathers, Chesnutt accedes to political demand 

to “show both sides,” while ultimately revealing the impossibility of both sides being 

right. The Carteret and Miller children cannot coexist while their fathers occupy such 
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unequal roles; fatherhood cannot be a universal cause for rejoicing when universal rights 

are denied to some. 

Chesnutt’s implicit bid for his readers to sympathize with Major Carteret is 

explicitly repeated a few chapters later, when Dr. Miller is asked to assist in Dodie’s 

tracheotomy. Janet Miller urges her husband to take the utmost care, exclaiming “O 

Will…Think of the child’s poor mother! Think of our own dear child, and what it would 

mean to lose him!” (517). Reflecting on her own status as “a mother with an only child,” 

Janet enacts the performative function of sympathy (516). Rather than referring to her 

husband’s professional skill, she instead suggests that  actively imagining herself as the 

child’s mother and envisioning the grief she would experience upon his death—and by 

extension, urging her husband to imagine himself as the child’s father—will secure 

Dodie’s safety. But Chesnutt’s narrative highlights the limitations of such imaginative 

sympathy in a racially fraught climate. The mixed-race Janet is capable of imagining the 

Carteret child as her own, seeing herself as the mother of both a black and a white child, 

but the reverse is clearly not true (515). In fact, Olivia Carteret is so disgusted by the 

sight of Janet and her son that she blames them for causing her premature labor. Not until 

the death of the Miller child (a moment when Dodie’s life is again imperiled, and again 

requires Miller’s assistance) does the Miller family receive the kind of sympathy from the 

Carteret family that both Janet and William and Chesnutt’s readers immediately extend to 

Dodie and his parents. The “natural” birthright of this aristocratic white child is 

sympathy, for himself and at his parents.    
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Through his portrayal of the Carteret and Miller children, Chesnutt indicates that 

such imaginative sympathy is denied to black parents and children. The children’s names 

reveal the most glaring asymmetry between Dodie and the Miller son: while Dodie boasts 

a first, middle, and nickname (Dodie being short for Theodore Felix), the Miller child 

remains unnamed throughout the text. Moreover, while the narrative precisely tracks 

Dodie’s age through the chapters (“six weeks,” “six months”), the Miller boy is first 

described as “six or seven,” and later estimated to be “about six.” (482, 496, 515, 565). 

Chesnutt clearly intends a parallel to be drawn, since both children are always some form 

of “six,” but the narrative precision that marks Dodie’s growth stands out against the 

careless approximations of the Miller child’s age. The dearth of personalizing detail 

about the Miller son prevents the reader from engaging with him as a fully formed 

character and reinforces his disposability to the larger Wellington community. 

Additionally, the Miller family lacks the intimate domestic space that we see the Carteret 

family occupying from the start of the novel, forestalling the reader from imagining the 

type of black domesticity that Thomas Nash envisioned in his illustration. Indeed, the 

reader never sees the Miller child at home until his corpse is brought from the streets and 

laid out in the living room. Until then, he is only seen in the public sphere, specifically, 

traveling through the streets with his mother in a buggy, always subject to the town’s 

gaze. It is not only that Chesnutt chooses not to show us the Miller family at home, but 

that they seem to fundamentally lack the kind of domestic privacy that the Carterets 

enjoy. In one of the few scenes of William and Janet at home together, their brief moment 

of domestic intimacy is immediately interrupted by the outside world. Janet wakes 
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William, and while he initially waves her off playfully, her purpose in waking him is to 

inform him of Polly Ochiltree’s murder and Sandy Campbell’s imminent lynching and to 

explain that the lawyer Watson is waiting to see him. Miller springs from bed, telling his 

wife to send Watson up, and “[w]hile Miller made a hasty toilet Watson explained the 

situation” (609). The imminent peril to a black man’s life breaches the bounds of familial 

privacy, suggesting that Miller’s individual status as a husband and father is always 

subject to the whims of the mob outside.  

When the riots break out in Wellington, Miller rides frantically through the streets 

towards his family, seeking the security of his home. When he encounters Watson in the 

street, Watson tells him that he too is going home, and exclaims “Home!—a beautiful 

word that, isn’t it, for an exiled wanderer?” (682). But when Miller arrives home, it bears 

no resemblance to a domestic refuge. Finding his house locked, Miller must break a 

window to enter “like a thief,” and discovers a deserted home, the rooms “all empty”; 

only a servant remains, hiding in a cabinet under the sink. The Miller home has itself 

become a chaotic site, un-domestic and devoid of familial security, a harbinger of the 

tragedy to come pages later. But just as we do not see the Millers existing in a 

comfortable domesticity, we also do not see the tragedy of that domestic rupture. 

Whereas Stowe drew sympathy from her readers by depicting first the death of Little 

Eva, and then that of Tom, paralleling the two to show the innate Christianity and tragedy 

of Tom’s death, Chesnutt resists depicting the Miller son’s death and his father’s 

discovery of the body. In contrast to the various bodily threats to little Dodie, moments 

when readers see the child’s physical responses—his “red and swollen” face, his “livid” 
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lips, his “little nails” turning blue—the Miller son’s death occurs out of readers’ view 

(706, 709). We see only his father’s initial reaction, and we do not know until many 

pages later what he is reacting to: “his eyes fell upon a group beneath a lamp-post, at 

sight of which he turned pale with horror, and rushed forward with a terrible cry” (695). 

By not depicting Miller child’s bodily suffering at the same level of detail as Dodie’s, 

Chesnutt is refusing to enable readers to experience the voyeuristic spectacle of black 

suffering, recognizing that white sympathy and white entertainment can all too easily 

overlap. 

As we have seen, the occasion of his son’s birth garners sympathy for Carteret 

from all corners. But Chesnutt complicates the reader’s initial response to that occasion 

by underscoring the ways in which Carteret’s new role as father provides the means for 

maintaining a racial hierarchy in Wellington. His porter, Jerry, recognizing the 

transitional potential of the major’s move into fatherhood, hopes “that in the pleasurable 

distraction of the moment the major might also overlook the distinction of color” and 

shake Jerry’s hand. Major Carteret, however, takes the celebratory moment of Dodie’s 

arrival as an opportunity to reinforce the existing boundaries between the two men, 

offering Jerry only a “kind nod” and a cigar, though he shakes hand with every other man 

(487). Carteret regards this moment as a “pleasant ceremony, which left him with a 

comfortable sense of his new dignity” (488). Even the simple act of naming Dodie 

occasions a christening party, which affords Carteret the opportunity to air his prejudices 

against the black servants. In doing so, Carteret preemptively implicates Sandy in the 

subsequent crime against Polly Ochiltree. Carteret later remembers “the presence of this 
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negro [Sandy] at his own residence on the occasion of little Theodore’s christening 

dinner” (605). By calling him “little Theodore,” Carteret emphasizes the smallness and 

therefore helplessness of his son, creating a contrast which automatically casts Sandy as 

an aggressor, since in comparison to an infant any man appears large, and thus forces 

Sandy to match the description of a “burly black burglar” (485). Fatherhood allows 

Carteret to reify an old dynamic when he recalls his wife’s childhood nurse, “Mammy” 

Jane, to her old position. Ryan Friedman has observed that, “Although [Chesnutt’s] more 

powerful and socially respectable white characters rarely espouse racist violence in 

theory, they abet it through their manipulation of public sentiment” (46). Chesnutt 

highlights that the influence of domestic fatherhood is not limited to the domestic sphere: 

Carteret’s new status as father changes the racial dynamics of the town, belying Stowe’s 

version of domesticity, which is maternally focused and only enacts positive, inclusive 

change on the larger world. 

White fatherhood and black fatherhood, Chesnutt shows, place markedly different 

imperatives on men regarding attitudes towards violence. When Carteret meets with his 

white supremacist cronies for the first time after Dodie’s birth, they urge him, “now that 

you have a son, major…you’ll be all the more interested in doing something to make this 

town fit to live in” (490). Major Carteret responds not with a logical argument about the 

plot under consideration, but instead “thrill[s] with responsive emotion” (491). These 

white men frame fatherhood as a driving force in determining that “Something must be 

done, and quickly!” (491). But when the riots break out, we see that for black men, 

fatherhood seems at direct odds with the type of physical masculinity that is required. As 
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Watson and Miller exchange information in the streets, a group of “resolute-looking 

colored men” led by Josh Green begs them to take up leadership. Miller chastises him to 

“think of [his] mother,” but Josh explains that his mother has died; Josh can now freely 

enter into the fighting because he has no family responsibilities. Riché Richardson shows 

that, “[a]t every turn in the resistance Josh Green’s language and the intensity of his 

expression reveal manhood as a central frame for these scenes. His mission is not only to 

protect the black community but also to defend their manhood. Furthermore, his portrait 

is recognizably heroic and masculinist” (29). But this masculinity is pitted against 

fatherhood. Watson refuses to fight, arguing, “I have a wife and children. It is my duty to 

live for them” (683). Miller, too, demurs with a logical justification about what the 

aftermath of such an uprising would look like, but immediately after leaving the group he 

returns to his frantic search for his wife and child. As a black husband and father, Miller 

does not have the privilege of following the “manly instinct” that rises within him, 

whereas for Major Carteret, it is his status as father that spurs him to move forward with 

his plans of violence. Chesnutt draws his contrasting characters in the midst of a climate 

that simultaneously demonized black men as aggressively violent, yet imbricated white 

masculinity with far greater, yet culturally sanctioned, violence.   

 In presenting Carteret initially as a sympathetic father figure, and then showing 

the political manifestations of that fatherhood, Chesnutt highlights the danger of the type 

of masculinity that Dixon championed. In his own rendition of the Wilmington riots, 

Thomas Dixon imagines an animalistic sexual energy emanating not only from black 

men, but even more so from their white counterparts. In keeping with contemporary 
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racist depictions of black masculinity, Dixon repeatedly describes black men as apes. Yet 

in Dixon’s view the white men, too, are animals, describing one young man as “a well-

knit, powerful youth… …He had a habit of licking his lips and running his tongue around 

inside of his cheeks when he was anything or heard anything that pleased him that was 

far from intellectual in its suggestiveness. When he did this one could not help feeling 

that he was looking at a young well fed tiger” (74). Later, when Annie Camp is 

kidnapped from her wedding reception, the white men who are described as springing to 

her aid “like young tigers,” shooting several of the black men attempting to rape her. 

Charlie Gaston, who in Dixon’s retelling organizes and carries out the riots, is described 

as “a political tiger” (418). In Dixon’s rendering, this animalistic power exists in male 

sexuality writ large, black and white; it only becomes a problem when it is directed at 

white women by black men. Chesnutt, too, examines the violence of white men; as Peter 

Caster explores in his essay: “Howells’s account of [The Marrow of Tradition] as ‘bitter, 

bitter’ likely results from the inversion of black and white stereotypes” (151). Caster 

argues that the characters of Carteret, Miller, McBane, and Green exemplify the different 

models of masculinity available, and ultimately show that “rapacious violence is a 

characteristic of white, not black, masculinity, and transcends class difference” (151). But 

while in Dixon’s fiction, such violence is necessary for restoring order and maintaining 

paternal and husbandly primacy, Chesnutt points to the potential for white male violence 

to harm both white and black children.  

Both authors suggest a fear of feminization, a fear of dwindling masculine 

potential, on the part of white men. In his analysis of themes of sexual degeneracy in 
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Marrow, Mason Stokes observes, Chesnutt “establish[es] solid connections between the 

novel’s racial subject matter and its preoccupation with a so-called proper masculinity, 

which foregrounds how Marrow enacts a deliberate conversation about the nature and 

shape of both sexual and political manhood…By raising these questions about a proper 

masculinity in the dual context of Tom Delamere’s downward spiral and Major Carteret’s 

desire for a male heir, Chesnutt stages his version of black literary uplift on the 

increasingly enfeebled bodies of white men” (113). Such enfeeblement is precisely what 

Dixon fears. Most of the fathers in Dixon’s fiction do in fact fail to protect their 

daughters from seemingly inevitable sexual assaults, but manage to succeed in preventing 

the ultimate horror of allowing black men to father their grandchildren, by allowing or 

encouraging the deaths of their daughters. After the white mob shoots at the black men 

attacking Annie, killing Annie in the process, Reverend Durham tells Tom, “ ‘Your child 

has not died in vain. A few things like this will be the trumpet of the God of our fathers 

that will call the sleeping manhood of the Anglo-Saxon race to life again” (128). Here, 

Dixon suggests that white masculinity has been “sleeping,” but strong paternal protectors 

will reawaken it. But it is not only white women who are in danger from sexual violation: 

Dixon’s white men are threatened not only ideologically, but physically.  

When African American men discuss the new order “permitting the marriage of 

Negroes to white women and commanding its enforcement on every military post,” one 

gloats over how the white men will “squirm,” boasting, “Let ‘em squirm. They’re flat on 

their backs. We are on top, and we are going to stay on top. I expect to lead a fair white 

bride into my house before another year” (147). In this sexualized imagery, white men 
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are as much at risk of penetration by black bodies as white women. Kim Magowan argues 

that even as Dixon attempts to shore up the boundaries between white and black, and 

between men and women, he consistently undermines and collapses these distinctions, 

resulting in white men who find themselves “oscillating between two roles Dixon intends 

to be distinguishable: the black male rapist and the white female rape victim” (Magowan 

79). The only way to eradicate the black sexual threat, Dixon suggests, is through 

reclaiming the paternal legacy of whiteness: “The Confederacy went to pieces in a day, 

not because the South could no longer fight, but because they were fighting the flag of 

their fathers, and they were tired of it. They went back to the old flag. They expected to 

lose their slaves and repudiate the dogma of Secession forever. But they never dreamed 

of Negro domination, or Negro deification, of Negro equality and amalgamation, now 

being rammed down their throats with bayonets” (137).  

In a 1905 review of Dixon’s work, W.E.B. Du Bois wryly observed that Dixon’s 

work appeals specifically to fathers, summarizing the universal plot of Dixon’s fiction as 

follows: “‘There’s a black man who thinks himself a man and is a man; kill him before he 

marries your daughter!’” (30). But in fact, in Dixon’s fiction, the father usually winds up 

killing not only the black man threatening his daughter, but also his daughter. Kim 

Magowan calls him Dixon’s “filicidal white father,” and he recurs again and again. In 

The Leopard’s Spots, Tom Camp urges the mob to shoot in his daughter’s direction to 

fend off her rapists, and afterwards tells the preacher, “I’d ’a’ killed her with my own 

hand if I couldn’t ’a’ saved her no other way. I’d do it over a thousand times if I had to’” 

(129).  And Dixon does “do it over” many times. In this new era of “Negro domination,” 
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fathers constantly fear the loss of their daughters’ virtue, which according to Dixon is the 

reason for increasing urbanization: “The birth of a girl baby was sure to make a father 

restless, and when the baby looked up into his face one day with the soft light of a 

maiden he gave up his farm and moved to town” (202).These moments point to Dixon’s 

ingrained uncertainty about the ability of individual fathers to protect their families, and 

about America’s own paternalistic prowess.    

Dixon’s depictions of white fatherhood suggest that fathers are needed for two 

key functions: maintaining racial purity through their choice of mate, and physically 

protecting their daughters. But Chesnutt’s depiction of Major Carteret shows the danger 

of removing the affective dimension of fatherhood, leaving women to mediate emotion 

alone. Stowe’s tradition of racialized sympathy places the burden of emotion on women, 

as when the senator’s wife convinces her husband to break the law and aid runaway 

Eliza. Carteret, too, initially channels his emotions through his wife. In the opening 

scene, Olivia serves as a relay for Carteret’s affective feelings; holding his wife’s hand as 

she labors, he feels her spasm of pain go through his own body (467). When Dodie is 

born, Carteret is delighted by his son, but rather than reacting to him viscerally, as he 

does with Olivia, Carteret instead views Dodie as a symbol, the “fruition of [a] long-

deferred hope” (483). He immediately turns his attention to practical financial matters 

regarding Dodie’s future income and prospects, since “the career of a Carteret must not 

be left to chance” (488). Here, Dodie’s most important function is not as Carteret’s 

individual child, but as an offshoot of the Carteret name; it is Carteret’s hopes and plans 

for that lineage that lead him to organize the riot. But the violence of the riot shatters not 
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only Carteret’s belief in acceptable white male conduct, but also his established 

framework for interacting with his son, who has once again fallen ill: “Major Carteret 

stood beside the brass bedstead upon which his child was lying,--his only child, around 

whose curly head clustered all his hopes; upon whom all his life for the past year had 

been centred” (706). The fond personalizing of the “curly” head reveals Carteret’s 

intimate emotions for his son – he may be the vehicle for his father’s aspirations, but he is 

also an individual, beloved child. As Dodie, dying of croup, struggles to breathe, “each 

gasp cut the father like a knife” (709). Carteret feels his child’s pain as his own, fatherly 

affection outweighing every other emotion and overcoming even his bodily autonomy. 

When Carteret rushes to Dr. Miller to beg him to perform the life-saving 

operation on his son, he first appeals to Miller on the basis of his professional status, 

urging him “as a physician…to lose no more time.” Miller responds not as a physician 

but as a father, leading Carteret to his son’s corpse and exclaiming, “there lies my only 

child, laid low by a stray bullet in this riot which you and your paper have fomented” 

(711). Miller flips the script that Carteret has laid out: instead of father and physician, 

Miller recasts them as politician and father. In these final moments of the novel, Carteret 

moves from feeling his son’s pain as keenly as if it were his own, to feeling Miller’s pain 

as though he were that child’s father. As in the very beginning of the novel, both the 

characters and the readers are solely focused on the affective emotions of fatherhood, and 

in this moment it does have the universalizing power that the reader imagined it did when 

“all nature rejoiced.” Carteret is again experiencing the intense power of affective 

fatherhood, but this time it is on behalf of someone else – and that someone else is a 
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black man. At the moment when Miller reveals his son’s body, fatherly sympathy 

supersedes all other ideologies for Carteret: “for a moment the veil of race prejudice was 

rent in twain, and he saw things as they were…He could not expect, could not ask, this 

father to leave his own household at such a moment” (712). Matthew Wilson writes that 

in this instant, “Carteret exists ‘for a moment’ outside of the racialized world in which he 

has always lived, and he can admire Miller not as an African American but as a man” 

(138). Moreover, he notes that rather than just admiring Miller, Carteret actually 

identifies with him: “Carteret can momentarily imagine himself as a black man” (138). I 

further suggest that in this brief, transformative moment, Carteret identifies with Miller 

not just as a man, but as a father. This crucial distinction separates this moment of 

fraternity from, for example, the moment in Cedars when George tells John that he will 

never see him as a black man, but simply as a fellow man. Here, mutual understanding is 

wrought through the emotional bonds of fatherhood that work not to superimpose 

whiteness on both men, but to unify them—however briefly—across the color line. The 

tragedy, of course, is that this unification results in only the probable rescue of Dodie, 

preserving the sentimental white family. But the Miller child cannot be saved, and no 

character or reader ever had the opportunity to save him by sympathy. The power of 

familial sympathy may have wrought a brief moment of fellowship, but it could not 

negate the all-too-familiar tragedy of the fractured black family.  
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